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as an abiding place; but even to the uninterested stranger there Is an indefinable
charm about the old place that keeps him here
and grows stronger as time pusses on. Some
of Merida's well contented citizens were educated in London and Baris, have crossed and
recrossed the Atlantic, spent years in Kurope,
and visited most of the world’s important
cities—yet who love Merida beyond any other,
and desire to live and die here.
The present population of Merida is reckoned at 5(5.000. Besides the various public buildings and tine educational institutions mentioned in a previous letter, it lias a large library
and reading-rooms, an almshouse. Foundling's
Home and one of the best appointed hospitals
in all Central America.
Several newspapers are published hen -the
daily llrrhtd del Mrrithi. the semi-weekly hi
Kt'ho del Comercin. an official organ, and two
religious papers—one Catholic, the other independent. There is also a horse ear line, telephones in general use, lawyers and doctors by
the score, more than thirty mercantile houses,
and many very handsome private residences.
The market-place, which occupies an immense square, is situated about
two block*
from the Ilotr!
siro, and i* surrounded by
a high adobe wall, plastered on the street side
so that it look* like polished stone.
Filtering
it' wide gate you are instantly surrounded by
a crowd of market-women, wiio
"press” you—
in more senses than one—to purchase their
ware*, each
imploring you fervently, in the
name of the Blcs'cd Virgin and ttuli.s los S'tint'is tall the Saints) to
buy of her only. Their
commodity
are varied in character, and many
of t la m indescribable.
I was an amazed spectator to the struggles
of an Kiigdi.'h stranger in their clutchc*- a
rather swell young tourist in travelling suit of
exaggerated plaid, with eane-hcad in his
mouth, glass screwed in his eye. and the general air of one wiio owned at least half the
earth’s surface. In an instant the importunate
horde were upon him. like Hies around a molasses barrel. One old woman urged a small
gourd rattle upon him. "Woman,” said he.
"ln> you mistake me fora baby!"”
Another insisted upon his buying a coarse
cotton chemise—"for your sweetheart.” said
i*ht —assuring him that it was well sewn. Allot In
pursued him with a cage full of young
birds: others harrassed him with greasy
I'S. freshly fried and red hot .‘another with a
long switch of real hair—h« r own. may he, cut
oil' because too tangled and thickly populated
to be longer endured
until they actually foived him to tlv. before be had advanced a dozen
inside
tin*
steps
gate.
Merida has its banking-house, and drafts on
New York and Kurope can also be obtained
from the lieinp exporters, w ho are by all odds
tin* heaviest business men in Yucatan. Tin*
premium on drafts is about 15 per cent., (tu
days sight. The rate of interest here is from
one t o two per rent, a month. Travellers coming to Yucatan should bring American gold, as
it pays no duty and is always at a high preniso far southward, of course the climate of Merida is hot as the hottest ; hut even
the furnace heat of mid-day i> alway- tempered hy eool ocean breezes. l>ay and* night Un-

wind. blowing “where it listeth,” renders life
endurable, the temperature, from year to year,
ranging between CO dog. and !M> deg. Though
a Northerner would naturally suppose the in»ttc-t months to he August and September, \<!
here March and April enjoy that distinction—
partly because at that time the heat generated
by the tropic ^un is augmented b\ burning
eorn-fiehls, which are then tired all over the
eoimtry.
The rainy season, varying itt ditlcn-nt partof tin.untrv.in this -eetion continues from
May! > October, beginning later to the northward. 1 n the latitude of Mexico's capital, tinrains not only fall between dune and October,
but the) have occasional -bower- during tinwinter, especially in February, when the
weather i- exceedingly changeable. Tin- Mexican- have a proverb which runs:
“Fcbrero
loco I’oi'jtie de todo Tietie tin poco”—meaning
“February i- a fool, because she lias a little of

everything.”

In the winter snow falls at an elevation of
tUMMi feet, while under the equator the snowline i- situated at ln.TnO feet. Itaroti von Hutnhuldt gives the line of perpetual snow in Mexico as Ifi.tfdl feet above sea level.
Though midway, in point of longitude, between Havana and Vera Frit/.—those citicwhich ever) year are smitten hv yellow fever
Merida scarcely ever sutler- from the
A few eases occur annually, but the
-eour^c.
di-case seldom becomes epidemic; and it i- asserted that
has ncvi'r existed at tie-aim- time both at Merida and it- seaport, ITogresso.

Though

it' 'die

of water is derive.!
from a tew subterranean

supply

from the clouds and
cavern*, the city i* in a condition of exceptional licuithfulucsS'for the tropic*.
\’o doubtjtlii*
is largely due to the proverbial m atness of tin
people. Many of the houses were built more
than two hundred years ago. and their bi-ani'
ami rafters, of snbine or zo/tr,tt wood.are hard
as iron and bid lair to last forever.
There art.*
neutrally two walls, from four to six feet apart,
tilled in with small stones; and these are plast-

ered

and re-plastered, season aftt r season,
making them as 'tiiooth, beautiful and durable
a* poli'hed marble.
They are notably freer

vermin than i* usual in this latitude—
to the manner of their con*truetion.
The lofty and spacious apartments are arched
overhead, the great beauts that support the
adobe roof painted in different color'. Being
undraped. uncurtained and mostly hare of
ornament, their vanlt-like vastness has an imIo.'inir look, rather than one of homo-comfort,
\tieinely depressing, at first to one fresh from
lie-cosiness of northern liresides. Bulat least
they offer no harbor of refuge for scorpions,
centipedes and spiders, and one may retire to
hi' hammock with a sense of
security rare in
from
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ary talent. But we soon discovered our mistake. Merida boasts many writers of more
than local distinction —authors of valuable historical works, of poetry, fiction ami the drama.
One work especially, a dictionary of the aboriginal language of the peninsula, is of inestimable value. A drama, recently written here
by a native author, has been produced in Madrid and Havana with great success. And no
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Merida, Yucatan, 1888. In a city so isolated as this, and in a climate so antagonistic to
achievement of any sort, we hardly expected
to find much education or well-developed liter-
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long.a grand so/u,or reception room, reaching
the entire length and nearly as wide as long.
In fact our parlor is m arly square, like a huge
box. for the vaulted ceiling is 20 feet high.
In
the blue-painted beams overhead, and in the
white-washed

w

ills,

are

innumerable wooden

knobs, -not pegs upon whieh to liaug our
•‘fleet s, ;ls w e at lirst supposed, but I or use in
nir, hr. -nines \ ery’offensive.
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ioilo ru i-e hi .ilthy, and, at
Ii
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-ame tim.
.ill;.-lid with catarrh. This dishair, sofa and bed of Central America.
\t lirst we found these hammoeks
.... ai a.- di-ia--.
mi il- most obstinate and dan
decidedly
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HI
d by the u-c of Ayer’s
4-..U hr
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pose that a native woman will instantly assume
,.i d, ai better than the, do.
in on of those swaying, sack-like abominations,
fan in hand, the dainty toe of one slipper just
Their Business Booming.
peering from beneath her skirts, raven hair
!\ in- ot:>- thing lias canned such a general
ri
:i
i*i’trade at I*. II. >1.ly’s Drug store as falling about her face, and lustrous, dreamy,
love-lit eyes looking up at you in a manner
'■•'ll gnuiu away (■ tln ii customer- tit so many
•■ trial boil|e.N» w Discovery lor calculated to produce most violent pit-a-pats
1 I»r king
<
iiiiijiiii.il. Tln-ir trade is .-imply enormous in beneath any masculine waistcoat.
t!
\ri ■. \aluable article from the fact that it
alBeyond our sala, is a broad, urebed corridor,
< "Ughs, < olds,
ii -and never disappoints.
opening on a court-yard. The latter is HO feet
v
hn. i. I in nidi n I-. ( roup and all throat ami lung
surrounded by high stone walls, and
square,
h*
ijiiit-kly cured. You can test it before witb a fountain in the center. Around the
jotting a trial bottle free, large size $1. fountain
olive-trees, limes and bananas are
!.
bolt le w .a nan ted.
! growing, with more hammoeks swung in their
At the club.- Jones—‘ Look at Brown over there
branches, and flowers blooming beneath in
in the i*i ner." Smith
Yes; buried in thought.” boxes.
Jones
Mighty shallow grave, ain’t it*?’’
At one side of the corridor, is an immense
sleeping apartment; and back of that is the
Brave Up.
arnedor. or dining room. It is a singular fact
1 -li are foi ling depressed, your appetite is poor,
that while, throughout all Central America,
you are bothered with Headache, you are Ildgetty,
the beds are invariably “single” ones—barely
ner\ous, and generally out of soils, and want to
wide enough to accommodate one person—the
Ontr< up. Brace up. hut not with stimulants,
piing medicines or hitters, which have for their sleeping apartments are generally dormitories
ba-is very cheap, had whiske.v, and which stimuvast enough to hold a regiment—an idea too
!'d«*
you for ae hour, and then leave you in worse social in one sense and not social enough in
oudition than before. What you waiit is an alterto satisfy the average American.
another
ative that w ill
purify your blood, start healthy acAll the floors are beautifully cemented, the
tion of Liver and Kidneys, restore vour vitality,
windows securely barred, like all the rest in
and give renewed health and strength. Such'a
and there is no “wood-work” whatmedicine you will find in Llectric Bitters, and
only Yucatan,
•»(i cents a bottle at It. 11.
ever except the little around doors and caseMoody’s Drug Store.
>•'

w

outdn’t 't*-p

t<»

ling at the thought of his smart bargain with
IMS Americana*. Our two servants—a Mestizo, (half-bred) and his wife, charge us quatro
reales, (50 cents) per week for their combined
services. Provisions being very cheap here,
the living for our little familv.'including the
numberless relatives of the servants, is an item
hardly worth mentioning. And oh, the blessing of perfect weather, which money cannot
buy—the cloudless blue of the sky, the balmy
breezes from over the ocean tempering the
warm air of endless summer-time!
Fan nik lb W a HP.

affairs at tiie other end of the continent. HOUSEKEEPING—A LA ESPAGNOLE.
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l»e Smith—I declare! Here is Mrs.
Gaudefly in
the drawing-room, and her train is out in the hall
y«*t! Travis—Of course; she is wearing one of
those new vestibule trains.

Advice to Mothers.
Mus. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for children
is
the
teething
prescription of one of the best
female nurses ami physicians in the United States,
and has been used for forty years with never-failing success by millions of mothers for their children. During the process of teething Its value is
incalculable. It relieves the child from pain, cures
dysentery and diarrliuea, griping in the bowels, and
wind-colic. By giving health to the child it rests
the mother. Brice 25c. a bottle.
Iyr48
“You will kill yourself yet, John,’’ said a
sprightly girl, “if you don’t stop taking so much
Roman punch.” “Well,’* he rejoined, "no worse
for me than for Caesar. He died, you know', from
too many Roman punches.”

Generalities.
The estate of tin* late Chief Justice Waite is
estimated at $240,000.

!

The output of Pittsburg glass industry is said
to be valued at $10,000,000 a year.
The Fall River, Mass., Spinners* L'nion has
voted to withdraw from t lie Kufelit. of Labor.
President Salomon of 11 :i\ ti is seriously ill.
It i> anticipated that serious trouble will ensue
in the event of his death.
Hon. W. K. Smith, late Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury, died at his home in Plattsburg, N. Y., March 20th.
There

fears in naval circles regarding the
warship Lancaster, which has not been heard
from for more than two months.
are

Yolapuk will never be popular in Kentucky.
It contains no sentence to take the place of that
classic phrase. **I don't care if I do."
The bill permitting woman to vote on tlie
license <pie-tion. which passed the MassachuHouse. \'a> killed in the Senate.

setts

Gov. Hughes, of Arkansas, is investigating
the treatment of eonviets in the mines. He
finds a sy stem of terrible cruelty and neglect.

Governor Ames, of Massachusetts, lias appointed Robert R. Bishop to succeed the late
Judge Bacon as Judge of the Superior Court.
< lews, the New York hanker, has res4eo.ooo for his residence and its furnishI lie Lath room i> entirely lilted in ony\.

Henry

fuse!

ing.

The tjuecn Regent of Spain proposes to reward the American seamen who rescued the
crew <>r the Spanish brig ( nroline on Aug. *22,
1SN7.
The Anti-saloon Republican National Commit!* e givt
notice of a change to May 2 in the
date of holding the National Conference in
New York city.

Minneapolis people, according

tistics,

to

reeent

sta-

cigars a year, but
onl> O.ooo.iMM ol this number are made by the
15.000.000

consume

eigarmakers.

Mrs. Mary Callngher, of South Bethlehem.
IVlim. l’er«lit!} celebrated her 104th l*irth«lav
by darn ing a lively jig. Her motto is “Let *c*r
go.

<

tailaglier.*'

diaries A. Stetson, for 4o years proprietor of tin- A'tor House in New York, died al
Reading. Pa.. March goth. while vi'iting his
son.
lie was 77 years old.
<«eii.

<

Southerners say that lard made out of cottonseed oil is much purer and less deleterious than
ordinal-} hog lard. \. B.—The Southerners
ha\e cottonseed oil (o sell.
The heirs are 'til! contesting the will of t.lalate \ ice President Whecier. He leaves about
s:*o.0oo jo eiiaritv and >10.000 to his relatives.
The hearing will be continued April 0.
Fortv thousand people have been rendered
homeless I »\ the flood' in < lermany. Hundreds
of villages have been submerged and 40 towns
and hamlets have completely disappeared.
the Rriti'h steamer AlCaptain McKay,
vemi. reports seeing a comet March U:» at
four
A. M. oil'Cape Maysi. Cuba, hearing cast thiee«|Uai’tcrs south, aboil! seven degrees above the
hori/oii.
of

Professor Ldw ai d S. Mol’se. the Japanese
traveller. Marled fur Arizona reeerdly, in hi'
own word' “to w rite up w hat he can find mil
about things.*’ The government sent a military
guard w it h him.
in the
South Ini'caused tin- rivers to overflow their
banks in many instance*, and railw ay tratlie ia
some sections ini' been suspended owing to the
damage done to the lim s.
An

unusually protracted rain

ommamler Scott, of the

<

<

storm

‘anadian fisheries

cruisers, lias received instructions
the put.ro! of the lisher} groun Is

to
on

resume

May

Three steamers and se\cii cruiser' will he
ployed in that task this season.

1.

(Hand Master Workman Powderly has issnd a \ei’} strong manifesto showing tlie futility
<>l 'trikes ami fa\oring education of Knights
of Labor as a better means of cheeking undue
advantages sought by employee'.
I hc Canadian Pacific will surrender to the
< anadian <»o\eminent it'
monopoly in Manitoba and the Northwest Territories. The (ioveriiment wiil buy back seven million acres of
land, at a valuation of si.50 pel* acre.

Tappaii Lustis died March

Mass. 11• was known as
the buy preacher early ill life and has been
prominent since tie* Andover controversy broke
out, lie luring one uf the visiting board.
The Russian government has prohibited operby the American Rible Society in the
Baltic pr«c, inei-s. Ii i'probable tliat the govern-

ations

ment will ultimately expel all
of British and American Bible

representatives

societies.

The lab Chief Justice Waite left his widow
without an\ immediate means of support. His
residence at Washington is free from ineumbraiHv. and la
It a life insurance policy for
S500U, but that is not available for ninelv days.
The

\\

l.iiipejcr

iiliam during ids

lifetime

disappear from Hie seem six Popes, eight
Kmpeiwi*'. fifty two Kings, Mx Sultans and

saw

President'. Four ul t licse are still
alive, but the remaining eighty-nine are dead.

t w

i,t .-uiie

I n answer to queries of tin- Mhhiiran Bankers' a>s(*eiati(*ji. Internal Ilevetme Commissioner Miller writes that hanks are liable to a
tax of lo per rent, on the amount of < unadiun
hank notes used i -r eireulalion and paid out
by them in this eotmtrv.
The I«•!11uekuce Uiver, in Florida, is said to
remarkably rieh in mastodon remains. In
other spot on the jrlobe are they so numerous.
Not U-ss than six skeletons have been
found within a spare of two miles, anion.” tin m
one of the largest known.
he

no

Latest a<lvie.es from < liina say that the erisis
in llo-Nan is past, but that the distress of the
people is appalling, two million persons heiu£
utterly destitute. The nearest towns are invaded 1*\ lu>rde> of naked ami starving reluj»ees
from the Hooded tlistriets, who like swarms of
loeusts, are devouring everything.
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"Slocking** Mills as long a* In; remains in < <>n||f gained siitlicient notoriety, one
grcs>.
would think, hy bis first blunder in relation
to stocking manufacture, but his latest attempt
vindicate himself, and prove that there are
kinds of stockings which hi* countrv men do
not know how to make, puts him in a plight a
hundred fold more ridiculous than ever. The
stockings which he sent to West Quincy manufacturers as products of a ( hcmintz mill, and
asked them to inform him whether such goods
can he made in the Tinted States, and if so
by
whom, arc certain to give him far more chagrin than the famous -camlet stocking of his
Providence speech. The* West Quincy manufacturers answer Mr. Mills, lir>t mat stockings
'similar to those he sent to them can he and
have been made in the I'nited States bv American machinery; second, that Mr. Mill’s samples. instead of being of ticrinmi manufacture,
as lie claims, bear an Irish trade mark.
Thus Mr. Mills is again convicted of gross
misinformation, and that in a wav so neat and
com hiring as to leave him no chance to protest
his innocence.
Ii i> again an exceeding!v embarrassing position for the man win next to
the President himself, i> the chief free trade
apostle in the country. If Mr. Mills had not
stubbornly persisted that he was in the right,
when immediately after his Providence speech
his s,.;imless stockings blunder was exposed
from one end of the country to the other, his
present plight would not seem so ludicrous.
11 is dogged insistance on this seamless stocking
affair, despite the fact that he had been clearly
shown to he in error, is a good indication of
his character, and legitimately suggests the
query whether, in his whole free trade propaganda, he is not plunging blindly on, grossly
ignorant of tin* real needs of the country, and
conscious of his ignorance, but too willful,
proud or stubborn to acknowledge it. [Boston
Journal.

to

Market.
BitnmroN, April 3, 1888.
Amount of live stork at market—(’attic, 775;
Sheep and Lambs, 3511; Swine, 17,070; Horses
1 '"'2; Veal calves, Iso.
Prices of Beef Cattle V 100 to live weight—
Kxtra, $5 37'i a5 87>* ; first quality, $5 0065 25;
2d quality $4 37 Vfl4 M1*; third quality, .*3 02,'2 «4
25; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, bulls, etc.,
Brighton

#3

00 a

fat lie

3 50.

Brighton Hides, (U*.. #" to; Brighton Tallow
Behind the court-yard are the store-rooms TV fr to; Country Hides, 5g5‘2e fi* !t>; Country
and kitchens, with sleeping apartment for the Tallow, l.Vfl-iV- V W.; Calf Skins, iig7c W D*;
Hairy Skins, 15g50r each; Sheep and Lamb Skins,
servants; and hack of that another court-yard, 75cb$1.25 each.
deeper than the first, and with walls equally
The mai ket during the past week has been fairly
high. Were we the proud possessors’ of mules active. Home slaughterers purchased their supor horses, they would Ik* stabled here—all “in
plies on Monday, while country butchers were in
the house,” so to speak; but as ft is, the great the market Tuesday, but values were advanced by
the wholesale dealers from 10c to loci? 100to, while
space is given up to half a dozen hens, belong- i the retailers
quoted >4c higher Ilian the current
ing to the old woman who takes care of us, j rates of the previous
week. We note no demand
some itinerant cats, and a pair of splendid
for export beeves. The trade at Boston for l*eef
pea-fowls—the property of some neighbor, has been very ddl! the past week, and prices have
which insist upon staying there, for reasons ruled low, the market lielng fully supplied with
known only to themselves,—not to mention the Western dressed beef. Prices for butcher's cattle
several millions of bright-eyes, shiny-backed, I ruled from $4.2565.85 4P 100 to, live weight.
Sheep and Lambs. Those from the West were
harmless lizards that are
perpetually darting all owned by butchers, costing from 5‘4 07c V to
over the walls with inconceivable rapidity.
live weight, landed at the yards.
The reut of this establishment costs us $10
Swine. Prices for western fat hogs still sell from
per month—more than the usual price, we have figflV fP *» hve weight, lauded at the slaughter
Ij since learned, and that the landlord
is chuck- houses for slaughter.
ments.

The points on which the petition for a new
trial in the Stain-Cromwell ease are based are
in brief as follows:

Literary

News and Notes.

Ships

The new editor of “The Cosmopolitan" is
Mr. E. I). Walker, author of a recent volume
entitled “Reincarnation.”

and

Mr. Thomas N. Page, the Virginian writer,
At the trial great stress was laid by the
is about to make his appearance as a poet. The
taxys during the last fiscal year. This is an ingovernment upon the fact that the presence of Scribners will soon publish “Befo’ do War," a
the screwdriver in the hank vault had not been volume of verse by Mr. Page ami A. C. Gor- crease of $55,882.95. Great Britain contributed
don—verse dealing chiefly with negro charac- more than half of this tax, her vessels paying
satisfactorily accounted for, and that without ter.
a total of $318,355.61, a gain of $38,903.38.
In
it
was
a
for
Mr.
Barit,
collecting this tax. which is a reliable indicator
physical impossibility
to
and
the
of the relative shipping business of the several
Golden
continues
improve,
Days
ron to lock himself into the safe in the manner !
additional reading space added of late is well ports. New York outranked all others in
in which he was found. Since the trial Millard utilized. The serials are both entertaining and
amount, Philadelphia was second, Boston third,
K. Mudgctt of Bangor has, with no other in- instructive, and are read with interest by old San Francisco fourth, Baltimore fifth, and New
and young. James Elverson. publisher, Phila- Orleans sixth.
Boston collected $43,797.78;
strument than a silver 10-cent piece, in the
Portland. $7,495.95; Gloucester, $1,277.85;
presence of several gentlemen, placed himself delphia.
$828;
Fastport,
Edgartown, $686.15, and
in the position in which Mr. Barron is shown
Mrs. Mary A. Livermore’s book, “My story
While (treat Britain
Waldoboro, $031.71.
to have been found by the evidence, hound and
of the War: A Woman’s Narrative of Four
in this respect, America was second,
stood
first
gagged in the same manner, with his hands Years’ Personal Experience in the Sanitary
third,
Germany
Norway fourth, Italy fifth,
handcuffed behind his hack and both doors of Service of the Rebellion." is in the press of \.
sixth, and Belgium seventh.
the safe locked behind him, and that hedid this
The volume L Spain
D. Worthington, Hartford.
The
total tonnage of the world is 20.943.650,
in about four minutes, and will so testify.
said to be full of anecdotes.
and the British dag waves above 10,539,166 of
2.
At the trial Charles F. Stain testified that
he lived during the entire year of 1877, ami unJordan, Marsh A Co. have bought the sole this tonnage. Tin United States have a fifth
til January, 1*78, at his father’s in Medtield, American right to publish Mrs. Burnett’s little as much.\et we are second in the list. NorMass., and heard these respondents plan the sketch of “Editha*s Burglar.” An edition of way i* third. German) fourth, France fifth and
Italy sixth. Our tonnage is 2,043,167, ami we
robbery of the Dexter Savings Bank. The re- 50,000 copies is to he issued, and a feature of have
2827 vessels.
Great Britain and her
spondents aver that they are now able to trace the hook will be a picture of little Elsie Leslie
dependencies have 13,282 vessels, China has 28
Charles F. Stain through said year of 1877, and in the character of Edithu as she appeared in
vessels. Japan 210 and Mexico 24.
to prove conclusively that he was in Maine and
the play founded on tin* sketch.
In steam navigation the United States are
not in Massachusetts.
Among the promising new hooks in the press fourth. There are only 892 wooden steamers in
J. Charles F. Stain also testified that he and reof Ticknor & Co. are the following: “A Mexi- the world, while those constructed of iron
spondents, together with “Billy Scott,” came can
(iirl,” a novel by Frederick Thiekstun; number 8,198. of the 25,155 sailing vessels 21,to Maine in July, 1*77, to examine the Dexter
of poems by Mrs. 953 arc made of wood.
bank, and that on their return they stopped at “Along the Shore.” a Volume
In 1877 we had 542 *» agoing steamers, while
the Farmer’s Hotel in Augusta. And, in con- Rose Hawthorne Lathrop: a revised edition of
Mr. Hutton's “Literary Landmarks of Lon- Great Britain had 3.144.
In 1880 we had only
nection with this testimony, another important
lb
J.
A.
(toodwin’s
839
at such craft, but. Great. Britain had in“Pilgrim
public;**
witness for the government was introduced in don;”
“Lthics
of
John
Hexing
crensj
d
la
r
number
to
O'Reilly’s
As fur tonnage,
Hoyle
4,806.
the person of Francis M. Bowman, who testifi1j
ed that lie was the proprietor of the Farmer’s “Homestead Highways,” by Herbert M. •Syl- she had a little more than doubled her total in
author
of
“Prose
vester,
and
these
while
America fell from 674.036 to
Pastorals;”
years,
Hotel in Augusta in 1877, and that on July *28
506.668. The British sailing fleet, however,
of that year, three men with a two-seated “Sketches Abroad” by J. A. Sweinfurth.
fell
Horn 17,765 to 14,584 in that period, while
his
at
hou>e
to
that
he
wagon stopped
Miss Rebe< ca S. Clarke, of Norridgewock,
dinner;
asked them to register, and they declined, and Me., who goes by the author name of “Sophie we fell from 6,807 to 6,102.
A fair exhibit of the share of each nation in
that he registered them as three strangers. May,” has tool Mr. Arlo Hates how she writes.
Since the trial ail investigation has been made He says: “she signed her first article with the its carrying trade will be made by considering
which shows that said
home abbreviation of her middle name, added only the import and export, tradeconducted in
the ‘May’ to signify, as she said. ‘Sophie may sea-going vessels, and excluding imports and
BOWMAN WAS NOT l»R01>ltIKI'Oli
This comparison
write again; though,’she added, in P iling the exports by land carriage.
of that hotel in July. 1877, hut that it was then
shows the
result:
story, ‘I must confess 1 didn't think there was P- r cent, of following
run h\ Coorge II. Robinson, who will testify
Per Con..
imports and exports of
much chance she’d succeed well enough to
to that fact.
<*ro:tt Britain ami Ireland curried
make it probable she would.* As this first
in British vessels....73.9
4.
Charles F. Stain further testified that he
was
a
of
the
it
famous Prudy book,
part
story
and respondents came again to examine the
Spain, carried in Spanish vessels. .4* s
is hardly necessary to comment on the ground- France, carried in French vessels.44r,
bank in November, 1*77. with a team, on the
lessness of her fear.”
Italy, carried in Italian vessels.35 4
steamer Star of the Fast, landing at (iardiner
Foiled >tates, carried in American vessels.15 5
and driving to Dexter, lie stated that the horse
The Doctor of Deane, by Mary T. Palmer is
In is.V, American vessels carried 75 per cent,
with which they came in July was called Flora, a charming picture of village life in which all
and that the one they came with in November the strokes tell. The characters though few of our export* ami import*: in .1864only 27 per
cent, ami it: Ism; only 15. The amount of >hipwas called Star, and that both of said horses
are exceptionally well drawn, ami there i- unbelonged to a Mr. Wheeler of Medtield, Mass., usual skill and power show n in the analysis of ing const meted it: the F nited States during the
who kept a stable there, and of whom he hired different temperament-. The author has made pa*t year was 54.997 tons more than the amount
them, and that Mr. Wheeler was dead. The a critical study of the two distinct types of constructed last year.
3i»*t 49 per cent, of the tonnage of the counrespondents aver that F. W. Wheeler of Saxon- womanhood represented by Caroline Dvxpt
\ ill**. Mass., will testify that lie is the* son of
amt Helen Fairlie, and it is hard to choose be- try duriiu; the past year was built on the Atlantic
6 per cent, on the Pacific coast, 38
seaboard.
the man \\ iio kept the livery stable in Medtield tween their differing attractions. The other
and who is referred to in the testimony of
characters possess strong interest, al-<>. and all per cent, on the northern lakes, and 7 percent,
I bulge and Stain; that he was employed about are drawn with a inaster-hand. D. L< tbr«>p or: tin* western rivers. Luring tin* past year
tin iron and *teel vessel* built in the Fnited
tiie stable at that time; that he and his brother
Company, Huston. Price s 1.2.-).
States amounted to 84.858 Ions.
settled up his father’s business alter bis death
(Mir shipbuilding industry was at its height
Johnson's I’niversal Cyclopedia i- a whole
in March. 1*7*. and that he has his father’s
in 18.75, when we built 2027 vessels, aggregaof
know
tinuniversal
from
books in bi> possession, and that his father did library
pens
ledge,
of the ablest scholars in America and Lurop(
ting a tonnage of 588,470.04. Last year we
not own any mare Flora or horse Star during
the year 1*77. Further he will state that no It is accepted as high authority in our leading built 844 \es.*els. with a total tonnage of 150,colleges. It is not for the few, like Appleton's 450.08. Maine built 48 of these vessels, with a
team was let to either of the Stains, as alleged
by the government, aini testified to by Charles or the Hritannica, but for all. It lias just been gros* tonnage of 16,569.52 and Massachusetts
F. stain.
thoroughly revised at a cost of over .gfiO.%‘0 ami 25 u iili a tonnage of 4983.20.
The tonnage of the li*hiug vessels has deThe government attempted to show that three years' labor b\ forty editors, and over *_\impressions wen; taken of the lock on the Dex- 000 renowned contributor!*. It is in eight con- creased from 110.189.25 in 1884 to 105,698 in
venient sized volumes. No father can gi\e to
188,. <>: the total tonnage of 79,547 engaged in
ter hank door, and access gained hy means of
tic cod and mackerel fisheries last year, Massafalse keys made therefrom.
Philo A. Feller of his child at school or bis son or daughter just
chusetts led \\ ;!h 17.578. Maine followed with
New York, an inventor of locks and the manu- entering the arena of life, anything that wifi be
of more permanent benefit.
It is an edmatiun \ 25.715. and N* w York came next with 8265.
facturer of thi- particular lock, will testify that
no impression can po>sil»l\ he taken in any wax
supplementary to that *.f lie* schools. Addrc» | The rod fisheries Were at their best in I860,
for particulars and terms, A. J. Johnson A Co.. I '\licsi the tonnage wa> 137.846, and 1819, immeor other substance from which a key can la;
11 (Jreat Jones street. New York, N. Y. Send i diati-ly after the famous treaty, the tonnage enmade that will unlock this door.
gaged in these fisheries was 76.078.
During the trial the respondents intro- for circulars.
From Gloucester there an 56 vessels sailing
duced all receipts id' freight shipped on the
The long looked for days have conic, when
from 5 to 20 toils each; 3s 1 from 20 to lootons;
Star oft lie Fast in July, August and November,
the gardening plans of w inter arc to he pot in 81 from 100 to
200: I only of from 200 to 800 ; 2
1*77. to show that no such teams as Charles F.
practical operation out of doors. 'I lie pleasure of roiu 600 to 400, and 1 of from 400 to 500 tons.
Stain testified to were shipped from Boston. and
healthfulncss of gardening we all iu-ed.
In
the
Gloucester
lishim: trade so lives were
Among these receipts was one of Nov.20. 1X77, and the love of it is inherent in
man and
lost last year, a number 56 smaller than in the
purporting to he that of IF (Sanborn shipping woman. As a practical helper every
we rejoice in
a horse and two seated wagon from Boston to
previous year.
that beautiful, reliable and eminently practical
G| the toi:sI tonnage of 26.150 engaged in
< iardiner.
This was the only team correspondjournal of gardening. The American Garden, whaling. New Bedford had 20,883.
team
in
to
the
described
Charles
ing
any way
by
which comes to us each month, laden with good
F. Stain. The attorney-general introduced certilings of the flower border, the shrubben. the
tain letters written hy David F. Stain, and
vegetable garden, the orchard, the vineyard
Serpent Mound,
claimed that the IF C. Sanborn receipt was in
and plantation, as well as tin* beautiful lawn,
tin'same handwriting—and that it was really
AN I' * ! !. 1 s | I\(; liKI.n- or A.MKKU’AN
A XT I
and window garden. Send ten
conservatory
the receipt of I>. F. Stain under an assumed cents to
<P'ITY.
The American Garden. 751 Broadway,
name.
1*.. c. Sanborn a credible citizen of
The -• !’!•< nt Mound is a singular earthwork
New York, for a specimen number.
Lowell, Mas*., will testify that Nov. 20, 1*77,
he shipped a horse and two-seated wagon from
The numbers of The Living Age for March in Adams county. Ohio. Arelia ologists have
Boston to (iardiner over the steamer Star of 24th and Gist contain The Culture of the Hor- long hceii i!,t* r >u<l in it, and Professor Putthe Fast, and that the receipt of Nov. 20, sign- rible; Mr. Haggard's Stories, Church Quarternam. in hi" last report to the trustees of the
et! IF <'. Sanborn, is an
ly; the Heath of Abdul Aziz and of Turkish
Reform, and The Swarming of Men. Nine- Peabody Museum, announces that this interestHONKST AMi ORIGINAL UFA'FIPT
teenth Century; Beauty, Composition, Expring monument lias now hren preserved from
in his handwriting and signed l>\ him.
sion. Characterization. Fortnightly; Nationali- destruction, a fate that would soon have fol7. The government claimed to show hy C. t \, and Garibaldi's Memoirs.
Contemporary:
F. Stain that his lather confessed to him that
Horace Walpole and Madame du Dctfand, 1 un- lowed had it ln-cn left unprotected.
he was guilty ol the Durron murder, and that
About sixty acres of land have been secured
pin Bar: Poor General Wolfe! Gentleman’s:
this
confession
was
Stain
testilied
that
young
on the « astern side of Brush creek,
Some Clerical Reminiscences. Cornhill; Fires
including
made at his father's house in Medlield shortly
in Cotton, Economist; Ostrich-Farming in the high ridge upon which the long earthwork
after hi< release from the Maine state prison, South
Africa. Saturday Review: Musicians a* in the shape of a serpent, with the oval work
in February, lssl. This was the only evidence
Musical Critics, St. James'; ( Kir Neighbors. Un- in front of tie- serpent's mouth, is situated,the
which directly connected Stain with this murMoors, Times of Morocco; with instalments of eonieal mound southeast of the serpent, and
der. Since tiit; trial persons who before were “The
Waiting Supper'' and “Monsieur le the land about, upon \\ liich arc indications of a
unwilling to he witnesses have volunteered in- Cure,*' and poetry.
village-site and a buriai-plnec.
formation showing young Stain's whereabouts
In the southeastern corner of this lot of land
in the spring of lssl and disproving his testiThe April number of Babyhood contains >< \- there is a beautiful
grove of maples shading
eral medical articles of interest to mothers. two
mony.
springs, one of which is a “sulphur” spring,
s. The government attempted to show the
“Bed-Wetting,” by l)r. Bissell, treats of a sub- and here it is proposed to build
a spring-house
existence of certain secret places in the house ject concerning which much advice is sought of stone, and
prepare a picnic ground. A road
formerly occupied hy David L. Stain of Med- and very little usually obtainable; “Baby's Eye- is to he laid out, leading from the Locust (»rove
lield, in which the burglar tools alleged to have lashes,” by Dr. May. contains some sensible re- pik- to this picnic ground, and shaded
paths
been taken to Dexter for the purpose of robmarks about the practice of cutting the eye. will lead from th«grove to the conical mound
bing tin* Dexter Dank were kept. W. 11. Dul- lashes; and Dr. W. K. Butler discusses “The and to the serpent.
lard. a Medlield carpenter, will testify that he .Significance of Facial Expressions in InfantsSeveral years since these earthworks were
i- familiar with the so called secret closet next An elastic gate for the nursery door, a hanging
ploughed over and cultivated for a few years,
the chimney; that it has a door opening into medicine-chest, a crib guard, and other nursery and
holi-s were dug by seekers for buried
one ot the sleeping rooms, that it was left
helps and novelties are described and illu.-trat- treasures; paths and washouts have a Bo
rough when the rest of the house was plaster- ed; and much useful advice i> given regarding ed the embankment, hut all these injuriesinjurwill
ed, and a hole cut through the top and through “(Hitting the Teeth,” “A Railway Journey Be1m- repaired, am! the earth ploughed from tiethe attic lloor, by which, with a ladder, access
fore or After Delivery,” “Worms,” “Dark
of
the
embankment
down
its
sides
will
be
top
was had to the attic: that when the attic stairs
Rings about the Eyes,”’••Yellow Spots on the replaced, but without attempting to restore the
wi re put in leading from the upper front hall,
Teeth,” and many other nursery problems, in banks to their original height, and the hanks
this closet was sheathed up with matched ‘•The Mothers* Parliament” will he found a
will he covered with grass, in this manner
hoards so as to make a clothes closet; that he rather striking protest against religion" preco- the work will be
preserved for the benefit of
did liic work himself, and knows that there city on the part of children, letters mi “Mii"ic for future
generations, ami the “.Serpent 31 on ml
was no secret about this closet.
the Children,” “The Diet of Nursing Mothers,”
Lark," with it" man\ interesting features and
P.
The go\eminent tried to show that one etc. 15 cents a number; $1.50 a year. The
ii" beautiful surroundings, will be opened to all
<-f these respondents bought crackers in DexBabyhood Publishing Co., 5 Beckman St n et. comers for enjoyment and for the study of a
ter. and to connect that event with a minute
New* York.
monument which is both unique ami instructixe
quantity of cracker crumbs found on the settee
in American archa olcgy.
The Art Amateur for April contains a iim*
in Masonic Hall, over the bank the morning
For the accomplishment of these important
of
colored plate
“Cherries” by the late A. J. I!.
after tin* Dana*u tragedy. Charles L. Winslow
areha-ologists fur all time to come wiil
of Dexter, who was a witness for the governWay of Baltimore, a superb study of “Peonies” results,
be
indebted to tin* energetic action of a few
by Victor Dangon, decorations for plates ladies in Boston, whose
ment at the trial, will testify that lie was in
ln-arty eo-oi>eration seMasonic Hall a day or two after the Barron (Lamarck roses, and seaweeds ami li"!i) and a
cured the necessary funds by subscription.
tragedy, and moved the cushion upon the set- vase (Virginia creeper), and numerous designs W itb this money the hind was purchased
and
for embroidery, brass hammering and wood
tee where these crumbs were found, and that
as a trust by the trustees of the Peacarving. The frontispiece is a remarkably line accepted
behind the cushion he found the whole length
Museum, a department of Harvard l nibody
of
an
etched
of
reproduction
Philippe
of the seat a quantity of similar crumbs mixed
portrait
Rousseau. Another eminent French painter, versity. Over five thousand dollars were raisin with dust, looking as though they had been
P.
V.
receives
notice ed of which about four thousand were expendGalland,
for
a
time.
Mr.
Winsbiographical
there
long
accumulating
with illustrations of bis work. Practical arti- ed for the land ami incidental expenses. The
low will also testify that since the trial he has
stun will he used in repairing the
become satisfied that the stranger whom he cles of special value are those on charcoal draw- remaining
mound and fencing it in. and, as far as possible,
testified about as coming out of the bank at 5. ing, painting in water colors, wood carving, in
the
roads ami springhouse. In orbuilding
and home decoration and furnishing. Mrs.
:»o Feb. 22, is7s, was not a stranger, but that
der to carry out all the prop* r arrangements in
it was Mr. < urtis, cashier of the national bank. Wheeler talks about applique work, Mr. tinand
make
it what it should be, and
park
Shugio on Japanese knife handles, and 11. P.
10. Since the trial certain parties are more
properly protect it by fences, fifteen hundred
in
willing to state facts within their knowledge, Du Bois on the prices of books. Art eventsarc
to two thousand dollars mote are r quired. As
and that upon the point in issue as to Crom- Paris, Boston, New York and Philadelphia
this i<, in every sense, a nat onal park in which
well's sickness from sunstroke during the fall duly noticed, and “My Note Book” bristle* as ever-. American should taki an interest, it is to
i
and winter of ls77-s important testimony lias usual with piquant and aggressive paragraph*, be
hoped that the efforts of the ladies of BosPrice 35 cents. Montague Marks, publisher, 23
been discovered.
ton will Ih- seconded by frit ml* in other places,
11. Many witnesses were produced by the I Union Square, New York.
and ibis smali sum soon be secure*;.
government to prove that the respondents
The example thus set mi "t hear good fruit,
The score or more of “Helpful Hints ami
were in Dexter Feb. 22, 1K7S, but the respondSuggestions" for maiiuscript-mai\er> that are and a greater interest than ever before will
ents claimed that they were in Medlield, and
doubtless
he taken in the preservation of the
of
The
Writer
in
number
the
printed
April
;
NOW HAVE STRONG KVIDKNCK
(Boston), would alone make the magazine in- ! ancient monuments of America. At tin.* meetof
American Association tor the Advancevaluable to all who writ**. With them, however, ing
iii connection with a lior>e theft in Med fie Id on
the ni^lit of Feb. 21. 187s, to establish the are given bright and helpful articles on “Re- ment of .Science, last August., Miss Alice <
truth of their claim. John T. Bullard, a cred- vision.” “Preparation for Dramatic Criticism,” j Fletcher and Mrs. T. .Stevenson were appointible citizen ol' Medfiehl. will testify that be was “How to Write Short Stories,” “Scoring a Ball ed to memorialize Congress to pass law's for the
in Stain's -hoc shop on the inornini; of Feb. Game,” “Labor* Reporting,*’ “Method Needed preservation of importantarchieologiea! monuin Literary Work,” “A Beginner's Mistake." : ment." on the public lauds.
22. and that Stain talked over the matter of the
and
robber) ; that be saw Stain nearly every day at “The Local Press,” and “Type-Writing mati
about this time, and that he knows that he was Shorthand,” with much other interesting
Baking: Powders.
subscribers
ter.
In
answer
to
from
in
1878.
“Queries”
not away from home
|
Also,
February.
that Jeremiah Johnson of Medlield will testify there is given a deal of information on methods Till: LATEST OFFICIAL TESTS AS TO TlIKllt
KFLATIYK 1TKITY.
that he remembers when the Hamunl horse and details of literary work that can be found
nowhere else, and there is a full ii>l of the litwas >tolen, and that the morning after the robTlie present interest in tin; matter of food
in v (the 22 I) li«- was in the shoe shop of 1>.
entry articles in newspapers and magazines : adulterations and the
agitation of tiie question
L. St;mi in Medtield, and that Stain told him of printed during the month. Writers, young and
of national and local legislation for the purpose
tin* robber) : that this was the first time lie bad old. iintl The Writer simply indispensable. It
is tin* only magazine in the world devoted sole- of
beard of i!.
preventing them, have caused more than orThe respondents aver that all of the evidence ly to helping literary workers, and, although
attention to be given to the report of
set forth in this motion lias been discovered
only a little more than a year old, it has achiev- dinary
the
Ohio estate Food Commission, which resince the trial, and that tin- bulk of it is from ed a remarkable success. A sample copy will
veals the extent and character of the adulterabe sent for ten cents. The year!} subscription
witnesses who say that believing that the retion found in many of the baking powders of
spondents would be acquitted, they refused, price is one dollar. Add rcss: Tile Writer. P. the market. The
presence of so large a number
O.
Box
Boston, Mass.
to
to
the
talk
with
about
prior
trial,
anybody
of powders made from alum, as was found
by
this ease, for the reason that the newspapers
the commission, ha* not been suspected, nor
at that time were full of sensational stories,
was it supposed that some of the cream of tarTalk About Trotters.
sometimes representing, but more often mister ami phosphate brand.*, whose manufacturrepresenting statements made in favor of these
Mr. Charles It. Giiman of Waterville has ers have held them up to the juiblic as pure
respondents, and generally throwing discredit met with a
and
wholesome, had become so deteriorated by
very great loss. Mis wonderful
upon any person who made a statement favorthe use of impure ingredients in compounding
was taken sick ami died after a
able to the defence, but who, since the trial, colt Comrade
Ids death it was found on them.
brief
illness.
After
have consented to make known the facts withThe Ohio Commission examined thirty difexamination that he hail swallowed a piece of
in their knowledge.
Ids blanket and it had caused intlammatiou. It ferent kinds for their strength and impurities,
The respondents declare their belief that
and declared that powder the best—us it was
is said that Mr. Gilman had refused $15,0110 for
could they have had the benefit of this newly
of course the purest—which, being of effective
discovered evidence at the trial, the verdict of him.
strength, contained residuum in smallest quanthe jury must have been different; that it was
The recent auction sale of Maine horses in
In these baking powders sold in this
tity.
no fault of theirs that they did not produce it
Boston by G. J. Shaw, Esq., of Maitland, State the following percentage of residuum or
at the trial, and therefore they request a new
proved fairly satisfactory notwithstanding inert matter was found :
hearing. They further represent that they are the unfavorable condition of the weather on
1*KK *'KST. OF
utterly penniless and without means of' any the day of sale. Among the horses sold, and
Nami:.
kksiihim, ktc.
kind to help themselves, and ask that such pro*
received were the following: Priceless, Koval. 7.25
prices
cess be granted them from the state as shall he
by Gen. Withers, $207.50; Auctioneer, by Gen. Cleveland’s.10.18
necessary to get this new evidence before the Withers, 2 years old, $400; Village Maid, by Zipp’s (alum).11.01)
sterling.12.03
court in proper form.
Gen. Withers, :t years old, $235; 2 year old
I)r. Price’s.12.00
colt by Albino, by Almont, $200; pair of lillies. Jersey (alum).10.05
old
of
5
Water
on
the Atlautic $440; pair
geldings, black, 15.3 Forest Citv (alum)..24.04
year
good style brought $1,110, the bid being re- silver Star (alum) .31.ss
Coast.
32.52
ceived by telegraph; pair of business horses, be Land’s.
(phosphate).30.40
$450. It is said that Mr. Shaw will hold an- Ilorsford’s
The highest average temperature of the water other sale later in the season.
Kenton (aimn).38.17
Pa tap.sco (alum).40.08
along the Atlantic coast occurs at Key West,
Mr. C. II. Nelson, of Waterville, Is negotiatThe nature of the residuum hears
Fla., being NT 1-2 (leg. during July, the month ing for a sou of Rysdiek's Jlanibletonian, dam upon the question of health. That indirectly
Itoyal
when the temperature is the hi'ghest as far
This
American
Star.
horse
lias
been
is
declared by the Commission to he perfectly
ownby
northward as Chincoteague, Ya., where the ed
a New Y ork broker, and not unlit last
harmless, hi the ease of the alum powders it
by
July average is SO deg. At Atlantic City. Y. J., season lias lie been handled for speed. Me is considered hurtful, yet the amount found in
the highest mean, 72 2-4 deg., prevails'during showed bis owner a mile in 2.30 last fall. Mr. three of the cream of tartar
powders—the
August, the month when the sea is the warm- Nelson says that Brilliant, by Young
lioife, Cleveland, l>r. Price’s and Sterling—averaged
est. thence as far as Portland, Me., where the
out of the dam of Bay 2.27 1-4, is the
about the same as that in the Crystal, an alum
2.211-4,
temperature of the sea water falls to 01 tleg. fastest colt he ever owned for the amount of powder. In the phosphate powders the inert
At Kastport tile retardation of temperature
handling. “1 have worked him out a little, matter is exceedingly large, being more than a
causes the highest average, 50 1-2, to occur in
this winter,” says the horseman, “and I think third of their entire weight.
September. It is to he noted, assuming08deg. he is auotber Nelson, sure. 1 shall give him a
The importance of the information conveyed
to lie a comfortable temperature for sea bathmile ill 2.30, next fall, easy. By the way, the by these figures can be best understood by a
ing, that such conditions obtain on the Atlan- death of C. B. Gilman’s Comrade, this week, simple comparison. Take for instance the two
tic coast only as far northward and eastward was
very unfortunate. I regarded Comrade first named powders—the Itoyal and Cleveas the entrance to Long Island Sound.
as one of the most
young stallions land’s. The inert matter or residuum found in
From liloek Island to Nantucket the mean in Maine. He was n promising
great horse both in speed Cleveland’s is seen to he about 3 in 7 more than
temperature of the sea averages (is deg. only and size, and a well bred one, too. I think in the other, which is a di tie re nee of 40 per
for a few days during the month of August, Mr. Gilman would
easily have beaten 2.30 with cent., the Itoyal being purer than Cleveland’s
except in shallow and sandy hays, where the this stallion had he lived.”
by a corresponding figure. The inert matter
August sun raises slightly tiie temperature of
in Ilorsford’s is over five times, or more than
the water for the midday hours. To the north400 per cent, greater than in the Itoyal. The
wan I of Cape Coil it is only ou rare occasions,
The investigation of Public Printer Benedict relative
purity of all the brands can be comand in favorable spots that the temperature has turned out very well. The committee lias
puted in like manner.
ever rises above *15 deg.; while to the eastward
discovered that though the law requires that
of Portland the temperature of the oceau rare- this office shall be tilled by an expert, Benedict
June 2H has been fixed upon for a “national
ly reaches the sixties, aud ill the extreme Kast- is neither a printer nor bookbinder nor a busiern part ol Maine never so.
Along the New ness man. It has discovered that he is a Dem- ratification day,” on which the Republican
Jersey coast aud ill Loug Island Souud bathing ocrat only, and as that is bis only talent, it fol- clubs throughout the country will ratify the
is comfortable during the three mouths of July, i lows as a'matter of course that lie was appoilit- nominations of the Republican Convention at
Chi* ago.
August, and September. [Scribner’s Magazine. I ed because of his possession of it.
1.

Maine Matters.

Shipbuilding.

The report of Charles 15. 3Iorton, commissioner of the bureau of navigation, has been
issued. It shows that the government received a revenue of $562,187.45 in tonnage
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Attorney General Baker was at the Fifth
Avenue Hotel, New York, Friday Ulsllt. and
was there interviewed
by a reporter of The
Press.
“Is there any truth in the rumor that Mr.
Blaine is not. in good health and does not wish
to be a Presidential candidate?”
“No. Mr. Blaine is in excellent health and reports to the contrary are without foundation.
If he were a candidate, of course Maine would
send a solid delegation to the convention for
him. We consider his letter of declination a
sincere expression of his feelings in the matter,
and for that reason the delegates will not be
instructed for him. He is as popular and strong
as ever in Maine and the people would be
glad
to see him nominated because they believe, lie
would be elected.”
“Many of Mr. Blaine's friends believe lie will
be nominated, and that lie will accept. Do you
think so?”
“I cannot tell. T am certain from his letter
that be does nut wish to be a candidate. What
be would do if the nomination were tendered
to him unanimously is more than I can say.
If he did accept it, of this 1 would feel very
sure—that his acceptance would not be because
of any special personal desire to be a candidate.
He might refuse altogether.”
“Has Maine any second choice? Will tl«<
State go overwhelmingly Republican?*'
“There is no doubt about it. The attempts of
the. Democrats to foist free trade on tie » ountry lias aroused the apathetic Rtipoldieaiis and
caused a good main Democrat* to desert their
party, so tin* Pine Tree State will undoubtedlv
give a handsome Republican majority.”
“FREE I’AI'KR.”
The man whc t:ik« s a paper because tic obliging publisher semis it to him without waiting for the formality of a subscription, sometimes finds the favor not wholly pleasant, as
some of the people around about Pittsfield can
testify. Four or five years ago the Pittsfield
Advertiser gave free to its club subscribers a
journal called Health and Home, then published in Washington but since moved to Chicago.
This simple arrangement, entered into innocently by the publishers of the Advertiser, has
resulted in a great deal of trouble and vexation
to subscribers. Copies of the Health and Home
have continued to come to Pittsfield po.-toliice
at longer or shorter intervals nearly all the
years since, notwithstanding the untiring
elTorts of both the parties to whom they were
directed and of the postmasters to have them
stopped. < >ften copies of the und< sirable sheet
might In; found alongside the roads leading out
of Pittsfield, where they had been thrown by
people who found them*among their mail. Not
long ago the people to whom the paper had
been sent received notices from a “collection
agency” in Chicago, to pay up for two or tiire*
years’ subscription. No notice was tak.-n of
these, and the western agents pm the matter in
the hands of a Fairfield linn of lawyers, who
arc proceeding to summon tin- Pittsfield people
to pay for the papers they never wanted. Tinlatter, however, do not propose* to yield simply
because the amount involved in each ea>e is
small, but are preparing to resist.
SOMETHING ABORT

A

INTERESTING TO SPORTSMEN.

The Maine Central Railroad Company has is.
sued t he following circular to it** employ cs.containing information which will be of*intero*t
to many sportsmen throughout New Fngland :
“The lines now operated bv this company probably lead to more hunting and fishing resorts
than any in the country, and a large volume of
travel results therefrom. It seems necessary,
then, that some rules be established regulating
the transportation of such articles and supplies
as are incident to sportsmen.
Hereafter gun
and rod cases, or boxes of sportsmen's supplies
may be cheeked or carried in ears same as other
baggage, (inns not eased cannot tie carried except by baggage masters in baggage ears, free
of charge and at the owner's risk.
Dogs will
be carried in baggage ears free of charge and
at owner's risk.
if
crated,
Dogs,
may he checked same as other baggage. Boxes of fish and
otlu r game may also be cheeked during time
when transportation of same is not prohibited
by law, and provided there is not more in
quantity for each person than the law allows,
and that owners accompany same, subject in all
cases as to weight to establish rules for transportation of baggage. Baggagemen may accept
a personal fee for care of d<«g* and game win n
tendered them, but are jmt permitted to ask
for such.
a

!

!
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;
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favored grandson.

The people of Hallow. II are greatly interested in the will of tile late Samuel Currii-r of tint
city. He wills to his wife, Kuuice *Iaiie Currier, his homestead house and lot on second
street, and £51000 in money; to his .-on, Samm I
Currier, dr., the w harf and coal buildings during his natural life, and £100; to his mid Alexander C., £100; to his son. Augustus N.. the
Otis farm during his natural lib*, and £100 in
money ; all the rest and residue of his e.-latc,
both real and personal, to his grandson. Alger
Y. Currier, son of A. c. Currier.
Alger is at
present in Paris, France, study ing the profession of a painter and is a young man of great
promise. His teacher is one of the most noted
in France, and he has been making rapid proHe paiuts entirely from model*. He
gress.
lias already had a course of three years' trainin
Paris,
lie once made an exhibition of
ing
his paintings in Portland, where they attracted
much attention, and his friends then* will be
pleased to leain of the young artist's good
fortune. He will, under the will, come into
possession of more than £100.000. There nr*.*
several grandchildren in Ilaliuvv. I wlm an* entirely ingoicd by the testator.

left their home in N. 11. ami
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and Short of It.

in the District and five of the number sailed away
in a ship that never returned. Six were lost In
other ways, leaving only three, and two of them
arc now in Nevada.
One yet, Elmer Dickey, fol-

After

prospecting in the vicinity they discovered the high land with a solid hardwood growth
of rock-maple, birch and white ash, and from ap
poarances they thought the soil would be the best
for corn, and high enough to be safe from frost.
They climbed a tree on the highest part of tin* land
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Claus Spreckels has bought the Maverick
property, Philadelphia, on the Delaware Itiver,
with an area of ten acres and comprises three
large wharves. Here he will build his Eastern
sugar relinery, which he expects to make a
mammoth couceru. It will be tiuished within
a year.
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President Cleveland lets written nil open letter in response to a resolution adopted liy the
M. E. Conference at Philadelphia about a year
ago, expressing his surprise and disappointment at the declaration of the conference in regard to the exelusion of the use of the native
languages in the education of the Indians.

journalist,

lit- -aid lie
add md talk -weei corn, f<.r he had
;‘ot r.itsi d any |..r tunning
out he con-idere d yel•■
w
eofn tin- ,uo*i pt«»:,:.1111.■ « i-op that m* could
:**'»■
The tola; <- -!
mm being twenty lour

own

for the purp-> -e and u- np iiie
op, hut for all tin- hard inb.-i

>

.Jerry (.'oidridge

held

w.,-

b. and among the
llo.i. U. U F,
oi Iteitasi, uim iit
tin liienuioiid Pee

Me., many years ago a
who had an unearthly long nose. This extended prob*»citroubled him *u much that he made a vow that
ist New I lamp-id !i- and they m.; h livid to a y-:
when he met a man who had a longer one he oid apo amoiur tlu-.r rhiidren and are I>111 burio-i
1
would present him with a silver half dollar, j in the little psa\ey ar-; 1 •: on tin "i. p.u-u t.
with the proviso that the man who got the half place.
Tin* tir-t school k*• |>t m 'in- district wa- ke,
in a
dollar would do likewise when he eame across
lop ohool In.use. .-liter w liioh M-ho-• !- vm-io k*-rt u,
a man who was superior in tki* line than ionitin I.. iii'p«'>' house.-.
se! t.
siiiilii. |.\\i i •:
I’.n-w:
When Jerry appeared in public he was greet- ! also had tlie
ii-.-'l hi pi iu tlu-is- nou-o.-. Tin- tits'
ed with all kinds of compliments upon the
framed seln-oi i *.i;wa- l-u
.i
\ !:-s
of his nose, and it got to be a common thing !
’.iiimher of tin- -inadai.- in tin di-triei wen? n
for him to he saluted with “Hello. Jerrv ! how's
old ( enter 1 '-i-i n-t to M-hoi.; a- ll;
.d 1.
your figurehead?” or “Well, pumphundle, how
wa- limit the year h'-i.-m. m 1-in.
do you wag to-day?*’ and kindred remarks.
1 *. h-1 In k.
When the cold north wind eame down from and ltia<-h. with their c-taw
•; ..n'' fi om th.
among the Maine lakes it took particular de- old 1 enter in i-:;7 and annexed t-> ii..i,corp<
in
the
end
of
light
caressing
Jerry’s proboscis, trie!. Am.-up tlie
(.eorpv- w. re -on.- n ;he
painting it a garnet red and making it tiiije
hard
e-t
re
keiiike a carpenter's thumb hit vv itIi a hammer.
piol:,
p:.
Theyw.
were ra.iiii-r .-m
Jerry’s friends advised him to have a fur mull souse heavy crops i.i'
made to carry bis horn in. and "id him :hai he nip- a.l trie lumber on d
.M
d.prone.
should take serv ice with the <«oveminent as a
Ce-.rpc ha> r.ii-ed-ii o lai-ln-!-..| roi-;:. |'|.
an,
fog signal.
look dow n 11. he solid prow ! h .a u
I v, i-n ! I .»•
One day Jerry went to Portland, ami when
he returned he was greeted with “Old plough- old pio.. in the t cut re i» -ti
a
pan
share, what have you turn* d up to-day?’’
tht :r ii?-t eh sirinps ...me tv. ;-|ve
:
sitb
’’Well.” said Jerry, quivering with excite- ‘•♦••a y i. id -et»h •!. A Ionny -ai no
ment and joy. *‘l have seen a man in Porttier- bepan to i-iiiiii iii to -et;!e. Ar.i.-np :ii. iii-i
land who had a longer nose than ! have.**
W SIS 1 h'l!-riel llrow U. w'ao Inal rii--l I i;/.jbrlh -'a -.
“Impossible,” said his friend, “there isn’t i»'.
Knplsu d, wher* three cn.Mren wore l...n
another such nose on the face of the earth.”
“All light,” said Jerry. “If you don’t beli-t -ey, d.. ii and Ann.
\ln
-citi;: p »n the
liev
me 1 will exhibit ihe document- to
ti'ict Kiel in
id a ■>; dan a
prove
1, \\ llliam.
wa r*
it." At this he produced a receipt which read: born.
Received from Jeremiah CohhidgO *>o cents in
l.lislist .-mitl:, of New ilamp-owr. marrii I I'-ii
consideration of having a longer n *se than he has.
( oi.-oii a id the followinp'children wen- born 1
Jam .s l»Ai.i.Ai:i>.
Olivo. dor si than. Mary lo-i.eoi a. I
“That half dollar,” said Jerry, “ha* gone to them
.-•
Smyrna on a merchantman, and I will til you A bap-ml.
how it happened. ! went to a hotel toget’my
Nathaniel ( liih.rd married l’.n ol e Mcrithew.
dinner, and as 1 sat down at the table 1 saw a
Fa mi!;, a- billows
l.utiiuric!, I.i.aoin. !.//i
man sitting opposite me who gazed at me with
liubie, Fhu-. c—two died in ii lain
what 1 took to lie an insolent stare. When 1
h'iu-1 (.ray married Maria « re. kett. < i.iidren
got a good look at him I forgot my deformity,
and immediately reached my hand across the Robert, Mice, ( larcbon, Madi.-.-n stml
A;;pa.-m<.
table and said:
W illiain, ( olAbijali (.ray. family as follow.“Shake, neighbor: i believe I owe you do limbus. Creenleaf,
llann.'ili. I'mily and < andiie
cents.”
I hi nb-1,1 Me key, mi I him n, lad t he t ollow i ay fa m i
“How's that?” says he.
Msiry, Fdward, Issiste, Finery and Addie.
“Well,” says I,“l have made a vow that if ly
I ever met a man who had a longer nose than I
•John ISIsiek had the following tswnily Fli/abetP,
have I would give him 50 cents, providing he Katharine, Albion and Andrew.
would do the same when he met a man whose
dames Dickey married A
Moody.
family
nose discounted his.” At once the whole dining
Henry, Rose, Lorinjr, \di-lbtrt, Albert, A.-ie.
room was in an uproar of laughter, and the
-Maria
and
Arietta.
:
stranger said *It’s a bargain.’ Pulling out his
note book lie wrote the receipt and I gave him
Mathew staples marrh-d < y ntliisi Vompp. Family
50 cents. I afterward learned that lie was eapsis follows:
Wilfred, Wilber, Allard, Niiuautha,
II tain of a packet ship outward bound for
and Ahah. A11 of this family are alive.
Smyrna, Syria.”
>. I. Roberts married A. Records for his second
After this Jerry had peace about Ii is long
wife. ( hildren: Orpheus, I.ueullus, Floyd, Dnphnose, and the silver half debar was taken by
Capt. Ballard to Smyrna. There it was turned ene, Dexter, Lawrence, l’unnsi and dsir.e.
over to an English mate of mi East Indiuman
Fliison Tyler married .lane Niriml.-. ( hildren:
hound through the Suez Canal to Madras. The
Alice, dam-, Caroline, Abide, Woodburn ami Ancarried
it
for
several
and
Englishman
years
finally landed in San Francisco, where he hav- drew
.J »seph Mi we II married liuth Fowler. Family as
ing a hard streak of luck, enlisted in the 1’nited
States regular army, and went up among the
follows: ( larinda. Dodge, Abbie, l.oriuda, Bulb,
Blaekfeet Indians, near Fort Benton, where lie
Esther, Man. Isaac, V rtcmus Charles, undone
was made a prisoner.
died young.
After being tortured in every conceivable
I. ut us Cut tin married Margaret George, i Idldreii
way by the Indians, they cut oil his nose and
set him at liberty. Ho liuaily drifted to Boston,
Mary Ann, I'hilena, Jane, Ml/.ina, liial, Meander,
and as he was walking one day on Washington
Melissa, Henry, Prudence, Lyman, .john.
street who should he meet on*? day but Jerry.
Henry Kneeland married Harriet BandalL The
Having heard from Capt. Ballard how he came following is the
family: Mary, Harriet, Caroline.
in possession of the silver piece, he recognized
Jerry. “Hello!” said he, “is your name Jerry Clcmantine, Henry, Milton. Frank and Nellie.
The whole number is
Cold ridge?”
with some adopted.
“That’s my name,” said Jerry.
Probably loo is about the number. On the same
“1 am happy to meet you,” said the Englishterritory there are 17 scholars now, with more
man.
“Allow me to return to you the half
of families in the District. A number of
dollar you loaned Capt. James*Ballard live heads
I carried it around the world with buildings have been built and there are more
years ago.
me, and never found a man with a nose as long
settled, now. \ large number in this District long
as mine was, but I have, as you see, lost mine
since passed away, six went, to California, and
and
1
think
the
clinker
to
now,
belongs
you.”
only one is there now. One of the number died in
Jerry and the English mat** became fast Honolulu, one in Texas. Fourteen went into the
friends and went into business together, and I
when you go into a little store on Dock square war in the late Behellion and seven were killed—
in Boston you will see the funny spectacle of most of them were shot dead on the battle field.
one of the partners with a nos** as long as your
Of the survivors three are pensioned.
hand and the other partner with no nose at all.
The George District was probably the most uu
Francisco
Post.
[Sau
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an ina resting eal illation in the March Foto -!:o\\ the illative importance that New

in,

'l -l'k paper- put oil the dilb rent kind-of new.-.
Il< counted tic- -pace given l»y them on several
succe--i\e days to religion, to crime, to labor
lows, to markets, etc., and he
lound that the
rate, ot religious new
to the total reading matter
'.
ua1 lie percentage of the Tribune
per cent.
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I lie Herald is a close
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to crime-,
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Horae, hrt olcy when on a vi-it to New Ilamp
-hire, was wont to drop into the ottice of the
Nasliua l\ legraph and taik.
Mr. < >. (
Moore,
cd.ioi ot tin- l.iegrapii, recalls that Mr. f.reeley
,‘ta-e remarked to him that, were he
editing a com I
ti
new pa pi r. lie
w on Id not allow a hen to
lay an
< gg w it ho ut
announcing it."
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hedgehogs winter there. Tin* .-ave was larg.
years ago. it is -aid, than now
Mr. Ohadiah George's ver.-ion of the stor\ of bifather, .Jacob, and In- brother -John, li-in
.m the
l-.ngli-h ve-.-el in Hm*k-port Narrows is a- t'.d'ow
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mol;,>(•>,ly
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another time In* found that tin
corks had -e it led ami elo-.-d | the in-e w her-- be
used to go

t. T. 1. ami the internal Revenue Tax.

~‘-esns I’rov idee; ial that the revemu now exd- the wants <d the govt n im-nt to an aiiioitiit
identical with the in< ome now received
'loin
the internai revenue f:: \. ;i,• i- making our
Heim M. ‘cigar, li
"ay easy, to do right.
dial,a

Ohadiah, S-nmu-l, Philena. Prudence,
ol Mr. .Jacob t
ieorge's son-, » > tdiah.now 7' \rat<*!*1. is the one that reports about the Georges in

‘ver
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most
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hound to
due time ami settled.
daeob Georg.* married
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!: is wrong for a government to take a revenue
I’on) tiiat which iinpovm t.-he.- and debauches its
people 1 »y giving a money >-,.ui
unmitigated
Mr-. .1 <. \\ 1!.
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Fram-hi.-e i>»*j*t.
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George settlement with

Fphraim road,

l

the

to

The W.

.John

housekeeping goods,

e

the old

Miss \utKRTA Nil KKKS'-S.
Kith I- M V 1 * A K'l liIIM; f

(.eorge married Phcbc Nickerson and li'.ed on the
place sold to do>eph Fwcll in l>pn. Proba .ly Mr.
.John George was one of tin* very fir-.'. emigi ants to
west

only

obabiah

family r.umbered s children,
three of whom are living—Stephen, s;u mel and
Klizaboth. Ib*nry George married sally Fowler,

tlte

Nickerson is

Aiborta

Their

Sear-po)

saved

scendants, from information furnished by Mr.
tieorge and wife and others. As Mi-s
N., !•;. persuasion of the 1‘rospect correspondent
of the Journal, has done mo-t of the work she is

live year-

the young men of the George family none
married before coming here. St* phen, the
oldest, mavrie.d Rebecca Colson of Prospect, new

of

men

they stood in.

above record oi

ot

apt. John Fow ler

were

Jacob, Jr., married
Eleanor Wise and his second wife was Mary Henderson.

were

si.-ler of (

district

in the

some

est. followed the sea at onetime.
In one of the
southern ports a steamer ran into the vessel he
v.a
in, loaded with sugar. In less than seven

ago.

Searsport.

boys

of the

occupations ashore. I should
have said before that the girls in the district married well and arc scattered in the different .States
and some in the Territories. Among the boys who
settled in the district is Obadiah tieorge, who built
a h«»use on the opposite side of the road from his
father’s and has always lived on the old homedead. He is now 71 years old. Among the sur
vivorsof the first settlers an* James Dickey and
wife and Mrs. Ellison Tyler.
The family of tin* old settler, Jacob tieorge, was
Isaac, who settled in >t'»* kton, married Irene
Eaton, was a carpenter by trade; Margaret marric.i Uufus Collins and settled near her father's;
Obadiah married Ann Emmons, and has always
lived c.n the old homestead Jacob, Jr., the young-

sur-

some years afterwards ami
old stub dint stood until about

sea.

large number

A

roundings, and concluded to settle in what is now
called the George District. The tree they climbed
on

Frank

died.

into the town in

came

Kendall, adopted, died away
Knecland was drowned at

William

yellow fever.

Bangor. Andrew Tyler came homo from sea and
Capt. Edward Dickey died at sea. Emery
Dickey died in Texas. Fourteen l»oyg went to sea

SECOND

THE

KNKKATION.

The very lirst settlers in the George District were
four young men from New Hampshire, brothers—
John, Stephen, Henry ami Jacob George. They

the

The

OF

Killed.

was

of

STATE.

WHAT ATTORNEY GENERAL BAKER SAYS.

--

em-

It Would sei in that there are several gentlemen who would like to he Chief Justice, hut
who ver\ modestly assert to lheir friends that
they will not do an;.tiling to bring themselves
to the attention of the President.

Rev. l>r. William
■J'Jtli at Springfield,

The Stain-Oromwell Case.

NUMBER 15.

I

1

>

■

o

•.

'■

■

exponed.
Transfers in Ural
Tin-

Ilow iiig

Estate.

ihe transfers in real ••state, in
Wuie- county for the week ending \pril .‘Id.—John
<
Heals, >pringtield, Mass., to Parker J. Heals,
Searsport. Henry II. < unningh iin. Srarsport, to
are

Kdnmnd Ames A als.. -ame town. Jt -hua (b nhl,
Jaekson, to William Perry, same town. Kiln W.
Haynes, Kangor. p. M. K"ui-e Daxeiiport, same
t'-wn.
M. A. Jareny, IUlia-t, to Frank I.eiainl,
same town.
John Keen, I .iucolnvillc. t" Klijah
I nee. Searsiin-nt. AbHah l\<
cib, \N inu-rport, to
Mary Ii. tirant. -ame town. ( lata l.ow, Winterport. to Mary li. (.rant, liampdeu. John Mi Tag
gait. Hrooks, to James 11. MeTaggart, same town.
Franeis Mootly, \\ interport, to >. ( A: 11. W. Pat
ter< n. -ame tow n.
Lemuel K. Stubbs. Hoston. t«
Nellie M. Mubbs. Winterport. James W. Shorey,
Montana, to Wellington sliotey, Wahlo. LauraJ.
Treat, Frankfort, to Kiimia Mason, same town.
I.state of Judson H. Weed, swanville. to A. K.
Nickerson, same tow n. Thomas H. White, Cleveland, to (bairge H. Kimball, same place. Albert
<
Welch A als., New lied‘ord, to Win. F. Welch,
lielfast. Wm. F Welch, Helfast, to Francis K.
Welch, same town.
The
Mrs.

Late

Amanda

F.

Mrs.

i’.

spring,

H.

Spring.

wife of

Charles

II.

spring, died at the residence of Mr. K. O. Harris
in tins town Friday, the 23rd instant, after a

j

Grief sickness of

two

Mrs.

horn in Waterv

spring

was

weeks, at the age of 7*» years.
ille, Maine, and re-

sided there until about twelve years ago, when
with her husband she came to skowhegan ami
they established their residence with their daughter Mrs. Harris on a line farm just above this
village on the south bank of the Kennebec river,
she was at the time of her death a member of the
Baptist church in Liberty village and lived a devoted and consistent Christian life. For one so
far advanced in vears, her health had been gotal
until -trii kcu with paralysis two weeks before her
death. The funeral services were held Sunday
last, conducted by Rev. C. M. G. Harwood, of this
village, attended largely by her former neighbors
and friends. Her husband survives her at the advanced age of 7S years, also a son, Mr. If. Spring of
this village, and'a daughter, Mrs. E. t>. Harris.

sister, Mrs. Ohadiah George. They I [Skowhegan Reporter.
brig Boehambeau and sailed out of
Ttar Headquarters of “Personal
Stockton harbor bound to the West Indies and

time with his

shipped

in the

were never

heard from.

Lynwood Brown sailed

away from Searsport in the Brig Boss and has
been gone nearly 40 years anil never heard from.
Capt. Isaac Dickey lost his vessel by being burned
in Manilla and took passage in a ship homeward
bound and has never been heard from.
Jacob

The storms and floods in Germany have rendered spring cultivation impossible in the rei gions thus visited, and the richest land will
Charles Ewell fell from aloft and | yield no crops this year.

George, mate of Bark Mariposa,
board and lost.

Liberty.**

The saloons are the recruiting places of demagogues and corruptionists. Anarchy is bred in
them, the lowest passions and the most degraded
polities emanate from them. [Boston Journal.
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tlic act granting a pension to Mrs. Logan ami
A Young mm Arrested for Forgery.
the act increasing the pension of Mrs. Ill air.
Charles E. llagar, who passed the winter at
The hill providing for the admission of Uakota I
to the Union was taken up and discussed in the North port, was arrested by City Marshal Crockett,
Senate Monday. No action was taken. The of Rockland, Thursday afternoon, on a complaint
Senate committee on judiciary have made an of
forgery. Friday morning City Marshal Mcadverse report on the hill to extend twelve
months the time for tiling spoliation claims. : Donald, of Belfast, drove to Rockland and on SatThe hill was placed on the calendar, ami Senator urday returned with the prieoner.
Last fall llagar came to Northport, on horseFrye, who introduced it. will endeavor to have
It passed early, notwithstanding the adverse re- I back,
claiming that he had rklden from Camport. A large number of petitions for a govbridge, Mass., where his parents reside, and
ernment postal telegraph have been presented.
being out of health he w anted to do farming. He
first lived with Mr. E. Flanders, and subsequently

STATE.

THE Colli’UX WILL CONTEST.

Skowheoan, April 3. Judge llaskeil today delivered the final decree sustaining the

will of the late ex-Gov. Abner Coburn in the
action at law of the heirs, in which they contested that certain bequests made in the will
were not absolute.
This ends the suit of the
heirs against the estate, and they have no further recourse. The total amount of bequests
now remaining unpaid is $550,000, divided as
follows: Two hundred thousand dollars to the
American Baptist Home Missionary Society;
$100,000 to the Agricultural College:’$50,000 to
the Insane Hospital; $30,000 to the library;
$20,000 to tbe poor of -^kowbegan. Of this
amount all will be paid at once except the
$150,000 going to Colby University, and previous to April 1 bonds were set
apart and deposited for this purpose. The $200,000 with interest at 4 per cent., since Feb. 3. 1887,
going to
the missionary society, will be paid to-morrow,
and the executors of the will to-day drew a
Cashier's check on tin* National Exchange
Bank of Boston lor $188,000. The balance of
tbe sum will be made up from funds which
were deposited to the estate in
Boston, and
General Shepard departed for that city to-day
to attend to the transfer of this large sum of
None of the securities were sold to j
money.
meet this large payment, as there was sufficient cash on hand for the purpose, a portion of
which was derived from the sale of between
$50,000 and $00,000 in Boston and Bingham
steamboat Company's stork the present spring.
All the bequests remaining unpaid have borne
interest at four per rent, since Feb. 3, 1887,
and the Agricultural College has already drawn
$2000 of the interest money coming to’that institution.
The total loss to the heirs through the depreciation of Northern Pacific, Maine Central and
Fort Smith sceur ties is estimated at $00,000,
which they would have saved bad they not entered into litigation to break the will.*
The claim of Mrs. Moses Bailey of Winthrop
on Atteau township lias been sold and a lawsuit obviated by the payment to her of
$2500. A. M. Perkins’s action to recover
on a lost
note of $500 has been non-suited
by the plaintifl*because of tin* statute of limitation.
The remaining suits against the estate
will be tried next September unless a settlement is reached previously.
The executors
will continue to act for several years to come,
a> there are matters which cannot lie settled
before 1801. They have received >e\eral allowances from the estate for services, one being 5 per cent, on $100,000 paid out and another
of from 2 to 3 per cent, on $700,000.
COLLECTOR RACK MI
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Republican

school two young ladies when

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.Editor.

RUSSELL <i. DYER.Local Editor.

Vermont
The

platform

Something

of the Central

and nice In toilet soap at D. I*.

new

At the Ash hatching works in Orktnd are 130,000
salmon and trout eggs in the process of hatching.

present.

of the young
fair

some

Friday morning’s

inward train contained Afteen
cars, thirteen of which were loaded with freight.

monopoly of Northport’s

Republicans

3d

lie

to Belfast in

hay

came

over

frequently asked the
deposit for a Soldier’s

are

i

monument in this

on deposit in the Belfast Savings
$ 1,012.38* which includes accrued interest.

Bank

April

the road from

exact amount of

money
There is

city.

and has made

attempts to raise $20 on his horse.

came

We

on

sympathy of the community.
llagar became hard up this spring
several

Three cargoes of
Brooks last week.

j

with Mr. Os-

remedy, and that is the restoration to power of
the party which saved the l*nion and established
the equality of all men before the law; and
which alone has shown a purpose to obey and
enforce the constitution, and see that it pro-

note with him he would advance the money,
llagar left and did not put in an appearance until

Thursday

last

tects the civil and political right* of every man
beneath the flag.** It declares for civil service

reform, and points out how President Cleveland has violated his “brave promises** in this
direction. As to pensions the platform says:
“The Republican party will never cease to be

ber of Congress.
We have had a great many complaints of late
from subscribers who fail to receive their papers.
We are sure that the trouble is not in this office or
in the Belfast post office, but is to be looked for at

a

!

grateful to the soldiers and sailors who saved
our country.
Those who survived have readied
a period of life when the effect* of hardship
are rapidly impairing their earning capacity
and

shortening their lives. We favor generous
provisions for their comfort by way of pensions and soldiers’ homes. Such a discharge of
a just obligation will make the people no poorer,
for the money will go to the people, and we
should not forget the presence of these veterans among us.**
And of prohibition: “After
3T> years of prohibition of the liquor tradio in

when he

presented a note for $15
running to E. A. Know lton and signed by Osgood
Woodbury. A letter was also produced, purporting to have been written by Mr. Woodbury, which
said the matter was all right, and tint he (Woodbury) held a bill of sale on the horse. Mr. Know 1ton cashed the note at a discount. Eater in the
day llagar was seen to go on board steamer Katahdin with his horse, and Mr. Knowlton, suspecting something was wrong, employed J. S. llarrinian to look into the matter.
Mr. Harriman pointed llagar out to the steward of the boat and requested him to identify the man if wanted. Mr.
Charles E. Knowlton was then sent to Northport,

distance of

a

bury.

As the boat had left Belfast

w

hatever

done must be done before she reached
and this necessitated some lively work.

day.

was

then

At the

note.

paper is one of the
tables. Its central

[
j

for the most restrictive

mc.i-uro

and their

en-

forcement.”

Bearing False Witness.
Tin? Prog. Age published last week an alleged report of an alleged interview with County

Attorney L. T. Carleton. relating to liquor
prosecution* in Kennebec eounty. in which
Mr. Carleton is alleged to have said that “he
had become fuliy satisfied the law vould not be
enforced, and lie did not care how often nor
by whom his opinion w as quoted."
Monday afternoon a Journal correspondent
called on County Attorney Carleton in Augusand showing him the article in the Prog.
Age asked what foundation there was for it.
He answered:

ta

Ks«j. llagar had
te.-titlcd substantially

counsel.

no

W.

*•<>.

middle

letter.

The note and letter

Woodbury,” and

Mr. W. says

A small

no

the

letter, but that

The
lom

a

friend

did, whose

cause

script

Committee, as one of first imporRoth as our tried and trusty leader
and as a near friend of Mr. Rlaiiie Mr. Maul* y
should have a place on the delegation Maim* is
to send to the Chicago convention. His ability
and fitness are alike unquestioned.
State

tance.

The Democratic tariff hiil now before Congress is substantially as before reported, but
was changed in two important particulars only
an

hour before it

A

ehange

was

submitted to ihe llou-e.
made in the sugar schedule to
was

capture the votes of the six Louisiana Representatives. and a change was made in the wool
schedule at the suggestion of the worsted men.
The Republicans will rest for the present upon
their

minority

f dher

wa>

statement

cx-Chief of Police in
w as

veritied

by

two

Cambridge,

men

which

McDonald met

the boat who knew

llagar. (Hie of the men said
that several years ago llagar came to Sargentviile, where he found employment, and while

on

there

over

the

on

Mr. K. F.

bought

170

came

ton**

to

signature

It will be

her

of the

to

the ice

only shop

claimed that Shaw

as

The

time been

in this

city,

Searsport,

reading law with

lit

will he

bar at the

tween

returned, claiming that he
had fulfilled his part of the agreement. He hud
left town, but had returned. Hagar is twenty-four
years i.f age. He says he was born in Texas, and
that bis parents are most respectable people.
Fast

n

and

Maine

Conference.

in

own

the

course

pupil's and

room

cur-

and few will be able to resist the

tempta-

The train

.‘Saturday evening brought the remains
of Mrs. Mary M., wife of Will Stover, of this
city,
who die*I at Lynn on April 2*i !, aged •’.2
years.
Mrs. Stover was a daughter of the late (
apt. John

It Ki’a I

fourteen

king.

The

buildings

Syndicate,
city,

in this

fitting for

the

The

so-

be-

Common

be

of the

j

House, and fora
of II. N. Lancaster.

made to start

at sa-

long

time

was

in the

cm

a

creamery will not cost above blotto and within

a

one.

uniformity of butter, and less work
for the house-wife, while the farmer is able to keep

Saturday evening

are

more

stock.

for

supply

a

depend

Those who

on

the market

of butter know that much of

it

not

class. A creamery would remedy this, as the
product would he uniformly good. We hope our
tirst

farmer friends will

give this matter their serious

attention.

fast and lias awakened such an interest in the parish as has not been know n for many years. The
people appreciate his endeavors and have a pleasing way of showing it. The other day Mr. Hack
received a cheek for the generous sum of
accompanied by a note saying that the money was to
he used in tin* purchase of a hicvcle and the donors
hoped that the little outing ami exercise upon the
machine might keep the reverend gentleman’s
health and spirits always good. Jt is needless to
say that so pleasing an expression of esteem was
most gratifying to its recipient.

STEA.MKK Notes.

The steamer

Lucy i*. Miller,
from New ^ ork, landed here Friday evening foi
the tirst time this season, she was full of freight,
even to the state rooms.
The Belfast freight included sixteen tons of leather for the shoe factory.
Steamer Cimbria is

...

Stetson’s marine

now on

railway

where she has been

for the

coming season's
begin work

readiness to

put

line condition

in

work,

she will

as soon as

be

in

the ice leaves

river, and will carry the mail from Bangor to
Deer isle-The steamer May Field lias been sold
to Eastern parties, her original owners
the

retaining

interest.

an

She will

between Bass

run

Harbor,

Island, Isle au Haut, Green’s Landing and
Bock land.... The steamer l’enobscot is to go on

Swan’s

the route earlier than tirst announced, .she will
leave Boston to-morrow, Friday, on her lir.-t trip
for the season. Beginning Monday April ICth,
the stfamers

I'enopscot and Kahtadin will make

four trips per week. The new schedule will be
given in our next issue_The Lucy i’. Miller
landed here

Wednesday

on

her way

to

New York.

WaU)() Lod*;E;

I.o.o. K. Waldo Lodge No. 12, of
ten years old on Monday last. The anof the lirst decade will be held April the
the national anniversary of the order. This

city, was
niversary

2oth,
lodge has a remarkable hi-tory. It was instituted
April !>, Isis with seventy one charter member-,
who withdrew from Belfast Lodge.
since that
time it lias initiated and taken into
membership
3ft!)

It

men.

lodges

now

has

a

membership of

2(50.

Four

Lodge

at

another

Scarsport.

July

In

hatch swarmed

and

of the
formed

year
Ma.-.-a.-oit

Lodge at Castine. April, lss-y, others withdrew and
Invietus Lodge at Cnity. and in Fch y,
1Ss3, still another lot took cards and made Mi. Bat-

tie

Lodge at

Camden. These four

lodges

are

all

ex

••client bodies ami have good memberships. Twcn
tv-two members have died from Waldo Lodge, two
of whom

Past Grands. Thousands of dollar.paid out in relief and thousands have
been paid to the families of deceased member*
were

have been

through

j

the relief associations.
The bulge was
never in a better condition than at the
present
time, its membership including some of our best

citizens.
C. J. Hall’s guamti; Contilu

Ilall,

in

is.

Mr. c. .1.

Washington,

I>. C., has secured two
contracts anti is the lowest bidder on granite work
for the foundation of the Congressional
Library
now

building at Washington,

1>. <
He is also tigm ing
matters, and it may be safely said the
outlook fora large season's work here was never
on

j

other

better.

Mr. Hall has a contract for the basement
stories of three banks in Philadelphia, or perhaps

be better to call them the lirst stories

it would

<>i

building. The granite
and polished. There are
the

is to he Somes\ ille gray
some pillars and fancy
carving. Mr. Hall has also the contract for (Jen.
John A. Logan’s tomb, which in itself is quite a
But most

job.
ional
when

important of all is the CongressLibrary building contract. This structure
completed will cost about $8,000,000, of

which between three and four millions will be for
granite. On Saturday last the library commissioners opened the bids for furnishing stone tor the
| sub basement. The proposals were has 1 upon
three different plans for the same work. These
three plans of construction arc still pending, the
commission not having determined which shall he
adopted. Hence bidders were ordered to make
their estimates and submit

proposals embracing
the three different methods. Plan No. I nailed for
gross sum; plan No. 2 is somew hat more
expensive, and also called for gross bids, while
plan No. 3 called for bids per cubic, foot for dimenbids in

a

sion

stone, and for ashler (or faced) stone, and
per cubic yard for rubble (rough) stone. There
were six bidders, four of whom where
Maine
concerns.
They were the Mount Waldo Granite
of
Hallowed
Granite
Frankfort;
Works,
Works,
of Hallowed; the I Sod well Granite Company,
of Rockland, and Stout, Hall
Bangs. The
latter company Is a Mr. stout, of Washington, Col. 1. S. Bangs, of Watery ille, and C. J.
Ilall, of Belfast. This Jinn's bid was tor plan
No. 1, $257,700, for No. 2, $237,<500; for No. 3,
$1.25 and $1.52 per cubic foot, and $1!) per cubic
yard. The Mount Waldo Granite Company bid
was for plan No. 1, $237,737; for plan No. 2, $507,500; for plan No. 3, $1.33 per cubic foot and $15.85
per cubic yard. The other linns were much highWhile the contract has not been awarded it is

er.

believed that Mr. Hall’s company will get it.

The

specifications are that the remainder of the contract
be let to the successful

competitor if the comelect. It is not, therefore, unreasonable
to suppose that Mr. Hall’s company will have the
can

mission

so

Already a crew is at work in
yard on the Philadelphia contract, and
soon the yard will be full of workmen.
The s< lit*.
Flora Grlndle will arrive in a few days with a load
of rough granite from Mr. Hall’s Mt. Desert quarries. Mr. Hall writes from Washington Unit ids
bid on the Congressional Library budding amounts
to nearly $500,000, which must have been under
entire contract.
Mr. Hall's

bid No. 3.

lie says the work for the Logan mortuthe Philadelphia budding, amounting to $40,000 will be done in Belfast. He will
need a large force of men both in Belfast and at
flic Mount Desert quarries.

ary

Ms

face of little

Bov. W.

s.

Cam ber

passengers
poor apology for a hind wheel. Our enterprising
wheel wright, W. E. Prescott, soon fitted him with

an
...

to

rate, having aeeeptcel
at St. Stephen, N. B.

After

F.

w

chapel and

R.

II.

knham. Lemuel 1'., a 13 year old son of Wm.
Kimball, had both bones of one arm broken be-

Sell. Lemuel II.

Hopkins, now discharging coal
Lam*, is to go on the Warren’s ways and e
thoroughly overhauled.
for

Among the arrivals last week
amt wife.

Mr. Eben

We

Republicans
House

convenient arrangement

Cosoiu.iiATiONAi. <
hall

Moxk«u:.

for him

lough returned

(

her school

to

at

Merrimac, Mass.,

11

tills

professionally.

resilience of R. F.

Page

—

William Robertson's

northerly

put in

direction

on

Ills ofliee is at the
a

the nth inst.

town

Mrs. K. H. Nickerson received
of this week of the death of her
great Aunt Mrs. Nancy Chase of Presque Isle,
•aged ini years and six months, she died at the

nephew, C. P. Ferguson with
whom she litis lived for more than twenty years,
she took cold some time since and then had a re
lapse from which at her advanced age she was unShe

j
j

near

port....We
schools

of

was a

out of town and into the Mathews
the school house in Dis. No. N, Searsnotice in the report of .Supervisor of
Nearport the following concerning

svvanville teachers. “Dis. No. 2. Most gratifying
result' however have been attained in tin* w inter
term Jo weekiu- t dosed as was evidenced by a
renewed interest ami increased attendance. To
the teacher Mr. '1'. ('. Smart, belongs a
great part
of the credit of placing this school upon a
good

tooting again.*’ “Dis. No.s, Miss Mary F. Stcyens
taught all three terms Jo weeks each and the
work done has been

more

systematic than that of

the year before. The discipline has been excellent
and in even way the people of the district are to
be congratulated on having so profitable a year in
tln ir school.*’

It

ihe

our

success

numerous

of

always gratifying

is

swanviilc teachers

for the size of

the town.

{..

In

ai

who
We

of

are

in their vocation.
is

i.

The school

Mary

we

on

have done here.

although they

Martha.

ora

weave out a

marching

at the

next

There

the Christian iournc\
Let

nur.

us

on to \

no

bean Lsther.

not

make the

laurel for

is

I'liere i-

most

of

oar

long home.
ictory and that very ipiick
our

n

jiiiwman t"

term of court.

vicinity nowaday s, but we have
glorious times in
the !i<,uid -w cct
our hoy hood days “sugaring oil
ness in big iron kettles hung from a pole in the
Open woods.Miss Stella Brackett has been
canvassing in this vicinity w ith good succ oss for
Will White has added
“The Beautiful Story.”
an undertaker’s department to hi- furniture shop,
and is having his share of the business in that line.
.Arrangements are being made for a public
library, (iraeio Dow is to be librarian .There
has been ijuite a contention in regard to tin* tow n
Two sets of
officers involving some legal points
officers, were elected at the tw o meeting* held. The
a

Miss Alberta Nickerson
jury from Prospect
lias received a number of offers to teach school in
this vicinity and wc hear she accepts the village
—

his store
one evening hist week wc
happened
out in the woodshed and thought we heard a noise
that sounded odd for a eat. So wc went back and

W. W.

!•:. Files, of Fast Thorndike. But little of thislm 1

enter I >ist. and Miss Flonia Nickerson is teachI. F. (Fiuld has been drawn to sen e on

school iu Frank fort....Thesteainer begins ln*r regular trips now and J. F. Libby is tilling his store
for the spring trade. Farmers can get their Bradleys \L and grass seed and anything wanted at

are

ness

now....

ihe

of

one

i his fret zing and thaw ing weather is
Brooks,
good for the sap gatherers. The first maple syrup
of the season was brought into the village by Leo.

Ceorgc Haley, agent Mountain Dist.
Miss Hattie Maiden teacher. J. F. Libby

(

work for all

serve

agent in Marsh Dist. and Miss Ijracie Libby teacher.
Albion Larrabce agent Deorgc Dist. and Miss
Maud Could teacher. Freeman Partridge agent
ing

Atwood has

lv.Nathaniel Hall has been draw

Levi C lark has been

of school.

in

sleep

a

Wc

meetings in the diflerent

chosen agent in the dark Dist. and Miss Carrie F.
'■rani has been engaged to teach the summer term
and

is done in this

distinct remembrance ot the

;

<

selectmen de facto have c>taL|ished themselves iivgot the light and found the two eats squatted dow n
s
Mux lord’s building and
and till quiet. But over in the corner, where it was 1 a new office in ( apt. .1
are doing the business of the town
Harry F. stafloored over, there was something gnaw ing a bone, I
out
a
nice
line
of skeleton wagons.
is
ples getting
or sounded so.
He has ten ready to set up and will build >ome
About that time ;i skunk started
more.Tile members of the < *“d Templars’
from tlie corner to get down where the wood was
Lodge, and any w ho may w i-h to join, are invited
piled and so out under the sill. It was so handy
to in* in attendance at .lone*’ Hal! next Saturday
to catch up jj stick, of stove wood and throw it to
evening, the Nth in*L. a* some special business is
to be transacted-The evening meetings and the
scare the creature along that we tried ii and hapstill ■■mtinuod.
afternoon Bible readings are
pened to hit the skunk and partially stunned it. Last Sunday was a feast of good tilings at the
Then wc opened lire in earnest and as the Bkunk (Junker chapel. Friend F\i Sharidess preached in
the morning, and Bev. Mr. (jouid, of Hampden,
began to come to wo tried round wood, small w ood, officiated in the afternoon. Bev. II. II small was
split wood; then 11 red hard and nearly stove in a also present. Several arose for prayers in the
colds and lung troubles are prevabarrel of corn; then lired
ami about the time evening-Bad
...

■

down

mini;

easy,
to ;iud

was

jump
After getting

about to

happened to hit him again.
the pitchfork and getting the creature out doors w e
counted up the stoves wood stick ai.d found that it
took
cuss

we

Hi sticks of stove wood to hit the

stinking

the second time.

Wivrr.uroitT.

The ladies of Warren W. II.
II. Hall Wednesday afternoon

unit at

the G. A.

April

itli and made

sented

t<>

a nice dress which they preI.ee,a soldier's widow'. In the evening they gave a reception complimentary to the
young ladies who so kindly assisted in getting up
the drama ‘‘Rebecca's Triumph.”
Each Corps
member had the privilege of inviting two, so there
was quite a large number present.
Ice cream,
cake and entree were served and a very pleasant
was
with
evening
spent
music,games, Jfcc_Little
Maud, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
on
rinkhum, died
Sunday afternoon of typhoid

Mrs.

lent here

now.

This last decision settle- it, and the
ten
hope in course of eight

will

veurs to

receive the

now

damages awarded, which with
$.*10,1100.

the interest will net about
The entertainment at

It is

ingenuity.

great

A. R. hall la>t

(..

w

I

.m

as .1

l.v

en-

Mr.

I

\

to be

Imped the r..-i

..

1.

repeat the entertainment.
The Last Corinth

Wbig

correspondent of the Rang->r

ravs

Capt. E. I). Blanchard, son of tin late <
Blanchard, of this pia< c. i- at iiomc from
1 t• 1
the lirst time in four year-, (apt Blam-bard hafollowed the sea for ovor fortv \ear- and ha i-.-en
successful ill his elm-ell voeali’oii. IP.
wile l a
aeeouipanicd him in all id- voyage- for the a-;
1 vventv live v ear.-, or ever -iuce tin
were 111arvie 1
Shehas become quite proficient in nautie.il ion
and could undoubtedly take command of a -n p
-Imuld oeca-ion require it. During tin
v.-.-n1 hey iiav e visited neai Iy all parts ot the w ••! hi. ic 1
many thrilling adventures on sea and land.
wonderful sights, aim passed tinmigli scene w
deatli has often -tan >1 them in tin- face. I'ii.-a; ta
after visiting his relatives and friends, will -en
dow n for one sea-on. at h-a-l, at the -Id .mme- t< a
and give his special attention to farming in w Id.
he takes great delight. Hi- ship, tin- Hem- etia. -i
I .’ion tons luirden, will he commamh d 011 tin- ti
to shanghai, hv ( apt.
dame- (.ilm -re, .-■[ -.a:
port.
(

-,

New In hi

The follow

stkii s.

land Courier (ia/ettc will lie

iug

rea

irom tiie Rock
l with int«c--1

here
The question ot exempting new imtu-irh
t* .,,.
taxation has been under discussion -..in, w ! u tn.
it ie- and town- that a re gn wing:
1
past week,
prosperous have done aud are doir-g ju-t th. 1
thing. If a tirm is looking for a plac- to !■ n- it
will decide upon the place that watit it bad cn.-cl
ro bid for it.
Randolph, a little Kennebec 1..vv
iu-t -plit "IV from another Kennebec to.vi
have a new shoe factory next -pring. A m-e ii>:
was looking for a place t<> locate. While Watcj
ville, (ianliner and other pla.es were -i.-. ug
and arguing as to whether tin- "r that hau
it. 1
be done, Randolph acted, bid foi tiie factoi
got
it, and now the other di-app.-inted place- an’- real
A man
I
l/.ing what chump- they wen
been in business in a plac. t-.r veurs w ant >•* know
why he slmuldn’t he exempted to... if the new
du-trv
Let such an argument prevat- a-. 1 t
*0
new industry with its hundred
euq I- v.
cate somewhere else.
Then the business man w
ask himself 11 he hasn't been a eonsunnnaii
tn haggling about a lew dollars in taxc- and ti
drive a wav hundreds of dollar- in t- ole.
principle of exempting n.-w industries Imm t.:\.-i
tioii for a time ma\ not!., ciitireh pr. pci but it
other tow ns and cities <io it Rock land -h- i- do
It we want tin- plum- we must put 0111 ban-1- into
the pudding, for that i- ju-t what our rival- an
,t
doing. It isn’t a mat :cr ..f Imh-e or p. imipW
one of neee--itv.
If we want busine-s, v. 1 mr-i
hid for it.
I-

TiiuknI'IUi..

I.a-t

Saturday ami x ml.u
The i-leighim:
quite good ami there i~ .-now enough in place' t-<
.There w a> :t g.*>>*i mi .>1 -up la-t
last into .Inly
week, hut not so many tree' have been ta:q***.| t!:;spring as usual.... .Mr.~. M. >. Stile*-, of .J;t<-k-«i>,
is stopping with her mother, Mr>. xuali M i:
w ho has been quite -iek tin* past tw o week
p. v.
F. D. Tasker and w ife, of ( orinna, were \i-tmg
\-i

us

gave

in

town

another touch**f winter

M

last week

Watson l»*tt

last

vit

urday for I.owudl .Mass, whore he expert- (.•
employ ment ...Deo E. Files lias obtained a j• h.
tographie apparatus ami is prepared l*> lake all
kinds of pictures.
Fkankkokt.

At the annual meeting of the l a
Sewing Circle the following ollieers ware

dies'

Mrs. .1

elected

Averill,

\

\\

Sea\e\.

I’.: Miss l.i//ie If

Annie Wiswell,
ree tress...

See.;

Mr-

I’ler.

Andrew

.Work Is resumed

Ml-. dnhli

Treat. Treas.. Miss
on

Hopkins. Id

Mount \\ aldo

ai

d

...The

business Is

trial for the

lively
tong, pulpit was tilled
last Sunday by Mr. Evans, from the Hanger xuni

Konkins, of B'lcksport, has Jinally been settled. The jury was out nearly tvventvfour hours and finally brought in a verdict of
guilty, and the man was sentenced to state Prison
for life. This w as a just verdict and very satisfactory to the people of Colusa.The privilege * * f
smelt fishing, the coming season, on Verona Bridge
has lieen sold for s?.Vx». Two hundred and thirty-

supply during the year.Judge Whiteliouso and
wife have been the guests of Mr. ami Mrs. I'ptnn
Treat... Mr. F E. Tyler is expected in town this
week....F. I.. Hopkins is about to open a fancy
goods store in w hat is known as the l A. \. Treat
store ...The popular clerk, IV W I’eiree. -till remains in town and it is hoped he will not leave u>.

three of this goes to Verona and three hundred and
This is more than has

stone

llrt'Ksi'OHT.

Colusa, Cal.,

The

man,

east*

of

Mark

who has been

on

Dixon, the

murder of W. II.

twenty-three to Bucksport.
been paid for this privilege
and is said to be

competition

more

up the

for

number of years
than it is worth. Smart

price.

a

The most of the

ti>h
caught in this place arc sold in Bangor_Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan K. Brown, formerly well know n rest,
ran

dents of Prospect Ferry are trie parents of Master
Millard Fillmore Brow n the mite who has created
fever. Her age was 11 years, Sunday being the such a furore w hile on exhibition in Boston during
the
past two months, lie is a wonderful sight beanniversary of her birthday. She was a bright,
ing only ten inches high and weighing one pound
pretty little girl and was a member of the Metho- and seven ounces. Ills foot is but one inch and a
dist Sabbath School and of Rainbow' Temple.
quarter long. The physicians w ho have examined
him arc completely puzzled.The Republicans
Mrs. Andrew Ncnlev, formerly of this place,died
of Bucksport met in caucus Saturday afternoon.
at her home in Hampden on Monday of eousump. ! R. it. stover w as chosen chairman,.). F. Know lion,
clerk. The following were chosen delegates to
tion. She was a lady greatly beloved by all who
the State Convention In Bangor and the same dele
knew her, and she Imre her long and tedious illness
gates to attend the District Convention in Wntcrwith great patience and Christian fortitude. Site villc: E. P. Emerson, o. F. Fellow s, .lames Stubbs,
leaves a soil and daughter to mourn her loss. M. Smith and E. s. Wan!well. At the same caucus
the follow ing were chosen delegates to the GuberMr. Willis Rowe of Fitchburg, Mass., lias been natorial Convention: N. T.
Hill, A. II. Genu, I.. F.
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Rowe for Tapley, A. C. Svvnzey and Parker Snotlbrd.
w ith one of the
P.
Miller
Steamer
arrived
Lucy
a few days-Mr. Hiram Rowe lias bought out F.
heaviest freights she ever brought in, Friday night
W. Perry’s harness business—Mr. James Chad
at 10 o'clock... Work lias begun in earnest on our
wick, of Holden, was in town last week.Mi* Electric Light Station and in about six weeks Mr.
The
Grant
to have everything in shape
Frank Simpson has been to Itoston and New York trains expects
began running on their three trips daily the
oil business for the past two weeks
Mr. A. H. •2nd but as usual did not hit us at the right time.
Merrill left for IIudsou, Mass., last week_Mr.
We have always had a train at ten a. m. and by
and Mrs. John Holt have returned from Lynn this change it left at 11.40, making close connection
w here they spent the winter... Miss Jennie Grant,
with the “Yankee,” but some of us cannot stand a
who has been sick for several weeks, lias been able change of any kind so we raised a “howl” and
to ride out a little during the past week....Mr. the 12th they will change it hark into the original
Chandler Merrill is in town fora short visit. He time.Grindle A Wescott started their pants
has been in Nebraska for the past tv. o years and
factory Monday. Brown A Gilley will move Into
Intends to go back there very soon.... Mr. and Mrs. their new shoo soon and
they and Grindle
F. C. Young have had a beautiful era von portrait A Wesentt will ruu their machines with Electric
of little Nettle made at the studio of ,1. F. Gerritv
motors, the Electric Light station furnishing the
of Itungor. It is very life like aud makes a lovely pow’er—Thursday, the 5th, the Bucksport Chanter
Good now, who has been at of Masous visited the Bangor Chapter. They bail
picture.Mr.
A grand
sea in the Mary Ann McCann, arrived on Saturday’s
a s|»ecial hack after the entertainment.
boat. He lias been very sick with Chngres fever. time reported.
—

..

probably

Joseph

at

—

—

the creature had

both courts.
owners

evening passed oil" pleasantly, aud
the, joyable occasion. The recitation

their home in

a

time and

Districts have been held.

>unday

(tlaniorgansiiire" has been dismissed by the bench
d judges at Loudon, with costs and damage in
favor of tiie ship’s ow ners. The case had previously been before the courts at Yokohama and >hangbae ami verdicts were given in favor of the -hip in

cut up
Mr.
Mr. Robertson is

Thompson and wife reMassachusetts last week.
Mrs. C. Foster accompanied them... F L. Rowell
is school agent in Dist. No. 7 and < iranville Thompson in Dist. No. s for the ensuing year
_1
W right and Lvie Colby were married at his home
last Saturday evening by Rev. J. Washburn.
James L. Sawyer died at iiis home last Saturday
evening after a lingering illness. lli> last days
were free from Intense Mifl’cring. The funeral was
held at the North Church Tuesday afternoon_
Rev. Mr. Washburn was with the people at North
Montville Sunday and spoke from the last clause
ot the fourteenth verse of the fourth chapter of
Father, lie said that Lsther had lmr Cod appointed although she did not see it at the start, but .-ho
was able to perform it if it did look dark to her at
times, she came at the right time and w e all come
to our work at the right time.
We are here for
only one course and Lsther came into the kingdom
only once. Lvory man is a part of Cod’s property
Co work to-day in my
vineyard and w hatsoever is
right I will pay thee. Wc have only a little time
to work, for soon the night comes when no man
can work.
Lvcryone that puts his work before
Cod in a gospel form is sure of success. There is
a time coming w hen we shall all be glad for the
to

time for

teaching in California who were raised in
lid' town and w ho are meeting with the highest
PltO'i

Montvii.ij:.

Christian work

have

three

success

next

pair of horses in town_The Butter Stinson of extracts from one <.f < ol. W. II Fog
a meeting at the town house next
lev’s orations was good. Mr. sawyer’s ela-s rend
Company
Saturday.John Twombly has been chosen ered several pieces iinely, aud the sob-- !.
Mi-school agent at the village for the ensuing year.
Fenny ami Miss Park were heartily received. 1 he
....Mr. Abel Davis, of Pittsfield, has been engag- I ilute solo by Mr. Murpliy, and the -ongs with
ed to speak here Memorial Day by the Billings
M.-ritbew end
htinjo aceompauiments by Mi--.
Post-Frank Adams, reported last week as being
Kane were features of the entertainment and were
in Boston, lias returned.
< oinradc Dutch’- charade- mnnife-t. d
encored.
turned

has moved

house

i:,.

at

j

to have a surgical operation performed.
Since
arriving home he has been having a severe attack
"l erysipelas but is now better-Fdmund Thompson

ooiety

have

very worthy, estimable
.and venerable lady-Frank L. Robertson arrived
home from Portland last week where he has been

rally.

>

best matched

Monday

residence of her

looking finely-F.

Indeavor.

Wednesday morning.

ers

afternoon and

wood-pile.

Christian

he

on

>und.a\

■\dvices have been received that tiie case “Own
of ship Clarissa R. Carver vs. British steamer

turned

..

A robin also

swvxMt.u:.

to

men

—

Mr. John Miller has

appearance the same day ; but, as he has
not been seen since it is fair to presume that he
became disgusted with our cold weather and snowdrifts and has turned back.

able

of

..

an

news

crew

Mr.
ipiite old ami atllieted with total blindness
Moody, keeper of the Forest House stable, is sick
with a fever.Mr. Charles Sargent, who is over
ss years old, luts sawed and
split > cords of wood
this winter
('. M. Coiiant is to sell at auction,
the 17th, a fine lot of cows, horses, colts and swine
wagons, harnesses etc...R. W Mayo has bought the
Ben. Wildes place at the village
.The selectmen
are taking the inventory and
report the stock in

very interesting term of Free High school in progress at the village. It will close next week.\
dock of w ild geese were seen winding their way in
a

Wednesday

out last

JacK' >n.
Rev. D. Brackett is being treated
(successfully, it. is to be hoped) for dropsv bv Dr.
Mitchell, of Freedom-Dr. Jacobs has returned
to Fast Jackson, haying so far recovered his health
as to be able to regularly attend bis patients and
ansv. cr a

wc

large

Collection

Missionary Soeiclv,

the sight of a battered hulk 1 dug
there. I found it to he the coaldtarge havid
Rrown, of Bath, formerly a tine ship. 1 learned
thatshewasbuilt.it Bangor during the war aud
had been formany years in the lumber trade, delay very deep and two streams of water from ii.
pumps were pouring out through the -cupp. is,
showing that, us a coal-heaver expressed it. “she
drank in a big bit on the way here.”

jury for the coining term of court.

where in that State —A

looms.

Tuesday by

longer-\s a sample of Monroe's
mention the person who returned
from V II. in March and said that the dust was
six inches deep and tlowers were blooming everv-

last week.

Ran-..!.

at

A coutrihutor to the Portland \dv»*rti-*er -a;.
I
attracted to Randall \ McAllister’s wl.ari

while

a

romancers

town
ehoo>e

to

was

..liuth Knowlton has gone to N. II on a visit.
Frank Adams litis returned from Boston without
his tortuue. He thinks Monroe is good enough

years ago. He had been in poor health for a number of years-Miss Nellie Hunt and Miss Kiltie
Walker are visiting in Boston. Miss Carrie

the

of

in m it.

I he May collection will he taken
the M. L. church.

Fdwin Jenkins has been drawn to

the

serve on

his home at the head of the

at

pond very suddenly Sunday morning, .aged about
7.) years, lie was an old Californian, a forty-nin
or, and returned to this, his native town, about ten

the

at

Rw. (
I. Ila-kcll, who has roachi I the time
limit, will dose his eonncction with t lie Met nodi;
episcopal Church in this village next Sunday.

full realization

a

Maine

hurch service at 7.

We

the far west.

the

ot

morning.
(

now in a prosperous condition.
Five
members have been reeehed of late and two
more names have been proposed_Miss
Myrtle
to

meet

7.30 o’clock

Business at the clothing factory Is booming, and
arc received daily.
Lvery one who vi-its
the work rooms praises the pleasant location and

go into trade at the vilis connecting bis

trip

to

at

orders

new

a

notified

are

Saturday evening

delegates to attend the conventions
Wateryille and Portland.

C range is

take

are

(ieorgia.

I

house with a
feet building_
Bradford Blanchard has sold his stand in the village to Mrs. Betsey A. Bern..Sebiisticook

soon to

on

to

Cong,

pleased to learn that ( apt. Andrew >.
promoted to the eommaud of ;t p;i"
senger steamer running from llruusuifk to Darien.

lage.(iershom Twitched

wish her the best of success and
of her fondest hopes.

to remove

in the

Allen lias been

house and wood

Sherman is

about

sell his pew
very reasonable terms.

the docks were frozen <pihe
bay was skimmed over to I.*de>i>oro.
Hardly suitable weather to begin planting.

—

IJ. F. Bean w ill be the juryman from
this town at the April term of Court at BelfastRev. Justice Frskine, of New Hampshire, a native
of Montville, preached at the Baptist church in
this village Sunday afternoon, April Nth.
Mr.
Frskine taught school here forty years ago.

who is

to

Tuesday morning

dangerously ill with pneumonia, blit is better
now....A young daughter of <L .1. Dodge is reported sick with lung fever.\ndrew l’ease
and wife have gone to Appleton to visit a sister of
Mrs. P., who is critically ill
It is reportodthat

Lowell tins week.

Sawyer,

solid and the

been

accompanied her t*> Bus.
ill go to Manchester, N. H.

tin- pa-*

Schools in l nion District will begin next Moi:
day. Mr. l’itinan, of Pittsfield, has been engaged
as principal of the free high school.

'•Mi inst. Dr. Dodge, of Troy, reduced the fracture
and the boy is doing well... Leroy Wyman has

soon t<*

Manly Poop-

employed

Worcester, Mass.

Waterville, offers
church

were

Mr. Foote has been

winter at

tween the elbow and wrist by being jammed by a
colt while in the act of grooming him, Friday, the

John McAllister is

weirs,

Capt. Frank L. Carver has taken command of
Capt. Cane will remain home

considered.Dance in Dcnslow hall next Saturday evening... .The bills arejout for a grand calico

Baptist church

down their

chronicle the first catch of the

soon to

hark Albert Bussell.
for a voyage.

his

May 1st.

putting

of

soon.

Penobscot.

pleased to receive

Bt

streets, and will occupy it
are

sea.

corner

Hammons has been appointed InternaExpress ( ompany messenger on -teamcr

tional

his old friends and customers and make new ones.
.Mi persons in want of fertilizers can get them
of Mr. F. 11. Cousens as low as the lowest,
quality

ball

hope

we

his store at the

Elmer

anywhere.

painted

renovated and
would lie

vaca-

season.

was

thoroughly
ready and

home fora short

at

repairing

Our salmon fishers

Hiehborn, Marshal, in Penobscot Lodge

Ames has

mi:i:ty

Wm. Lamson died

Augustus L. Mosman has secured a line position
Brookline, Mass., and left by boat Thursday.

and

saw one

store and is

visit his aunt, Mrs. Frank Johnson.
Ft

Bock

Leach and Main

>taples if there is anything in the atmosphere of
nr little village injurious to silk bats.I. M.

Master Frank H. French
ton and from there he

at

1\ J. Beals is

a

Harry

staples,
of Soarsport, is visiting Miss Jennie Richards
to

Sell. William Butnam has loaded
jlime
land, and sailed for New York Monday.

tion, until the ship Belle of Bath is ready for

I of Good Templars last Tuesday night.Your
j correspondent would like to enquire of friend

has gone to
Her husband is iirst ollicer of the brig,
now in that port ...Miss Mamie Sweet

.Mi-s Ava Perkins went

Mari

Jeremiah Merithew is
1

was entered a few weeks ago
small amount of money taken. Parties are
suspected, but as yet no arrests have been made.
-E l. R. Stowell was installed Sentinel and

Maples

Katie

at

Roberts A Co’s store

and

line

degree
Lodge next Tuesday evening.

in

A ."i!k

Pendleton,

large

very

Darling, agent for the International E\
Waterville, spent Sunday in town.
Miss Nora J. Carver, who has spent the winter in
Boston, returned by train Wednesday evening.

quilt, the property of a Mr.
drawn by ticket in the post
oflice week before last by Mrs. Hattie Kay, of
Brewer. The lucky number was Stf.B. M.
B.

S.

r,

t"

She couldn’t find them

while she

a

a

Geo.

finding

"bb has bought of F. IF Packard the store used
by F. I.. Bean as a warehouse.
Mrs.

parties.

press Co. at

up on the sea lib Id near
the high beams. They had gone up the stairs on
io the head scaffold and from there into the
hay
ai d were
clover heads.
very busy

<

Point.

for Boston

There will be work in the third
ncr’s

extra wheel and lie went on his way rejoicing.
(
E. Thompson is going to Boston this week
buy a drove of horses ...John F. E«ancy lias a

of twin lambs.

>i: YKSMovr.
Mr. F. F. Bean has returned from
Portland where he conferred with his creditors.
It is thought an oiler of To per cent, will he accept
cd and Mr. Bean resume business_Mr. David IF

s\m»y

hay

with

mare for sale.C. T. Randall is busy taking the inventory ...Mrs. II. C- Pottle went out to
the stable one morning last week and missed a
pair

resigned the pas-

call to the

2d inst.

Nickerson is loading sell. Brunette

Hon. A. E.

nice

torate* of Chestnut street Baptist church. to take
<-*fled dune 10th, at the end of a two year’s pastoa

in town this

was

Rev. J. E. Adams of Bangor will preach at the
Cong, church next Sunday morning.

and will have

C.VMtU'.N.

Dolliver of Minneapolis,

ed at New York the

appearance very much....Miss Nettie Adams is
again to return to Vinalhaven to teach in one of the
village schools. The people of Vinalhaven seem to
appreciate good teachers. ...Mr. Nathaniel Young
is the proud possessor of a pair of tw in colts.
Socth Montville. Mrs. 1). C. Gilman, who
has been in Lewiston the last four
weeks, returned last Monday... .Mrs. Ann M. Knowles arrived
home last Saturday, having spent the w inter w ith
her sister, Mrs. Carter, in Worcester, Mass
.Our j
stage driver came in Saturday morning walking |
beside bis horses with three
and a verv ^

Stockton.

..

Spiritualist campground

its

Amy

Crooker, of Bo-ton, milliner, will visit Belfast,
room
lie vere House ....Farmers
should read the advertisement of Liebig Ammonified Superphosphate. Swan A Sibley Bros., Bel*
fa-t, general agents, with branches all over the
county.... I >. P. Palmer, Belfast, has the spring
styles in hats, b *ys suits and furnishing goodLadies’ underclothing, by B. F. Wells, Belfast.
also How or seeds.... M. A. Doekham, Belfast, will
go out by the day, dressmaking and cutting ...Today Mr. II. A. starrett. Bedfast, will have a curtain
opening at his -tore, where will be displayed some
of the finest curtains ever seen in Belfast—Best
potash f -r sale by Howes A Co.

W. A.

painted outside and papered inside, thus improving

B. F.

-,

Locals.

Searsport

work is

Clement & Adams are showing
of new wall papers this spring.

Wells, Belfast, spring millinery, latest
For artistic wall papers of all grades and
nices, call at A. Clement’s book store. Belfast....
i riday and Saturday, April 20th and 21st. Miss

sears

same

instituted

:

bright

some

Beach Dist. la to begin next Monday w ith Miss
Jennie Lamb teacher. The school house has been

been made from its ranks. Ma\. 1"-!,

have

sufficient number withdrew and formed

a

...

..

recently

The farmer said that

among them

..

the* remains of

was

who died

radius of four miles he counted up fJOO cows, and
farmers enough to lake tin* stock at £2."» per share.
The advantages of a creamery are many and

interior of his store_Mrs. Ceorgc It.
is repairing and painting her residence on
of

train

same

A Cueamkuy Wan run. An intelligent a ml progressive Belfast farmer says that one of our nee*is
is a creamery. Equity
grange has had the matter
under discussion and before long ;m attempt w ill

Hack, a recent graduate of the Theological Seminary, hut w ho was settled as pastor
over the l ongregationalist church at Belfast last
summer, is in the city to-day. Mr. Hack passed
yesterday and last night as the guest of Charles S.
IVaii, K-ip lie is doing a splendid work in Bel-

ex-

McFarland,

Plumix

says:
h’cv. It. T.

informed, gen-

On the

Mrs. Moses

ploy

a

Bangor Commercial

Toothaker.

lem, aged (Jo years. Her remains was taken t*>
Montville for burial. Mr. McFarland, the bus.
band of the deceased, will be remembered by our
older inhabitants. He was once landlord of the

Church street.

session of Court.

of

drawn,

was

Pleasant and

Sleeper

.John

Winterport, recently returned to Camden, and
as Judge Hubbard is not inactive
practice Winterport is thought to afford a good opening for a

closing lecture

stock of

new

surprised at the beauty of the papers and the low prices at which they are offered. A very brief inspection will show that the
statements in their advertisement are not over-

now completing the work
dwelling the building he bought
last fall from the Crosby estate....Mr. W. T. Colburn, of this city, has made some improvements

who has

and courteous, and his many friends
pect much from him.

Cheap. Those who have visited
Woodcock A: Son., Belfast, since they

their

the

repairing

the

stoddan1..

Portland.

and

tains have been

of assault and bat-

report, which is an argument | The annual session of this conference will begin
The prospect of extending the Somerset against the Mills bill, and in favor of the main- ! at Rockland Wednesday April is, Bishop Fowler
railroad to \\ iscas-et i> -till alive, and a meet- tenance of the
protective system. Later they j presiding. Among those who will deliver ading of the Augusta Board of Trade is to he
dresses are A. M. Freeman, I). I)., on Wednesday
held this week in the interest of the exten- will present a bill, of which the general *ut! afternoon;
c/. McCabe, I). I)., in the evening;
sion.* Prominent railroad men will he invited lines have been agreed upon.
W. A. Spencer, I). !»., of Philadelphia, Thursday
to attend.
Young Real, who lies in jail at Augusta
The Augusta correspondent of tlie Boston evening; mission sermon by F. C. Rogers, Friday
awaiting trial for poisoning his father, still re- Journal
; afternoon; address by A. C. II art/.ell, I). I)., in the
says:
tains his courage and appears very confident of
evening, sermon by Bishop c. JI. Fowler, Sunday
The
so-called
“Personal
He
movement
he
feels sure of it. We
acquittal.
Libert)**
says
forenoon and preaching by Rev. Chas. Park hurst,
understand that his si-ter who lies sick at home in Waldo county is regarded by Republicans
ami is expected to die, expresses the hope that here as simply a scheme to hoodwink voters editor of Zion’s Herald, in the afternoon.
.Journal:
and stable were also destroyed. The total estimaA .Journal representative asked Rev. It. C. Wentshe may he enabled to live “till Charlie gets and lure them into the Democratic party. But
Cnpt. Farrow, of the large schooner Sarah W.
j it is
j
home.”
making little if any progress outside of worth, of this city, who lias occupied the pulpit Lawrence, had a peculiar experience near Shinne- ted loss is from six to eight thousand dollars. The
cook on the night ol' the Uth ult. An angry wave
Mr. C. HI. Nelson of Wnterviile. the well \\ aido county, and attempts to gain a foothold here for two
lire originated in the blacksmith shop. There was
years, if he was to return. lie said I came
known horseman, met with a serious loss in the for it in other cities and towns have proved the
along unannounced, and washed him over- no insurance on the blacksmith
oilieial board of the church bad asked for his hoard. His cries for
shop and paint
death of the valuable stallion ‘-Red Wilkes" futile.
help in the darkness were
heard by Chief Mate Nickerson, who threw a life- shop but the loss on the other buildings was partireturn, but the affairs of the conference were such
Thursday at*‘Sutinyside.” Reports sav that stalhere
with
in
Authose
Republicans
agree
preserver in the direction from which the captain’s ally covered.
lit* was unable to tell. “Fight of our best clergylion “Onward" is just alive. Mr. Nelson, it will
cries came. About this time another wave struck
as to this
transparent device of the men have left the conference since last
be remembered, purchased “Red Wilkes” in 1 gusta
year,” said the vessel, landing the captain on the deck near the
Bkmast Duamatm Company. The young peoKentucky last fall, pay ing a verv high price for j enemy, and it is making no more progress in- Mr. Wentworth, and he knew of but one or two mainmast lie was not seriously injured. The same
ple composing this company presented the drama
him.
wave carried away both of the schooner's small
side of Waldo county than outside.
added. A mong those who have left the conference
boats, and threw Patrick llaggon, who was at the “Above the Clouds/’ at the Belfast Opera House
arc some very able men.
Rev. C. F. Libby, for helm, over the wheel, fracturing his skull. llaggon
In liliii:r. There is still no dciinite settlcThose mentioned as delegates from the third
last Thursday evening and though the night was
was removed to the Marine Hospital at
four years presiding elder, Is at Holly Springs,
.’Stapleton.
inent of tin* crisis in Germany.
It is feared i district to the
I>r. Wyman has slight hopes of the man’s
stormy the hall was well idled. This c-ompany of
National Convention
Republican
recovery.
Miss.
Rev.
W.H. Williams,has gone to Michigan. Chief
that tin- difl'crcnces between the Emperor and
Mate Nickerson was sc\erelv injured 1»v livmasters and misses have been in private training
Prince Ri-marck on points other than the pro- at Chicago arc Gen. R. B. Shepard, of Skow- Bev. Mr. Besse has gone South. Rev. Mr. Southard ing thrown against the forward house, and a sailor I
this winter under the direction of Mr. C. \V.
named
Nelson had his cars and hands badlv frostcannot
lie
lion.
Win.
posed lSattmberg marriage
reconDobson, of Pittsfield: Hon. will probably be transferred to the Maine circuit
hegan:
bitten. He was also removed to the Marine Hos- Haney, and first appeared publicly at Lincoinville.
ciled.Hereafter. Mr. Pnwdorlydeclares, the B. F.
Webb, of Waterville; Hon. I. </. Libby, and take the place of Rev. T. Monish at Biddeford. pital. The Lawrence is one of the
largest schoon- Their performance on that occasion was highly
Knights of i.alior and Brotherhood of i.ocoiuoRev. Walter Prince will go to China as a mission- ers afloat. .She has a
carrying capacity of
liu Engineers will make common cause for the of Burnham, and Col. W. If. Fourier, of Belary. Rev. s. L. Hauscom was transferred to Birtons, was built about two years ago, apd is owned praised, hut our people were not prepared for so
adjustment of all labor difficulties.More fast.
mingham, Ala. Rev. Theodore II. Murphy is ill, by ,1. Philips, of Taunton,* Mass.
excellent a performance as that given here last
than a thousand vehicles In various stages of
and taken all in all, there is lialde to lie some
week. The audience was interested and manifestThe programme for Conference week
changing.
construction were destroyed in the log tire
A man in China, Maine, has been arrested
I’uissoNAi.. Capt. K. II. Coombs was out last
has been published. Friday morning there will
ed its pleasure by frequent applause. The drama
among the carriage factories in Amesbury, for having two wives. He should be punished be a
after a three, weeks’ bout with the rheumaFriday
for the promotion of holiness, lead
meeting
Is one well adapted to amateurs, and could hardly
Mass. The loss ju buildings, plant and stock by being
compelled to live with both in the by Rev. IS. C. Wentworth, of Belfast.
tism. ...Mr; Frank Young and
was very heavy.Officials of the
family are about to have been better rendered by professionals. The
Chicago, same house. [Eastern State.
move from Camden to
Lake
and
CaliKelscyville,
(Jo.,
Railroad
Burlington
refuse to
(jtiincy
Wind Is Said of a Belfast Ball Plajrr.
Is the editor of the Eastern State a married
young lady performers were Mattie Wentworth,
fornia. Mr. Young is a native of
agree to arbitration for "their old engineers an I
Lincolnville, but Lena Ilaney, Eva Gray and Blanche Sullivan, and
firemen or discharge their new employes. man?
for some twenty years past has been a resident of
Bert Know 1 ton, of Belfast, whose ball playing
all acquitted themselves admirably and received
Tin United States flagship Lancaster has arrived
Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson, of Boston, has an abilities are much admired in this city and who Camden, doing a prosperous business as a blackat Gibraltar.Samuel \V. Brooks, the father
many bouquets from their friends. The young
income of *.">0.000 a year, which she draws has many friends here, notwithstanding the fact smith.... Capt. Harrison Mahoney lias never
of Hugh M. Brooks, alias \V. T. Maxwell, has
fully gentlemen who took parts were George S. Pendleami spends in charitv. She is often that he has so often been a feared opponent of the recovered from his fall on the
ice last w inter and Is
written a long and touching letter to the Amer- quarterly
before the end of a quarter.
ton, P. L. Gilkcy, A. C. Knight, C. J. Godfrey, J.
Bangor?', made bis debut with the Jlarvards .Satur- confined to his house.
ican people, asking them to help him save his penniless
Mrs. Mahoney is also ill
in the game with the Dartmouth*,
W. Moody, F. P. Clifford, and L. (>. Yeaton. While
playing
How could she be penniless with anything day
boy from the gallows. It tills noarlv seven
right field, lie had two difficult put outs with no Mr. Frank A. Patterson, of this city, came home
all were good it is no disparagement to the others
columns of the St. J.ouis Post Dispatch. left of a
error-.
Ivnowlton and llenshaw will be the catchlast week from Auburn, having been thrown out
quarter?
ers this season and Hoyden and Luce the
There arc n<5 sign- vet of the trial of Adam
to say that Mr. Jesse Moody sustained his part the
pitchers.
Bert is
the Harvard Medical School. He of employment by the lusters’ strike at Crafts &
Korepaugh’s suit for $30,000 damages from
best. The company will play at Castine, and
Over 1000 barrels of clam bait have been sold will be attending
a valuable member of the Harvard team.
Co.’s
shoe
the Maine Central road for the accident at
factory....Mr. George A. Bailey came
at other places, and wherever they appear
The score of the game was Harvard 7; Dartmouth
home from Tufts’ college last week on a short visit. possibly
Vassalburo last summer. The Grand Trunk to Nova Scotia fishermen the past week, says I.
[ Bangor Whig.
we advise the public to patronize them.
has settled with Baruum for killing dumbo. the Portland Press of Monday. Yet it is a crime
....Miss Bertie Wentworth has gone to Lawrence.
it is rumored that the President will this week for American fishermen to
ivnowlton, of the Harvard Medical
is the | ....The
.Smiting Itkms. Sell. Abraham Richardson is
following Belfast people went to Boston
buy bait in Cana- best one of the new men. He is a School,
catcher, and
appoint Senator Gray of Delaware Chief Jus- dian
Ir*uii
personal observations I assert that he will last week: Mr. and Mrs. T. 15. Dinsmorc, ;Mrs. loading potatoes at this port for Gorham, for New
ports.
ticc.The Prohibitionists of the 3rd and 4th
compare favorably with any back stop in the James H.
York....Belfast
vessels have made some remarkdistricts will “jine drives” and hold their conIfaniman; Miss Edith Stone, Miss Isalie has played on the Andover
We have a very tine portrait of Byron for country.
Academy belle fttrett, Mrs. IL F. Wells and Mr. and
ventions on tin; same day in Bangor. Tile date
iiine during the past three years, and
Mrs. ; ably quick trips this winter, which have been notduring the
is April 23.Governor Marble has
formally publication next week, with an appreciative summer officiated behind the hat for the Belfast IL P. Chase....Mrs. Charles E. Griffin, of Lowell, ed in the Journal. Capt. Ilenry J. Chaples In sch.
appointed Mat 1st as Arbor Dav.The sell". sketch of the bard from bis sincere and elo- team, champions of the Maine State League. He Mass., made her Belfast friends a visit last week. Palatka, now discharging lumber at New York, has
received no pay for his services, but at the close of
Carrie E. Phillips, designed by Burgess, won
....Mrs. Laura Sleeper, of this
the season was presented with a handsome gold
city, has moved to made a good round trip. He carried fi02 tons of
tlie fishermen’s race last week in Boston wa- quent admirer Prof. L. C. Bateman.
watch by the directors. He is a
dandy hatter, like- Walthum, Mass., where her son Sherburne has en- sulphur from New Y<$rk to Charleston; from
ters.The Kennebec grand jury has found an
wise. | sporting Paper.
tered a watch factory....Mr. Clinton
indictment against young Bea', of Clinton, for
“Nothing is ever really lost, or can be lost,**
Ferguson ar- thence he went to Bailey’s Mills, Ga., where he
rived home last week, where he will remain for the loaded 370,000 feet of lumber and arrived back at
poisoning his father. The indictment is for sings Wait Whitman. Walt appears to have
Hr Has Authorized,
murder. Beal's trial is assigned for Wednes- never played poker. [Chicago Herald.
present....Mrs. Lydia it. Ferguson, of this city, New York in thirty-live days....Capt. Flowers in
day.A mass meeting in the interest of a
Or supplied the capital to run a newspaper
The article copied last week from the Boston aged 82 years, went last week to Princeton, Mass., sell. Nellie S. Pickering, lias made live round trips
creamery to be established in Knox county,
founded on spite.
Globe in relation to the arrest for bigamy reflected the home of her girlhood, on a visit, she was ac- south since last August, and expects to put in two
was held in Kockland Saturdav afternoon. The
on the postmaster at
meeting was unanimous in favor of the project,
Unity, and we cheerfully companied l»y 1 er daughter, Miss J. W. Ferguson. more before the close of the year—The Italian
from
recent
utterances
the
ass:?taut
Judging
and a committee w as appointed to investigate
publish the following correction from the Portland ....Mr. Edward Sibley and his daughter Charlotte bark Andrea Lo Vico is on her way to Bucksport
ami report the methods in operation in various “personal liberty” organ in this city—the Prog.
T., left Monday for Boston. Miss Sibley w ill re- with a cargo of salt from Trapani for Bangor dealArgus:
creameries of the State.The silly stories
sume her studies at
Age is entitled to all the honors of leadership—
Unitv, April 4,1888.
Wellesley College... Mr. A. J. ers .The schooners Mary Ann McCann and Dora
concerning Mr. Blaine’s ill health are denied
To
the
Editor
of
the
Argus: Kindly do me the F. Ingraham has gone to Boston_Frank A. M. French,of Bangor, have been chartered in New
by his family physician at Augusta, and bv is afflicted with a severe case of jim-jams.
to publish the following:
attention has
favor
My
recent advices from Naples.The President
just been called to an article in Saturday’s issue Knowlton returned to Boston Monday....Mr. Geo. York to be loaded at Jersey City with 500 tons, 250
nominated Henry B. Lovering to he Marshal of
The workingmen of New York, through March .'fist of the Boston Globe which reflects O. Partridge, of this city, left
Saturday morning each, of steel rails to be brought to Bangor for the
the Cuited States for the District of Massachu- their various
upon the postmaster at Unity, Me., in regard to Ids
for New York, to go first officer of sell. Nellie S.
Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad Company. The
organizations, have endorsed the disposition
of a letter addressed to the Chief of
setts; Vice Gen. X. P. Barker.Hon. Roscoe
Police, and charging 1dm with opening the same Pickering.los. Williamson, Jr., II. T. Field and rails were made at Scranton, Pa., and will he put
Conkling is seriously ill, witli an abccss on tonnage hiil in aid of American shipping, now without
authority. I have lids to say that he had J. IL Pendleton, are at home on a vacation from down upon the road between Alton and Lagrange.
the brain. There are but slight hopes for his before Congress.
authority from me to open my mail in my absence, Ilowdoin College ...Mrs.
George E. Brackett, at ....Sch. Ha L. Hull, chartered to load hay at l.inrecovery.Captain W. P. Hurlcv, of Rockand no blame is to be charged to Idm.
A
milk
dealers war is raging in New York,
the Maine General Hospital, Portland, continues colnvillc and Belfast, for Charleston, arrived at
land, has invented a signal for indicating ami
FitANK MU&BEY.
determining the direction in which vessels are and the milkmen are ready to shed their blood
to Improve and with no unfavorable
change in her Duck Trap on Friday where about eighty tons of
moving, in a fog.mist, snow and thick weather like water to carry their pint. No
quarter From Thns. L. Angrll, A. M., Prof, of Modern condition expects to return home early next week. hay was to have been loaded. It was so inconvenor by night.
It is said to be simple and practiwill he given.
Languages, Bates College, Me.
...Hon. George M. Warren, of Castine, a mem- ient to load there that Monday the Hull came to
cal.
ber of the Governor’s Council, was in Belfast on Belfast, and the Lincolnvilie hay will be lightered
I have examined with considerable care JohnThere are now two free rum and free trade son’s Universal
CyclopaMlia, Revised Edition, and Monday on his way to Ellsworth to attend court. up by sell. Lillian. The Ida L. Hull Is a three
Congress Condensed. The bond bill was
organs in this city; but the people of Belfast have made it a special point to compare topic af- ....Mrs. C. J. Hall and daughter have returned masted schooner of nearly 500 tons, built at Newter
in
this
work
with the same as found in the
topic
under discussion in the Senate April 4th. Sen- and of
home from Boston, and arc making preparations
Waldo county are neither for free rum Appletons’ Revised
buryport in 1882. She is owned at Barnstable,
CyclopaMlia that 1 have used
ator Sherman made the principal speech in refor a number of years. Appletous’ has suffered In to go to housekeeping....Mr. K. II. Haney is to Mass., and is a
nor free trade.
very line vessel....Conant A Co.
this
comparison. The treatment of the topics In move to the Capt. A. 1). Bean house.Hon. W. of this
ply to Senator Bengali. He charged that the
have bought the controlling interest
city,
Johnson’s
work
Is
if
not
financial
to
the
distress
so
much
talked
equal,
of by
present
superior,
Gov. Beaver, of Pennsylvania, who has just treatment of the same In
B. Swan returned home from Boston Saturday....
in the scow-schooner X. Parker, and arc titling
the Democrats is due to the inaction of the
Appletons’. Very many
Democratic House. The bill passed the next returned from a southern trip, says the once important subjects of recent date found in John- Mrs. Fred A. Avery, of Lawrence, Mass., who her up for a bay coaster. The schooner will be
son’s arc not found in Appletons’at all, so that,
day. The House is fillihustering on the direct- Solid South is rent in twain on the tariff issue. considering both the matter and the manner, I un- has spent the winter with her parents in this city, commanded by Capt. David Cook .Capt. William
tax bill. The Boston Journal correspondent
hesitatingly give Johnson's the preference and Mr. and Mrs. Geo. I). McCriIlls, left on Tuesday Hall has arrived at Rockland from Wcllflcet with
says: “The Confederacy is in the saddle and
for her home.... Mary C. Pay son, daughter of M r.
Our Kliode Island letter, and a letter from heartily recommend it to the public.
schooner Carrie G. Crosby, of that place, which
is riding the Northern doughface to bis death.
Simon A. Pay son, of this city, is attending the
lias been bought by Rockland parties. She will be
The rebel Brigadiers don’t wish to have the T. S. Bowden of the 14th Me., crowded out of
The monthly list of securities Issued by Brewstcr.Cobb & E stab rook, Boston, is a valuable assist- Normal school at Castine....Charles F. Black, for- used in the coasting trade.The Vineyard GaNorthern States reimbursed for raonev advanc- this Issue, will lie published next week.
ant to Investors in the selection of first-class, relied to the National Government to save the
merly of Sandy Point, who has been employed the zette of March 30th, printed at Kdgartown, Mass.,
ns entire confidence may lie
Union at the outbreak of the war, and they ProB W. P. Wkltebouse, Judge of Ike Superior able investments,
past year by the Boston office of the Metropolitan Iins a line notice of the sell. Anna M. Dickinson,of
in the representations of this well-known
placed
have taken command and are leading the
house. The list will be furnished by them on ap- Life Insurance Company, was promoted April 2d, that port, commanded by Capt. G. J. Ilait, a BelCourt, Augusta, Me.
Northern Democrats by the nose.” The post
plication.
to the position of assistant superintendent... .I»r.
fast boy. The schooner was built at Port Jefferofiicc appropriation bill as agreed to in comSince exchanging Appletons' Cyclopaedia for
A. S. Davis, of Chelsea, arrived in town Monday, son, L. I. seven years ago, of oak, with all the
mittee appropriates $00,133,340 for the fiscal Johnson's 1 have examined the hitter more fully
A young bid from the rural districts of Vlnal* to make
und
for
and
his
Hud
summer
preparations
carefully,
my flrst impression of Its haven was
sojourn at modern Improvements, and Is cop|>ercd. she was
year 1880. A Washington dispatch says the
1
recently in Belfast. While there he Turtle Head....Mrs. J. C. Cates
to A ppletons' strengthened
liy many saw a jackass
starts for Boston originally Intended for a Mexican trader and Is
impression which has goue abroad that con- superiority
in harness. On Ills return when he
It Is justly entitled a Universal Uywas speaking of horses lie said the Belfast horses
sideration of the new fisheries treaty in the comparisons.
she
will
be
where
later
Joined
Friday
by her milli- fully equipped. The Gazette says: "The Dickinclopiedla. It Is a library for the lawyer, physician, were not so large as
Senate bad been postponed till December is en- engineer, and huslness-mnn.
they were In Vinalhaven, lint ner Mrs. Connor... Mr.C. A. Sibley, of Fox Creek, son was
The vast mimlicr of
bought at Port Jefferson by Capt. Hart,
laud
ears
four
times
as
they
large. [Vinalhaven
tirely erroneous. The treatv will lie taken up diverse subjects, tlie great condensation, accuracy, Echo.
Nebraska, Is expected to arrive in Belfast next who acted for the owners here, and after thorough
and acted
clearness of statement, are marvelous. It is
upon within a short time. Senator and
Saturday.Miss Mary Johnson Is on her way Inspection they all express themselves completely
Daniel on Friday, introduced a bill to repeal also n great satisfaction to find ail important nrti.
Col. X. K. Sawyer, formerly editor of the Ells- home from California.lion. K. F.
the statute which provides that no person who cles on professional and sclentlllc topics Htani)ied
Houston, of sntlsllcd with the good Judgment ho displayed in
has served in the military, naval or civil ser- with authority by liaviugtlie name of a well-known worth American, aud later connected with the this city, left Tuesday for a brief visit to Pea- the selection made. Capt. Hart, an adopted son
and reliable author appended. In short. It Is brief,
vice of the so-called Confederate States shall lie
Florida
died
March
31st
at
the
press,
residence
of
body, Mass.Horace Slmonton, son of Fred of Edgurtown, is to be congratulated In commandcomprehensive, and thorough, and I am abundantappointed to any position In the army of the ly satlsfled with my exchange of Appletons’ and Ids son near Jacksonville, Fla. lie was In his 72nd Slmonton, of ltockland, is in Belfast on a visit, the ing so tine a vessel. May ho always have quick
United States. The President has approved Annuals
for Johnson's ItcVIscd.
year.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Burkett.
trips and good rates.”
IX GENERAL.

opened

before the

Belfast
.Scientific Association was a repetition, by request,
of Mr. A. i. Brown’s paper on the
making of
worlds, with illustrative diagrams. It was listened to by a large and appreciative audience. Rev. !
•J. A. Savage, President of the Association, made
some remarks at the close in which he promised a
new series of lectures* which will
Branch Miixs Xkaklv Dksthoykp p.y Kirk.
probably lie
given in the late fall or early winter, by home The thriving little village of Branch Mills, in the
talent. He said it had been demonstrated that we town of Palermo, was well nigh destroyed by lire
need not go abroad for lecturers, but could enter- j at 3.30 a. m. Saturday. Two stores were consumtain and instruct each other, and he spoke
hopefully ed. One was owned hud occupied by «J. B. J5.
of the prospects of the Belfast .ScicutiJlc AssociaHinstnore and was tilled with a large stock of
tion. The annual meeting for the election of offi- goods just bought for the spring trade. The other
cers will be held next
Tuesday evening, April 17th, was the property of .1. Northrop, and also containin Woodcock’s studio.
ed a stock of goods such as are kept in country
stores. The post otllec, w hich was in a separate
An Jsi.ksroko Captain’s Kxpkriknck. The
building, was burned. A coat manufactory, blackfollowing paragraph from The Sea hoard, relates to smith
shop, owned by K. Worthing, ('lias. Dow’s
an Incident of which mention was
recently made
carpenter and paint shop and Vest Tobe.y’s house
in the

border of the tow

the store of

-..Mr. .J. 1». Tucker is

of

of

The

Autistic

year. The buildings known as the KUiot house and
Klliot store will soon receive attention. No part
of the eitv shows a greater improvement than this.

admitted to the Waldo

Mr. -Sweetser is well

now-

a

Court House, Belfast.

street, near the
Maine Central depot. Several buildings were
paired last year and others will he repaired this

Mr.
county
April
Sweetser will then move to Winterport and open a
law ottiee. Mr. Charles O. Montgomery, lawyer*

man.

ildixg and

called,

dime in

Judge

nm-t

marble monument to the late .lames M.
Clark, which cannot he surpassed in this state.
He deals in marble of all kinds and designs. His
place of business is on Church street, oppodte the

barrel at Shaw, followed by a sled stake, ami then
taking the stake Staples struck Shaw over the arm
and shoulder, lie was found guilty and lined
w ithout costs, which he paid.

instock.

is

complaint

was

agret incut and was smart
that he would not return.

to say
enough
He walked across the

making

in his way. He told Shaw
t" get his horses out or he would run a shaft into
them. Words followed when Staples threw an oil

Mr. Hanson says

bru-h

on a

Maples

tlemanly

to omit

er, on third page. Mr. Howard is one of the
•skilful marble workers in Maine, and is

Doth men are truckmen. tion of buying from these beautiful and arti.-tic
They were at the Maine Central freight house Fri- designs. Gilt papers at la cent-—surely nothing
day, and Staples wanted to get up to the door and could be cheaper.

in this

a

.fosse

guilty of some malicious mischief and
-igned a w ritten agreement to leave town if the
man would not prosecute him.
Hagar wrote the
was

Makiile Wohks. Attention is called to tin*
advertisement of Mr. W. T. Howard, marble work

correspondingly

match safe.

Corin'.

cen-

tery upon Tisdell Shaw.

embargo.

carriages

i;

Monday

court

paint shops.

young

impromptu

Polk

Hanson has seventy-live carriages goti e paint shop at his carriage rep«»>|.

Mr. Albert F. Sweet ser, of
son

grow

not the

plant in the house.

Belfast last week

during

the island

than When rubbed in with

some

men

or

of

and compasses and the letters "T. c.” in the
tre.

Presently that house
was pervaded with a sulphurous Oder that would
have done credit to siieol. The family up stairs
came rushing down to investigate and for a time
there was a circus.
The sulphur killed every

busy and we noticed one man rubbing carriage spokes until the blood; came through his
lingers. Paint rubbed in by hand lasts much longer

for

young

whether

to know

Lodge

Chase

Masons, of mis cite,
has ordered a tlag which will lie hoisted from the
Temple flag stall'during the day when the lodge
has a meeting on that evening. The
ling will be
uf blue bunting, live by eight feel, with the
square

During the warm weather last week a lady in
this city allowed her parlor lire to go out, thinking
it won hi not be needed again this season, and placed a quarter-gross of matches in the top of the
stove for safe keeping.
Colder weather coming
on the woman built on a lire, forgetting all about

very

j

Timothy

longer.

part of the state where
the paint is rubbed in by hand. The painters are

some

interesting

of the

arms

city, was
Hopkins’

of M. 1*. Pendleton.

tory in this city, and 12"> new
The season will open May 1st.
his is the

record of women’s

a

for the last 40 years says that women are
and correspondingly healthier than they
used to be. Thirty years ago the average waist
was only 20 inches,*and sometimes not over 15.
Oirls of 20 or 22 will now average waists of 2.1
inches at least. If they are live feet seven or eight
inches tall they will have 25 or 20 inch waists.
[ Boston .Journal.

shall publish the article in full next week.

ing through

Mrs. Unis. Moore, Mis A. A. Ilieks.
Mrs. Helen Carter, Vice Presidents; Miss !■:. (
Frye, Secretary; Mrs. M. l.iinclmnn r, Treasurer.

larger

came to Belfast last w inter, crossed to Islesboro in the mail boat from Saturday Cove, and tells

We

Wentworth,

measures

writer

of bis life

six per cent.

will be offered to

dressmaker who has

A

“Marooned” is the caption of a gracefully written article in a recent number of the Boston Tran-

1

can

Mr. Ben Ha/.eltinc. of this

out of coal and

ami ordered

nearly

c. T. f. elected the
following olliecrs at
their annual meeting Saturday Mrs. Andrew II.
Clark, President, Mis. Win. II. nun-ill, Mrs. It. <

outside parties, but
the Odd Fellows intend to control the building.

Hopkins arrived at Searsport last

cargo, and the vessel
and discharged it.

to

the stock will net

handle!

in their season, received

The 1\

load of coal from New York for .J. H.

a

his wharf.

name

McDonald that his

thought

Some stock

original,

Lam-, but the vessel drew too much water to get

the

easily

street, lias been spoken for at an aggregate
$2,250 per annum. The estimated eost
of the building is from $20,000 to $27,000, and as
taxes are low and insurance rates favorable, it is

continual flow of pure
now make another at-

a

in the prothe site of the American House,
room

Main

and Mr. Francis will

week with

not

recognize in the sum of $500 to appear at
“None. I have said nothing of the nature 1
April term of court. In default of sureties lie
and have only spoken of the diiliculiy attend- was committed to jail.
ing its enforcement. In his eounty. w ith the
Mr. Know lt«>n got Mr. llagar to put his own
possible exception of Augusta, throuali the name to the note, and it is in a different hand writrural districts and cities the law is a* well enforced as the law against lur ■< ny 01 any other ing fr« m the note and signature, llagar is either
A lioLl> nUBiEisv.
law. 1 have no idea who the man can be who a clewr imitator of writing, or another party
Charles F. Fuller of Portland committed a reported this, for 1
certainly never said it, no; w rote the note.
bold forgery Wednesday afternoon. April 4th. I anything like* it."
llagar attempted to escape jail on Sunday by
at Salem. M:*-s.
lie walked into Abbott *V
The Aire informant was probably the fellow digging through the wall in the water closet. He
Reynold'.- produce store on 1 rout street, borrowed a blank cheek on the Naumkcag bank, who recently went to Augusta for wool and told McDonald that he could have escaped from
and coolly filled it out for s*2‘» and forged the came home shorn.
lb kland lock-up, and that he nearly wrenched
firm's signature to it. He blotted it and went
the bars from the windows.
out.
The tracing of the letters on the blotter
The time is drawing near for the selection of
A woman walked to Belfast from North port,
led to a suspicion of crocked work. Mr. Reyto the Republican National Conven- Wednesday morning, in the storm, a distance of
nold's was about to notify the police when Mr. delegates
Frank Winn came in wit’ll the cheek and said tion, and whoever i> to be the candidate for six milt s, ami said she would give her note and
lie had cashed it. it was pronounced a forgery
President it behooves us to see that Maine is settle all «>f ilagar's troubles if she could be
Officers were sent to the depot and Fuller wa>
To fall short of allowed to.
1 ably represented at Chicago.
lie
arrested,
admitted hi- guilt tit ome and
Mr. Clement says that one week ago a man resaid that he would make it all right. He had the high standard of Maine’s representatives
letters of recommendation from well known abroad would be unpardonable with so much sembling llagar came to bis store and bought a
people in Portland, but he said rum was his good material to select from, of the names blank note.
worst enemy, and. being without a penny, he
Hagar took the affair coolly, looking upon the
had recourse to this step. He was a book-keep- mentioned in this connection we recall that of matter as one of small
consequence and which
er and is Us years old.
Hon. J. II. Manley, chairman of the Republi- could be
settled. He told

follows:

Every

by

and

At the

Lincolnville. Mr. W. L. Hall has gone to
Boston to take a few lessons in water colors.
Mr. A. S. Heal has gone to Camdeu with his engine to saw wood for I. B. Stearns....School in

A

tollow* d

rcl,

progress.

Wheeler, of Phillips, is completing a week.
cottage begun last fall. Mr. John G. Damon, of
Capt. Henry O. Appleby has sold Ids Interest in
Belfast, is doing some work ou his stable and cotship Cora.
tagc, South Shore. Capt. J. T. Connnt, of Belfast,
Oliver 1*. Clark left for Milford, Mass., by boat
will raise and repair his
cottage on the Methodist
campground. Col. W. H. Foglcr, of Belfast, who Thursday.
recently bought the Pote cottage and grounds,
Sears Library has Jbeen replenished with a line
North Shore, will
thoroughly repair aud paint the selection of new hooks.
building.
Capt. Frank W.McGilvcry in ship Oneida, arriv-

standing in the centre of the stage.
golden head showed itself out of the bar

a

While It is rather early in the

building

Mr. W. II.

Hour barrel

Then

for

in

now

..

Penobscot Kiver salmon last Saturday ami
it weighed 21>i pounds. II was
caught ly.I. Kustis
tdini of Verona, and was
shipped to it,,-,on b-,
boat Monday.

rental of

up through the centre of the
needle like stream half way to

a

Sch. Lemuel II.

said he did not write the

divulge.
Judge found probable

jected building on

tempt to keep trout.

signed the note, but said he supposed he did. On

lie would

as

Sentinel.

Fellows Block.

Oi»i>

pipe comes

ceiling. This gives

water

Woodbury to sign a note with him he spoke to Mr.
Wooill ury and the latter declined to do it. He
•'Hid he did not tell Mr. Knowlton that Woodbury

note or

the first

Francis, of this city, has connected the
aquarium at his store with the Belfast water works.
tank and sends

llagar

large quantities of salmon

and Frank

Mr. F. II.

name.

examination

Welch, Sir Knight Captain; S. It.
Knowlton, sir Knight Lieut.; E. Sherman, Sir
lvnighl Herald; O. I. Teuton was appointed Cuard

Plucbc A., mother of .Joshua L. Cross, Morrill
Mills, reissues, .Joshua N. Illaek, Searsport; Ruth
l'orter, mother of Charles A. Lukeforth, liberty;
navy, Kben Hale, North Bluehill; reissue and increase, .John Thompson, Belfast.

Hagar was sworn and testified in Ids own behalf.
He said when Mr. Knowlton told him to get Mr.

cross

granted

fast, anti arrived in Belfrst last evening.
C. C. Homer & Co., of I'.mksport, who

M. W.

ltiggs,

to open

or

shop—perhaps to do both.
Spencer \V. Mathews, with the remains of
Iter daughter, Miss Cora,
accompanied hv Mrs. K.
J- Morison and. children, of
Philbrook, Montana,
left Billings, in that
Territory, last Friday for Bel

till vacancies caused by the promotion
of Dr. Small to Major. The following were elect:

Club

Mrs.

evening, to

class doors.
Pensions have been

Theatre.

n rum

up

Division, No. 2, Knights of I’ythias, of
this city, had an election of officers on Monday

ed

of the

Liberty

Belfast

placed with Mathews Bros., who are receiving
unusually large numbers of orders for first-

an

the

on

Freeman Partridge. Our contributors have
done a good work in thus placing on record facts
that will hereafter be of much value to the local
historian, but which must otherwise have passed
out of recollection.

was

signed

he lias

best dailies that comes to our
location enables it to cover

print

Mr.

Mr. Withiiigton, builder, from Camden, came to
Belfast last week to order some quartered oak
doors for Mr. M earns* stone residence. The order

He said he

were

presi-

North port.
season

feature of the evening was the reoitaliver, aged about 4f» years. Mr. Dyer
was a son of Hcuben
Dyer of Searsport, and at one | tion.in character, of Jean Bigelow’s Song of Seven,
time lived in Belfast and followed the sea. He in which Mrs. K. F. Pierce took a prominent part.
went west a few years
Mrs. Alexander gave a reading under difficulties,
ago.
Michael Burns, the “original package" man from but her pluck carried her through successfully.
Augusta, arrived in Belfast on Tuesday and stop- Then came some very effective tableaux. The
ped at the Iievcre. It is supposed lie came here closing piece represented “The Flower of the
Family.” When the curtain rose it disclosed a
either to join the Personal

cancer

first page an interesting historiearly settlers in the George district, Prospect, by Miss Alberta Nickerson and
We

When l go to the postofficc Saturday and do not get
1 feel as though 1 had missed a friend. It is as
good as being in Belfast once a week.”

gave llagar $i:i for the note, and that llagar told
1dm that Woodbury signed the note. Mr. Wood*
l»ur\ testilied that be did not sign the note, nor
write the

elected

Mr. Redman, treasurer of the
Agricultural Association, says he

cltss

cal sketch of the

one

Mr. Knowlton

given above.

as

was

chosen

have gone to Bos-

faction.

A subscriber in Idaho says, in renewing his subscription to the Journal: “1 cannot do without it.

tracted his statements and said another man who
went through to Boston on the steamer forged the

son,

Bradley,

was

Asa F. Itiggs has begun repairs in the brick
Main street, ami will convert it into a first

Mr.

stcrcon

—

Maine very thoroughly.

recommend such amendments as recent deOn arrival from lJocklaml
Saturday llagar was
cisions of the supreme court of the Cnited : taken before the
police judge and arraigned. lie
States may render desirable. We look upon | pleaded not guilty and went to jail to await a hearthe saloon as an unmixed social evil and politi- ! ing »»n Wednesday. At 10 o’clock Wednesday
cal menace, and we believe that the friends of morning the case was heard. Mr. Knowlton, the
was represented by W. 1*. Thomptemperance should work together politically complainant,

.,

annual meeting of the Protective DepartGeorge IP. Field, of

Single copies of the Daily Kennebec Journal
can now be bought at Clement’s book store.
This

requested

tion, which testities to the general etlidcncy of
this method of managing the great evil. We

health.

a director to fill a vacancy, and
dent of the department.

mes-

Vermont, notwithstanding many infractions of
the law, we have a new and temperance genera-

one

ment, Boston, last week, Mr.
the insurance firm of Scull

was

by telephone to arrest llagar when the boat arrived, which he did as mentioned above, llagar
confessed to the ollicer that he forged the note, but
alter passing the night in the Rockland lockup re-

account of ill

on

senger returned from North port with the information that both note and letter were forgeries. City
Marshal Crockett at Rockland

There is but

change in the corps of teachers, Miss Grace Walton is assistant at the North
Primary in place of Miss Belle Collier, who is out

Rockland,
The

schools in the Central District began Mon-

The

miles, to find Mr. Wood-

seven

distributing points.

the

|

Waldo County
is ready to pay
bakery, of which his son Frank will have the premiums awarded at the fair last fall. The
charge.
trotting purses were paid at the time.
Mrs. Eliza C. Frye, of this city, died last week
Capt. II. II. Blanchard, of this city, advertises
Dr. K. M. Fuller, of Bath, Grand Generalissimo
for
sale
at
on
auction,
aged 80 years and 2 months. She was the 6tepSaturday the 14th, his house of the Grand Commandery K. T., will visit Palesmother of the Hon. W. G. Frye. The funeral took In East Belfast, household goods, &c. The captain tine
Commandery, Belfast, on Monday evening
Is about to move away.
place Saturday.
next. The order of the Temple will be worked.
Dr. Woodbury, of Lewiston, Grand Patriarch of
Four years ago Mr. Frank Bowen, of this
Harry W. Clark, of this city, is the Waldo councity,
had one ewe sheep. He now' has a flock of ten and the Grand Encampment of Maine, I. O. O. F. will ty agent for the
Springfield Roadster bicycle, a
has sold one—all the descendants of that one make an official visit to Penobscot Encampment, new wheel in this
vicinity. Mr. Clark rides one,
in this city, on next
Tuesday
evening.
He
has
six
lambs this spring.
and his advertisement calls the attention of those
sheep.
A
Journal
reader
says: “I was glad to see ‘On about to buy to the merits of this wheel. It is safe,
One of the witnesses before the Grand Jury In
reliable and speedy, and costs less than others.
the adultery case at China, was taken with a fit at the Shores of Tennessee’ in last week’s Journal.
I once heard it recited
the court house Friday.
by an elocutionist, and I For further particulars call on Mr. Clark.
The report is that the
have
been in love with the piece ever since.”
principal in the affair who was under bonds, and
The Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural Society
also the chief witness have skipped the Stale.
The usual amount of drunkenness was seen will hold its next annual cattle show and fair in
about the streets on Sunday, and a fight occurred.
Mr. George W. Cottrell, of this city, has
Monroe, on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
bought
the Cottrell lot at the corner of Main and Pleas- A man who pretends to know, says there were 120 September 18th, loth and 20th.
ant streets, opposite the Sanborn House, and it quarts of liquor sold from the pockets, last
The Boston Advertiser reports that a schr. supwould not be surprising to see a building for week.
posed to be the Henry S. Culver had been seen
He pairs are being made on the
manufacturing purposes there at no distant day.
upper bridge. east of Bermuda with mizzenmast gone, but needThe bulkhead is out of
Our valued contributor, Mrs. Helen N*. Packard,
repair ami will need look- ing no assistance. It is not certain that it was the
has been invited by the Gettysburg monument ing after. The lower bridge also needs repairs. Culver
although she might well have been in this
committee of the Fifth Maine Regiment Associa- The piers above and below the draw are in bad position, and have reached Bermuda
safely. This
tion to write a poem to read, or be read, when condition.
is the vessel of which Mr. George W. West, of Belthe Maine monuments are dedicated at
Mr.
B. II. Conant, of this city, has been
Gettysburg.
appoint- fast, was mate. The Henry 8. Culver was built at
Cm;itcu Notks. Rev. B. C. Wentworth, of this ed postmaster at North port Campground and has Alexandria, Ya., in 1883, was 715 tons, and had a
city, will preach at Poor’s Mills next Sunday forwarded hisoffici.il bond. Last fall the office was cargo of 1058 tons of coal. She sailed March 0th
from Baltimore for Portland.
Rev. F. L. Pay son, the newly elected discontinued. Mr. Conant has been postmaster at
morning
the grounds for four years.
We could make but brief mention last week of
pastor of the Univcrsalist church, occupied his
Mr. George Dyer died at
pulpit last Sunday. He is giving excellent satisChicago, April 7th, of the North Church Sociable in Pierce’s Parlor

A number of Belfast milliners
ton to select the1** spring stocks.

Forest & Stream, a New York sporting paper, is
company
manding pure and honest elections it refers to good
Woodbury, and asked Mr. L. A. Knowlton to hiking a lively interest in the protection of the Nathe notorious crimes against suffrage in the
advance him money on the horse. Mr. Knowlton tional Yellowstone Park, and has sent blank
petiSouthern States, and says: “We know but one
replied that if he would get Mr. Woodbury to sign tions here to be signed and forwarded to our mem-

OBEY Till*. I.AVY.

MR. HLALNE'S MOVEMENTS.
Letters received at Augusta. April Till, from
Mr. Blaine state that tin* Blaine family are now
enjoying themselves in Florence; that*they will
start for Paris in about two weeks and after
spending a short time there will make a trip
through Sweden and Norway. They will arrive in this country the last of June.*
The Washington, l>. ('..Capital (poorauthority on this subject) says in its issue of Sunday
last: “Mr. Blaine has engaged -learner passage
for the Fluted States and will s;ij| on the ltith
of June. The convention at Chicago will meet
on the KHli of June and will nominate Blaine,
who will he about midway of the Atlantic,
sailing three days before the conwntion meets
will cut off* personal communication and enable
his friends to rush his nomination through the
convention without any question as to whether
he will accept it.'*

a census

Palmer’s, Masonic Temple.

daughter;*. Two brothers named Flanders thought
they would break this girl trust by breaking Ha
gar's head, and assaulted him. llagar had the
brothers arrested and for the time being had the

Republicans.

of the Vermont

objected to this

men

declares for protection, prohibition, pension*
and woman suffrage, and is in full accord with
the cardinal principles of the party. In de-

Some time since affidavits were tiled with Internal Revenue Commissioner Miller showing that Collector Page's li-t of liquor tax
payers for Maine in many eases omitted the
name and number of the’street, and that in
some cases the name given in tax receipts was
different from that in which the taxpayer did
his business. The Commissioner was requested to take step* to compel Collector Page to
obey the law and thereupon ><nt a special agent
to Portsmouth, N. 11.. some weeks ago, to ascertain the facts. The following letter has
b.*en >• nt to Page :
'V ismxoTON. I). <
March 2'.*, lsss.
Mr. Calvin Page, Collector, Port-m >mh, V II.In reply to your letter ot the g4ill inst., you
Sii
arc instructed to give notice through your deputies
to all special taxpay er.-in your di.-trict that here
after their return ot form 11 must -hov. where the
particular place of hu-ine— is .situated for which
the tax i- to he paid. If the place is m a city or
town, the street and number of the house should
he staled in the return: if the house ha- no number, then the -trect and the particular part of tinstreet where it i- situated should he stated, and
where tin* place of lui-im ss i- outside of a city or
town, so that neither number nos street can be
givn, it- location should in some other way he
particularized in the return This specific desig.
nation of his place ot hu-ine--by the special tax
payer is indispensable t4» the proper execution of
the statute, sees.
.V2.tr, and Till, Revised
Statutes, and must be in.-isted upon by eollcctors.
without regard to the etlect it may have in reducing internal revenue receipts in districts where
local law s prohibiting the sale ol aie. Indie liquors
prevail, and the place so designed should he stated
iu the alphabetical list of special taxpay ers. in accordance with the requirement of -ec. :,24n, Rr\ i-.
ed statutes. As t<> the other point which you
present, you are instructed that, should Mr. Smith
make his return as doing business under the name
and style of William Jones, verifying tin- return
by oath or atlirmation, as the statute- require
(sees. :>17*{, Revised Statute.-, amended, and
17*'.,
you may make out the special tax -tamp to William
bmc-. unless you have good and -ullicient reasons
for doubting the correctnc-s ,.f hi- statements. If
you have such reasons y ou should, before issuing
tiie .-tamp, make inquiry into the facts. RespectfulJosephs. Mii.i.ki:,
ly yours.
Commissioner.

EVERY

Bert Field is taking
School District.
Mr.

Mr. Samuel Redman, of this city, is
quite ill
with pneumonia.

Vicinity

The High School building on the common will be
painted to correspond witli the Upper Grammar
School building.
Miss J. W. Ferguson, of this city, will return
with Mr. John Davis, where he passed the winter,
llagar lias done no work, but, as the neighbors from Boston Saturday, with all the novelties in
say, lias sponged his living. He is a prepossessing spring millinery.
fellow, w ith long curly hair, dashing In appearWe are indebted to Capt. Samuel French, of
ance, and at once became a great favorite with Sandy Point, for a
copy of the Royal Gazette, pubthe gentler sex. Early in February, it will be relished at Georgetown, Demerara.
membered, he tlgured as complainant in an asThe County Commissioners are now in session at
sault and battery case before the Belfast Police
the Court House. Mr. I. B. Thompson is suffering
Court, llagar was escorting home from speaking
from a scalded foot and unable to be

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

News of Belfast and

He is

nary.

young

a

man

of much

ability

ami will

....The Mt. Waldo (franite ( onipnny have
cutters at work at present and intend

ploy

a

much

larger number

ninety
to cm

the quany
of stone for this

as soon as

is clear of ice. The first car load
started front the stone sheds for the wharf
at ».;>0 a_ in., the 7th Inst.
season

D A. Howler’s store at North Haler
entered Sunday night. April 1st. by Edgar
<i. Marden, a boy ttfteen years ohl. He e tier ted an
entrance by breaking out a pane of glass and stole
two watches, a quantity of tobacco, pipes, a dozen
jack knives, u pair of pants, hoots, overshoes and
cap, amounting in value to about twenty dollars,
1’au kmo.

mo was

and started out

peddling next day.

He

was

arrest

Tuesday evening by Deputy .Sheriff C E.
Knowlton at a prayer meeting in Fair tie Id and ar
raigned before J. D. Lamson Thursday at Free
dom, and hound over and carried to jail to await

ed

his trial at the

April

term of court.

He owned up

The
part of the goods were recovered.
clothes he had on, and they could not vary well bp
taken_A lire broke out at Hranch mills last Sat
urday morning about three o’clock in E. A- Worth
ing’s’blaeksinith shop and Charles Dow's carriage
shop, w hich was a total loss. No insurance. .b>.
seph North rop’s coat and pants shop, Vest Toby’s
stable, and the stand occupied as his dwelling
house and as a store and Post Office, occupied by
J. K. It. Dlnsmore, were also destroyed. Part of
and

the goods and part of the mail was saved. The
amount of loss is unknown. Partly insured. Eli
Worthing’s blacksmith shop took tin*, burning the
shingles and boanis off of one end, and the grist
mill took tire several times. It was a narrow escape for the remainder of the village as it was so
that some in the village did
early in the morninguntil
it was over.—[We liad in
not know of the lire
received another account of
type when thisw was
this fire, which ill be found elsewhere. The larger part of this village Is in the town of China. Ed. |
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home in
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Rich, who has been
friends, left for her

Mrs. Robert

few months with

a

|

ROOM PAPERS

Tuesday, April 3d. Mrs. R.
this place having left here thirty-

Minnesota

rly of

ma

Her many friends here wish her

year- ago.

a

few \uvlv- with her children

a

Monmouth

in town last

was

\V. K.

—

;

Curtains!

Dudley of

Wednesday and bought

of

potatoes for seed of o. J. Farwell. Mr.
Far we 11 ha- about 2000 bushels in his cellar now
Ho say- there i- quite a call for potatoes to he
car

a

11-»

d

in this Mate.Mrs.

i’hilbrh

k,
Friday at

Month-.

living,

of

•

oldest townsmen, died last
the advanced age of 00 years and 7

one

our

of this

family now
hr. : m r. Nathan Pliillhih h. aged SI, and
M:-. M.ir\ t ales, aged 03 in >ept. next. |

-o

lan:■

All the Latest
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Then-

a

two

are

more

.'ihu of Pittsfield was in town last
11
hi- -i-t<
Miss Lleanor Collin w ho
k lor a long ti me.
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prices.

( all in an«i

see
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Hyde,

Fannie A

504100 liny ¥ ton.
s.ou«j|:i.uo ]
dried Ir lb.
4 at; Hides ¥ tb.
4 g.'» ]
>nU |
Beans.pea,¥ ltu. 2.50g2 75 Lamb # tb,
medium,
2.25g2.5o Lambskins
Long I.To;
•;«;
yelloweves,2.25g2.50i Muttons'll.
Butter V lit,
lb 4.»g4:.
l7>a2o| oats ¥ bush,
Beef v It..
5g7! Potatoes,
70a To
Barle\ fc*1 hu«*h,
7 s71
55gt;ol Pound Hoir S
Cheese # tt»,
11 gi t straw ¥ ton.
r..ong7.on
Chicken i? Ib,
12 415 Turkev ¥ tb,
105 is
Calf Skins
In!1
lb,
Sg |in Veal ¥ lb,
12 4 Hi Wool, washed ¥' lb. -7g-Js
Duckett.,
14' Wool, unwashed. JCg JI
KsTK-^do/..,
Fowl W it*.
log 12 Wood, hard.
4.00g5.(MI
Geese V Hi,
3.00g#.a0
I0412J Wood, soft,
7 as! Lime ¥ bid.,
l.nog l.or.
Beef, corned, 4P lb,
Butter Salt, 4Mto\,
'is1 Oat Meal St!.
Corn tr hush.,
7-5 onions S lb.
7 g IJ
Cracked Corn
lmsh., 75, )i 1,kerosene,#^al.,lna I J
Corn Meal V hush.,
75 P- dloek # tfj,
,5 4
Cheese tr 8.,
14 3 17 Pork # lb.
ugin
(,'otton Seed
c\\ t1. to, Plaster # bid.,
1 .on.) Lin
Codtish. dry, V lb,
5g7 Kyc Meal ¥ tb,
:i!,
Cranberries H‘ <jt> g 12 Short #' ewt
1
Clover Seed W tb.
llgl.'t Sujrar ¥ tl>.
0*2 cS
Flour V hhl.,
J.">
5.0040.011 salt, T. I.. ¥ bush.,
II. G. seed V hu..5.0043.27 Sweet Potatoes# lb, OgU
Lard & tl>.
10 a 12 Wheat Meal ¥ fb, 3l, 5 4

POUTS.

Cuba. March 2d. Arrived sch. Benj.
on-lon. Baltimore.
In port brig .John H.CranM.iieh
••>,. nDavid Bugbee, "towers, for
|p.-Mi:;
April -till. Sailed brig John II.
11. Richard sen. Philadelphia.
Man li is. Arrived, ship I.ucy A. Nichols,
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for the
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.■FURNISHING

MATCH!

in every style ami price.
\ M W I INK ill

Frederick W. Becks Ingrains!
These

--Low Prices !

1

are the very lab -t ami nm-t stylish ^immIs in
the market. I.ook at them in mir show wimlovv
ami then call in ami >ce Imw low the ju ice i-..

BEAUTIFUL!

OUR
are now
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:i .Vil. >.d». Luc 11.-I A. Snow, Rowe,
R"<-bland, -old cargo of coal.
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v., N. S.. M n il Mo.
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I‘,-m.ai;ibiieo, M;ir li BP ."ailed j-ch. I7dw. Johnn. Warren, ".roi
N —.i;i. N. P. April 2.
Barque B<-~ie Parker,
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<
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li 1 ad
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1
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N. f.
April 2. Arrived sells. Mark
i.. ..a-!. < luirlotte Burl.. Pen
1}a!
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CLXA2?

Cough Syrup
Has been found the most speedy and certain Cure
of Coughs of any preparation in n-e. curing
Coughs and folds in a few hours. Also speedily
relieving /foarsrness, Soreness of tin Throat and
I.ungs. Pain and Tightness across the Chest, the
Cough in Pleurisy, and /ii jlaiiiination of the Lungs,
Bronchitis. Relieving Asthma ami Catarrh, Whooping Cough, Croup, ami aided by “Dr. D. i\ Ordway’s Celebrated Handmade Plasters” will cure
many of the advanced eases of Consumption.

Try

it.

Price, Large Kettle, 25 Cts.
—AT—

—

Win. 0. Poor & Son’s and R. H. Moody’s.
Feb 2,
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Barque Antioch,
nry dock to strip,
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renew spars and
.J Hemingway

lin.
In Orland, March 2s. Joseph H. Grav and Miss
Mattie M. Tewksbury, both of lJueksport.
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COLISEUM, 47 MAIN UT.
April 5, M^*.-4wl4

In liis able Jofunai, of Man, calls attention to the
tendency of modern civilization toward insanity,” and asserts that it
is inereasilif/ throughout Christendom,
and far more where the influences of modern civilization are most
fully realized.”
This is a siguiticent and ominous thought.
The cause is apparent. We are living at
railroad speed.
Men are crowding ten
days’ work into one, and turning night
into day. The flame of the mind and tire
of nerve force are being burned night and
day, with no halt for recuperation, and
tlie result is a collapse of the nervous
system, known as nervous prostration,
or a giving away of the mind, known as

A

SBUD Harsh ]

GO TO-

OIL

if &

Boys

r.

Madras Lace Curtains,

IN THE LATEST STYLES i

AND MANY NOVELTIES IN THE DRAPERY LINE.

Made and Trimmed. Equal fa Custom Work!

purchasing and
sa’.isfy yourselves.

We have

Call sincl

One price ami .1 T. f. our prices arc marked in plain
fit/ares. Onr prices arc not market! so high that tn
can afford to throir in Hats, Shirts, ,(<\
ill ■•or
-in. 11
goods are guaranteed as representt d.

Co.,

IYUjAKIK.

H. L. LORD SAYS
SPRING

I'.at two or three id tho.-o little lo/.enges and y ou
will he better at oner. I -e ihem as a pro\eniive
and [ on m-ed ,-ulYer no more.

1

-o

ho\ [trial hove--J.'i eeids
part of the \ >. h\ mail, and

-CALL

Troubles.

and J*'. Treniont

Pot stun

agents.

Dr. Mark K.
l)r. Mark It.

Woodbury's Dyspepsia killers.
Woodbury’s Dyspepsia killers.

ALL

|

(Successors
MANTFAtTlRERS

AT-

number) High Street,

So. o'! (new

KINDS

Crtii, Marble
■

ron

.75
1.00
1.12
f.2.5

.50.

“

“

*•

••

••

2.00
us u

5. isss.—4\v 14

§P§§j

$ .25.

•*

••

Please [lire

April

.75.
..S',S'.
1.00.
1.50.

Polishing
by
enables
Which

us

he
trouble for

wifi

rail before you buy.

-

B. IP. WE3BBS.

n

luni

of
FULL LINE of nil the

Leading

and Latest

&

Hats

a

Styles K

ARTISTIC

—

«

nr

■

Granite,

a good, clean, solid stock of Hoots and Shoes.
of everything that can be found in a first-class Shoe

to sell our work f**r LESS
It is no
a Horded el sew here.
us to show our work.

The stock is a

put before You.

-AS WELL AS A-

iTnobby line

of new SPRING OVERCOATS, •)

for the least

F. A.

April 12, 1SSS.—l\vir»

SHAW,

We

are the

possible

amount of

money.

only Strictly One-Price Clothing Mouse who dare
garment in plain figures, at-

-mark every

■

1

Stylish and Really Recoil

HAT OR R01ET!

CHOICE l ELEGANT SELECTION

MILLINERY!
Styles

Cost!

can find something to pleaue her both
in REALTY and I’BICE. at (he

Every lady

Flower Seeds
ONLY :* CTS. A PAPER.
wabhantkd good

at

Revere House,

Friday
April

and

Saturday,

ttOth Ac eiMt.

Remember the date and do not buy a Hat
Bonnet till yi n have seen hern.
2wl5

BOOK
Belfast, April 12,

8

STORE.

or

j

CASES

lies Trimmed M
--HATS--

!

sold in

-try

20c.
At Mrs. B.

lircaiced, only-

Eacli.
F. WELLS’.

Belfast, April 12, 1888.—4\vl5

Auction ITotice.
TOEING about to move, from Belfast. I offer for
I) sale at public auction at the Newrl Black house.
Mat Hide, on Saturday, April II. at 10 o'clock A.

M.« inv house, household goods—such as furniture,
carpet#, stoves and many other thing# to** numcroiiK

to mention.

Belfast, April

II. II. BLANCH ABB.
it, 1888.—1 wlA*

A

NEWLINE
—

OF-

Tobacco and

Cigars

Just received and selling low.

Howes

tfc

Co.

NEW WOOLEN RAGS

would respectfully announce
WANTED.
Belfast and vicinity that she
We are paying cash for new Tailor’s dippings,
DRESS MAKING and CUTday
by
carpet clippings and all kiud9 ot new woolen rags,
TING. References given if required. Address
in lots of not less than 100 pounds.
M. A. DOCKHAM.
N. It.—We do not buy old rags, paper stock or

undersigned
to the Ladles of
THE
the
will go out

r.O.Boi 201.
Bedfast, April 12, 1B88.-2W19*

Corn
as
,

and

Potatoes,

cotton rags of anv kind. JOHN W. MeM AIION,
580 and 501 Atlantic Avenue, Boston,
iinlo

Oo not fall to

LOOK!
Any

$100.

d

buying fine Dollar's
of goods at the

worth

mnm stock,
ECLIPSING ALL OTHERS IN

Boston S110 Cent Stirs, Quantity, Quality and Price!
any one

* .0.00

both starter and stayer, it
has no equal.

time,

gets

a

chance in

STAND

Now is the time to

a

LAMP!

get your

We

are

prepared to show startling bargains in

Mens &

Boys’ Clothing
-AND-

AGT. FOR WALDO 00., BELFAST, ME.

Agents, Belfast,
SEARSPORT
Swanviile,
Morrill,
North Searsmont,
Prospect,
Troy,
Paints, Oil, Varnishes, Wood Stains, SheEast Jackson,
lac, Polishes, Brushes, Ac.
Northport,
These Paints are ran on their own merits. Unlike
Centre Lincolnville, most other
ready mixed Paints they contain no
chemicals, no soap, with no llasliy labels lauding
Freedom,
their excellent uualities. Pure carbonate of lead
Liberty,
and oxide of zinc for a basis and well tried pigMontville,
ment for tinting.
Halldale,
I also prepare a cheaper grade of Paint of
Dexter,
any desired shade, for /tarns. Fences, Hoofs,
Corinna,
ike., which covers well, looks iccll and'is
Hartland,
very durable.
St. Albans,
15. C. SMITH.
Albert Getchell,
Clinton,
Searsport, April II, 1888.—15
West GarlanJ
S. M. Paul,

INVESTMENTS.

PAINT WORKS!

FRED T.

EDWIN SCOTT MORSE,
England Agent, 19 India 8t., Bunion.
one of the above agent* and obtain prices
2m 15
buying any Super-Phosphate.

Sew

Graduate

4d*See

AT

NOTICE.

Iliram

subscriber hereby give* public, notice to all
concerned that he lia* been duly app«>inted and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
tlic estate of I1ENKY COOK, late of Troy, in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the
law directs. He therefore request* all perso »* who
are indebted to said deceased'* ornate to m:ikf immediate payment, and tltose having any dtnimd*

THE

THE

Chase

Optician,

STORE

OP

BONDS
yielding from ,‘i 1-2 to 0 per cent,
will be found on our monthly list,
which will be furnished on application.

35 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

8m15

Dontractors aid Builders.
TIIE

tinvjla

FOR SALE BY

Howes efts Co.

Sprint Crockery, Glass, Tin,
Granite Iron, Woolen Ware, &c.
Also have

just received

Sponges,Bird Cages
that 1

G

am

II

*

a

ed at short notice.

In addition to lunnlier of every
we are prepared to furnish workmen,
staging, and everything ncedeo in building and re-

description
pairing.

Shingling

Made

a

Specialty.

HAJLJLi Ac COOPER.
Belfast, Sept. 15,1887.—37

lot <»f

Wash Boilers

selling at the BOTTOM PRICK.

20 HIGH STREET.

Firms!
Don't
TER

GEN I S’

forget Hint
QUALITY

giving

RUTFOR TIIE MOXEY
than anij store in the State.
ice

ore

MOVED!

c_?o.

MOVED!

FURNISHING

-Beyond question

Finest

GOODS!

doubt the-

or

Assortment
-OF

Latest Styles anil Finest Qualities
that will be offered in this market. Look where

COPF.LANl),

Howes cfc

undersigned are prepared to make contracts !
buildings of every dcscrlp.
<C Son, Jewelers, lion.to build or repair
Competent workmen and designers furni li-

il'oiis M Potash
,

H'e offer for sale a Choice Selection of Municipal and Railroad
Ronds suitable for Savings Ranks,
Trustees and Conservative Ruyers.

CHASE,

25 Mala SI., Belfast.

thereon to exhibit the same for edt'lemcht to
KBElt L. COOK, Adiiiiuhd Utor.

Troy, April 2,1888.—3\vl5

one

at

-ticulars to-

-FOR SALE BYSlYAX «f SIBLEY BROS., Gen.

before

$75

Belfast, Me,

77 Main Street,

reliable

Send tor catalogue of full par*

E. H. Nickerson,
Storer & Hatch,
2VEARBLE
WORKS! John 1 hompson,
J. F. Libby,
\v. T. HOWABD,
I. M. Knowles,
WAM FAl'TUHKK OF
C. H. Getchell,
Monuments, Tablets and Grave Marks! E. Burke Elwell,
of the best American <{• Italian Marble.
N. 0. Russ,
Also Marble Shelves always on hand. C. P.
Hutchins,
Any one in want of Cemetery work
please call at my shop and examine my new stock Fred Knowlton,
of line finished Marble of elegant patterns, in
Crockett & Carey,
Langworthy Building, nearly opposite Ellis C. M. Plummer,
<*mi5
C. P.McCrillis,
& Ginn’s Store, Belfast.
I warrant every job to give satisfaction aim will Albert R. Blaisdell,
sell at prices lower than can be found in the htate.
J. Corton,
E. J. Tracey,
_

-JVetu Good* Just

Prices

it.-

-FOR-

meeting of the City Council of said city
held April 2, JSSK, the following order was

Atrueeopv*

safe, speedy,

-mount.-

Crop Producer
Xeir England.

Is the Best General

a

Ordered, That all hills to he put on the monthly
roll of accounts shall he placed in the hands of the
chairman of the committee on accounts by noon of
the lirst Monday in each month, and no* hills rereived after that hour oil said day shall be put on
said roll for that month hut shall lie over until the
next month. The City Clerk shall cause a copy of
this order to he published forthwith in the papers
which do the city advertising.
Attest:
L. II. MURCU, City Clerk.
;iw]5

respect.

Waldo Clothing House,

Waterman's

examine before purchasing 1888

passed.

isss.—4\vir»

ITotice.

(Boom 3)

VT

A. CLEMENT’S

are

road wheels, and

in every

CITY OF BELFAST.

:•••

BELFAST,

good

(Ini 15

-AT-

oi

Belfast.

These wheels

^Shades

1

lielfast, April 1®,

for

A. L. MUDGETT.

J. F. FERNALD.

CHILD HEX.

In nil colors. The Art Shades are Decorated
and Transparent. All Minetto Shades, Plain
or
Decorated, are unsurpassed in Beauty,
Durability and Finish. Mounted on firstclass Sprinq Boiler ready to hang.

Absolutely

1*H8.—4wl»

Store

Ladies, Misses, Mens, Beys and Yootls’ Fool Wear!

Steam Power!

Ift w-.

POWDER

ash

,

FAIREST PRICES, >

Childrens, Boys & Men's Suits,

It consists

This is

13 Main Street,

••

hv/.k

LATEST STYLES,

<

..

..

nix

HONEST VALUE,

PRACTICE,

No Fire! No Smoke! No Water this Time! in opening our Elegant New Stock if Early Spring Styles,

>

■

’
we

» GUARANTEE.

B. F. WELLS.-

I’d fast’,

SHOES!

CLOTHINC, HATS & FURNISHING GOODS!

Bonnets!

DIES, MISSES

and

large one and must be sold quick for cash. You can buy
any pair out of this large stock for less money than it cost to make We thank our kind
patrons for their liberality, and will assure
furnished on short notice.
them. Don't let this chance go by you. If you are looking for good
them that our efforts in the future, as weli as in the past, will
goods at WAY DOWX TRICES, this is the time to. avail yourself of
be to furnish the VERY BEST
PLEASE GIVE US A CALL.
I mean all I say and shall do Just as I agree.
a great opportunity.
West End of Shoe Factory, Call
early and have your first choice. / am bound, to sell them. Xo
trouble to shoiv them. Call and, see for yourself.
Pleasant St,, Belfast, Me.

..

roll It

—

Si illustrates our
it means what you like and appreciate.
It means SQUARE 0€ALINS !
method of doing business
Don’t you see ?

,PREACH,

B. P. Wells Estimates and
Designs!
tins week with
ot/ the lust

—op—

Belfast, April 12, Isss.—.‘Iml.’i

can

Belfast.

City Block,

STOCK

This is what

shown in Eastern Maine. We are the only
linn in this section that does Oranite and Marble work and do

prices than

Mrs.

BOOTS

ever

Millinery.

BURKETT,

-OF-

Monuments, Tablets £ Headstones

II. L. LOUD, Bolliisi.

l,/. l nlitih‘ Hlnl ill / <) II7.7,’ rmcr.s
ti"in err hr fore ofl'ered in this nr it n ;i
other miirl.i t.

W.

Mail Orders.-

to

BANKRUPT

should call and see our line show of work on
hand at our vard. Mere you will find alltrert
cd, the BEST COLLECTION of

LADIES’ GARMENTS.

“

C.

Me.,

Headstones,

1 Imre the HE'S'/’ stock <>/ goods I rrer had
for customers to select from, and it is no
(rouble to shoe- them to alt who call. Mg
stock a/so inelud.es material suitable for

Ladies’ White Cotton

$ .:i7 c.iRMKxrs

Rellast,

DEALERS IS ALL KINDS OF

MONUMENTS OF TABLETS,

able Prices.

OF-

Tin

Row,

06 You [{now ; jm JhIs Means'?

-ANY OXK IN WANT or-

Seasonable Goods at Reason-

CALL.

--

to Fernald liras.)

AND

^

TTSa

81 & 83 Main St,,

CEMETERY WORK S

AND EXAMINE HIS STOCK OF

|

■>

1

Phoenix

-Special attention paid

Fernald k Indgdt,

Overcoat!

Spring

cure

Dyspepsia. Indigestion. Heartburn, ami all
km much

SUIT.

-AND

hd eentsa

-past lO years.——

ANDREWS,

ATTENTION!

BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR

Wodbury's Dyspepsia Killers.

Smith.

KALISH,

as

Kxaniine Goods and Prices.

>lsiin St., IScUiist.

i! out, i-m you «•:i!i « .-adieate the pain, renovate li
•'tomarii. and relieve the pressure on the brain.
Mow .' lid a ho\ <d‘ D. K.'s. which mean

as ever

GIVE

II

S.

Clothiers.

large a stock of WALL
has been kept in Belfast for the

hand

on

PAPERS

CALL AND EXAMINE OUE STOCK.

II.-Hast, March l.'», ISSS.—rimll

lint tin King of Kvil>. Y u -idler so. You an*
not downright sirk. hut \«•.: wish
dead.
you «
Y our stomaeli is out of order. Your brain reels.
Y our ey t> grow dim ami ha/y. and y ou are in smdi
I'•*in. oh! tonnoii! ! Y on aan't ioe a knife to rut

»V

New York.

Irom

CLOTHING !

STKKET,
Hetail

V£_3

Turcoman Curtains,

Call before

Wholesale and

-^p

Children’s

MEDIUM & FINE GRADES OF LARGE STOCK OF TRUNKS AND VALISES! |

7 J“> M VI>

CLOTHS,9 RUGS,9 ETC. !

<«p

Draperies, Fringes,

•Tusst, Received

E. P. Frost &

.3

9

OK

STOCK

-WE ARE THE LEADERS OF-

NOT KINGS’ EVIL.

Moohltle
and selling

LARGEST

A-'

iD

r

TIIIO

SUITS.

mmm

up and restoring the mental organism.
have cured tens of thousands ; they
will cure you. Price. $1.00.
For sale by all druggists.

trill

STRAW MATTINGS!

City

_ssfe

OlothinC,

They

n• iv

Also Handsome C. k W. Carpets at 25c.

Boys!

The purchaser of each ltoy's Hat is entitled to a pair of SLEEVE
HUTTONS for :tt> days only. Ask to see them.

Men’s Sack i Cutaway
_

Brain and Nerve Pills

;o

Line of Hats for

Nobby

T*-

Work like magic in permanently building

-eiil

and

INGRAINS !

OF

—

DR. R. C. FLOWER’S

hi

customers satisfaction.

our

stock

our

1 Wool Extra Honor Carnots!

fine !

exceedingly

give

examine

to

->AN ELEGANT LINE OF«

Stock in the

^Largest

V/ HERE THEY ARE SELLING

There never was a time when there
such a crying need for a thoroughly
scientific combination, consisting of the
finest nerve and brain food that earth
produces, that will readily restore prostration of the nervous system, give
strength to the brain, overcomeinsomuia,
excitability, loss of memory, failing vitality, and general debility.
The great need has brought fortii the
great specific remedy, which is the fruit
of science, experience, and skill.

They eo-t only

usual to

as

do well

a

Brussells, Tapestries!

-A HIT !

E

insanity.

ran

the Ladies to be

shall endeavor

-has Tm

REMEMBER D. KVa.
In this city. April 4. Mrs. Klixa C. Frye, aged so
year.- and 2 months.
In Lynn, April 2. Mrs. Mary M. Stover, aged M2
years.
In Salem, April —, Mrs. Muse.- McFarland, aged
0."» years.
In Morrill, April b, Mrs. sarah M. Daggett, aged
20 years and > months. Deceased was a valued
member of the Itaptist Church and an «• \« tuplar\
Christian. She leaves a husband and three -mail
children.
In Chicago, April 7, George Dyer, a native of
Sear.-poi t. aged about 4.’> years.
in Thorndike. April 7. Janie- L. saw y er, aged 44
years, :i month- and lb days.
In I nity, April 4, Leon, little son of Gurney and
Mary C. Steven-, aged 1M month- and 7 day-.’
In Roekport, March 1, George Higgins, aged 7"
years.
In Lincolnyillc, March 2S, Harry N., infant -on
ot Dr. and Mrs. It P. Young.
In Lineolnvllle. Mareh lb, Pcivoy L. (build.aged
lb years, b month- and 7 day.-.
In Washington. March 27. (hiadiah Dav, aged 4M
'ears. 11 mouths and 2M day
In I nion. April 4. Noah L. Shepard, aged C,r; yrs.
In Rockland, March 2b, Almcda s. 1 tick more,
aged Mb year-, b monihs and la days.
In Rockland
Anril 1. Mart Dounagan, aged 02
year-.
In Warren. March Ml, ( has. W. < opeland, aged
■’»*•• 'ears, f» months and I days.
In Warren, April M, JaneF. Robinson.
In Rockland, April 2. Frankie W., son ot Phil
more and Kva L. Lldridge, aged I month, 17
days.
In Oakland. California, Mareh 12, Malcolm‘L.
Anderson, formerly of Warren and Roekport. The
remains were brought to Warren for interment.
In Rucksport, Mareh b, Mrs. Naomi M. Treworgy, wife* of W. T. Trewovgv, aged 20 'ears and
4 months.

■

e

pronounced by

contemplating buying

persons

-prices, consisting of-

season

W. K. MORISON & Co.

Prof. JOSEPH BODES BUCHANAN.

Dr. Mark R.

will

GOODS

OUR LINE OF SPRING HOSIERY!

-———-

Rockland, Mareh Ml, George W. Light, of
Washington, and Angie Turner, of Libertv.
In l nion, March Ml. K. .F. Raleom and Marv L.
Gould, both ot I'nion.
In Liberty. Mareh Ml. Seth ('. Hart, of Appleton,
and AdaC. Davis, of Libertv.
In Liberty, Mareh 21.
W. Suiter, of Warren,
and Mary Lmerson, of Liberty.
In Franklin. March 27, Ldward T. Campbell, of
Fll-uorth, and Mi-s Lena W. Maeomlier, ot Frank-

DRESS

•

complete with all the CHOICEST NOVELTIES
of the

SAVE MONEY?

Statement!

In

•

AH

now

)

MARRIED.
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nautical mlh*. The buoy weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sohl only in
:111m iiingP tic act,oii <»i the sea. Il slrouhl he
'•on*•
ItovAi, )T\ri\<; 1'owi.ki: < <>., hm; Wall'st..
cir
trie pori hand oninteiing the river.
Bell New York.
4<»tl0
Pox Island thorougiifare.
Als4> that, on or
ut the -anu* date, a hell buoy painted red and
:ck, horizontal stripes, will be moored in !X» feet
W. from the whis
t water in
var-lf W. ". \\
.w in po-itionat the western entrance
U“\
11:t._
: «•
I-land Tb. roughfnr4*. Ih-nohscot Ba\, Me.
Whet; tin bijov has l»eeu established the whistling
i.iiov will be «.i contiutied. Tlie magi 4-tie hearings
:ml di-tam-e- of prominent object- are approxiii.114• l*
follows- Brown’.- lie-ad l ight House
I
N !..
17. distant 2
nautical miles. Drunk
ard'- Podge spindle N. 17. by N. distant :,4uaut'u'.al
mile.
I lie l.uoy will lie rung by the action of the
(Formerly with Miss A. F. South worth)
-••a.
It may be passed on either hand.
I im p.ii r.-. The Freight < iivtilai* of Snow &
-has again decided to visitP.nrgc-- New \ ork for the week ending April 7th
reports To the River Plate only a nuxlerate inquiry prevails for tonnage, the requiiamients for
general cargo hem e, and lumber at the outports
and give the ladies in this vicinity an opporlimited at the moment; rates, howbeing railu
tunity of having a
ever, arc unchang4 4i.
The Brazil trade is dull.
To Luba, outward freight is ottered fairly, say
ai*4?
stock
lvturn
and
but
(,'ooperag*
coal;
4‘argoes
Mvirceand rates indicate n4> improvement on tl»4»
tecent past.
Tonnage for the Windward continues
in ihmiand, but suitable vessels are scarce, and
rates in consequence are well sustained.
CoftSti,-c Lumber
freights are quiet, but tonnage is
hrmly hold, owing to the scarcity of outwanl
cargo. The t oal trade m without improvement,
4 Mlicr a-regards tonnage lvquireinents 4»r rates.
She will bring with her a.
Local r barter* ship William (4 Davis, from Bab
Illume t<> San Francisco, Loal, $t». Ship
Henry B
If dc front sail Fram iscgi to New York,
Sugar, at
or about $4.
Sch F C Pendleton, New York to
Mobile, general cargo, current rater?, ami lmek
with Lumber, $7.50— free
wharfage. Sells flora
M French, and Mary Ann McCann, New York to
Bangor, Iron, $1.75. Sidi Webster Barnard, from
Perth Amboy to Bangor, Coal, 85 cents ami discharge. Si-h Susan N. Pickering, New York to
Galveston, general cargo ami Cement, lump sum.
S<di Austin II. Knight, New York to
Nassau, gener- anil coming direct from NEW YORK slic lias the
al cargo, *900. ship Josephus, Philadelphia to
».in Francisco, general cargo.
at the very Lowest
Loujs Walsh,
Ship
Newest
Baltimore to San Francisco, coal.
ii'ii-a.

Startling

complete.

goods is

I

R. C. Flower Medical Co.. Boston.

>-.

■

A

SPRING

•

war or un-

Business
j&v Call and settle, the oltl account !
for sale. ]Vo Bonus. The best paying business in
Belfast, flood chance for the right party.

DO YOU WANT TO

Our SPRING STOCK of the above

s---:

MAINE.

It ELEA ST,
April li, |s.ss.—lvrl-'i

31. V*. Wootl«*oc*lf A Son.
l'.clfast, April 1-.’, l—'s_•|n.i;.

EARLY.

Carpet

likely to want for months to come.
Terms:—CASH OX DELIVERY/

Masanif* ’XVmple,

-|:o:||-

-II :o: ||-

Rims—prices

you need

NOTTINGHAM, SWISS M Otto Varieties!

PLEASE CALL

in three weeks.

Everybody buy everything

Dwight l\ Palmer,

LOVELY!
CHARMING!
is wiiat every one -:»y> ..j our new lot of Curtains.
It v on doubt ;t mt th<*m for v our>elv es ami
-be eoiiv ineed.W e have imthiiur shoddy to work oil' on von. but
honest jfoods at HOCK Hon*0.1/ prices,* ami all
we ask is a chance to show them to convince you.

Window,

tin

reduced again 2.1 per cut. I rubs
Spokes, Shafts, dc., barer than ever.
Carpenters fill up your tool chests.
Blacksmiths stock your shops with Xuls, irash
ers, Rivets, Bolts, Slows, Files, dc.
j Farmers buy a Plow, Hoe, Fork, Shovel, dc.

Firsi-Cfass Sends!-

j

About tiro thirds
charged elsewhere.
dr.

II MADRAS,

Assorted Carriage Rolls for..$1.00
j (Usually sold at average of 3c. each.)
I Augur Hitts, set in nice rase for. 1 .26
I Hand Saw, (Disston's Xo. 7, (2fi inches,. 1.23
1
<»
•*
16, '20 inches. 1.3s
Files, another lot Handled Files, Cheap—'2200 sold

-3VLE3TSTS-

was

SPECIAL NOTICES.

A pi

>.‘\v

Retail Market.

j

A. T

CHEAP

grades

prices ranging from

75c, to $12 F»er

100

^ampins.

I»«* sure* ami conie ti»
before pureha<in^r.

prh

price

If'-n't hut/ one till yon have examined my
line. The best Suit for the money
-In /he city.-

Whites & Browns

Market.

Apples V Itusli

Retail Market.

We shall have them of all

....

Sash.

GILTS FIFTEEN CTS.,
worth
h*aM

—

a

the FINEST LINE OF CURTAINS

and

1

I

display

hown in this market.

overs

Turpentine.. 47c.
$1.60
Varnish, good article...
Furniture Varnish, good article. 1.26
Calcite,or Kalsomine,6 lb. packge for 36c.
All hi mis
dust see our display.
llorse, Paint, Varnish, Whitewash,

on** of the LARGEST AM) BEST
.tSNOIJHI let-ot tlu se goods ever shown in |;elfitsl, and yon will (|||r MflftlCV >‘v I'.'illing on
them first and get
ting

s'i vv
Y'-rl.. \,.iil :i.
Arrived
hs. Sallic !’<>»,
I >a iburges-, ( lark's
■vir:.!.
We-'. M
»;th, arrived -<-li. I) H. Haskell, Haskell.
«
.nd na:k Albert Kus-ell.
ii:in -c-.
ane,
w
i••;. ai
\nekland, n / : sell.Nettie Lang
1.1 Iiandiaa : 7tin arrived sell. IVnoh
i;.i_
rii-r. Hanen; tl.ared Austin l>. Knight,
V I'
"th. arrived hark Hav ana,
L
\a
( a.'rirbdi. *.»!*». arrived sells. Stephen
ini
\. Fuller,
I'..-i, it!, "pear, >.tii!l.i IJiver. sarah
Krow n. < aide .a-.
L. Warren,
\rri\ed -eh. I
I;
m a.
\pt.I
.id I’.m a r, dr., lit Hast Kmliant. (Juivct
,a iiiil
id ekpori .'dtii. arrivotl sehs. Marv
W int-. rp'-rt
i,
dames lLdnios, 1Cv
I
b
ist
Fannie 1-. Hall, W oodward, t astine ;
,-m
Most
-h iielei <
a red
y. Hal!, Sagua La
II 11: l'iinan, ..I, Koekp«»rt. loth,
(.!
.1
Llleu Merriam, Taiuter. and Winsarrived
w
M- i »..iiough, Winterport.
\l
Arrived -eh. > \V. Law
\ pril t
i*| d i• i• i. Inn
harrow, Ho-Mut. e lea red sell. Mary I..
e.
I*, t• ?■-, W illianis. Ho-ton. d»h. arrived sell. Fannie
.\ L litli. Hvdcr. lielfast.
1 >. llrv
Arrived hark (
A i'i ’,1
"an h raiH
.'■•,h. ailed ,-liip F'lw. < lirien,
ant. Leo, II ■'•« mi in
Vv
• diver,
V
.! tev
d '..
Arrived sell. A. W. Lllis,
bi video ta
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
!,*•»!. r. K*»•'!%land.
:•
I.
"ailed -rh Lester A. I
We-I.
M:.re|.
1\.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
L. Vi
Moody, lVn-a. o!a.
In
it ship 1 ora, Ap
vv <»!' .-a i.-. \I a
By (’. II. Sargent, No. s Main Street.
lor Hnv re.
V,-., M;i■ ii -ju. Sailed brig Hattie.
Produce Market.
/’rice Paid Prod a errs.
i;..p.
■.

20,000 Rolls Wall Papers

bit,

4c.

same

Coach

rlu aper still.

-<

timsiky. tw an

Mj

:

per lb.

ratio),..
Xails, 10d, (others
Wire "
3}2c.
White Lead, warranted pare.fie.
Railroad Colors. .TV'.
Masury's Pure Oil Colors, Umbers,
Siennas, (training Colors, dec.. /3c.

Cut

I
i

Boston, April 10. There was no surplus of butter yesterday ami the market maintained a fairly
steady tone, but buyers were cautious, as w ith in
creased receipts lower prices were looked for.
Sales of best creamery al do to 31 rents, and other
new grades from 20 to*21* cents, old stock nominally 2o to 24 cents, but very little offering.
Cheese ruled at Id to id1., cents for finest stock.
Some held higher. Liverpool ({notation gained
pence, the cable being <10 shillings 0 pence.
Lggs were scarce, and 21 cents were readily ohtained for Ka-tern and Western.
Potatoes steady and in fair demand. Receipt-,
continue heavy, though they are expected soon lo
drop off. There is a good request for the best seed
rose: \roostook rose, £ 1.0.'*g£l.lo; hebrons. !*dg‘.*.'»
<•.; ea.-tern prolific q n.W.mic : heinous, sogpor.
Paid
Apples are in only moderate request at
wi -, £2.7'»Ad.2.’»; greenings, £2.’»0gd, choice, £dg
d.7.*»; No. 2 apples, £l.50g 1.7.r».
Beans are in steady, moderate demand with
price steady large pea, £2..->og2 Po; choice yellow
eyes, £2.so«|2 !*0.
The quotations on hay, straw and mill-feed are
• hoiee to
prime hay, £1781*; fair to good, £l"*dHL
eastern line, £ 12414
poor to ordinary, £10g Id; east
swale, £106 11; rvc straw choice, £20n22; oat
straw, £ 1 ogil.

'■

2c.

67e. pr. gal.
Oil, pure.
Rolled l inseed Oil, pare. fine.

for

Produce

-11-0:11-

Pair Linseed

lyr3S

»*<>IHS.

prices just to interest you

few

give a

Refined Iron, (ordinary sizes).
Xoncay Iron, (all sizes).

j

IOO Doses One Dollar

i..

VMi.KHAN

-IN-

SILK HATS!

The importance of purifying the blood canfor without pure
good health.
At this season nearly every one needs a
good medicine to purify, vitalize, and enrich
the blood, and Hood's Sarsaparilla is worthy
It is peculiar in that it
your confidence.
strengthens and builds up the system, creates
an appetiie, and tones the digestion, while
it eradicates disease. (Jive it a trial.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

AUUI' Ki>.

>oj,.

Oat Sale. H. A. STARRETT’S.

Closing

...

_

ruin' ok i»!•:!.!• ast.

pi

Wc

STIFF ft SOFT HATS,

r-————

not be overestimated,
blood you cannot enjoy

CARPETINGS!

ALL GOODS AT COST.

& Colors

Shapes

|

SHIP NEWS,

A

SPRING STYLES. Gnat

arrived home

Mrs. R. s. Rich lias gone to BosIc.T children there.Mr. William

visit

to

ton

CURTAIN OPENING I
-at-

where she lias been spend-

iast week from Boston

ing tiie winter

Lang

W. K. Morison

-AMD-

plea-ant returning trip. Mrs. K. J. Rich accompanied her as far as Boston, where she will spend

you will but don't

D. Li.
Old Stand, 119

buy before visiting

Peavy,
High St,,

Belfast, Mo.

April 5, isss.—Hml4
A

LARGE LOT OF

GRASS
bought

SEEDS!

before the advance and selling
-LOW.-

Howes
Belfast

cfc CO.

Savings Bank,

RICHARDS has removed to No. IS Main
over Bean’s Hat Store, where he will
ANNUAL MEETING of the corporators of
he pleased to see all of his old customers and lots
the above bank will be held at thetr banking
of new ones. Call and see his large stock of Sew- room on
Wednesday. April 18. 1888. ai 4 o’clock
ing Machines, and if you don't wish to buy bring 1*. M.» for election of trustees amt to transact such
In your old one and have it cleaned and repaired. other business as
may legally come before said
Oil, needles, and parts for all kinds of machines. ; meeting.
Belfast, Feb. 2, 1888.—fitf
JOHN II. QU1MBY, Clerk.
Belfast, April 2,1888.-2*14

WII.Street,
•

GIRL WANTED!
To do Dining Room and Chamber
work. Apply at this o/flee.
Belfast, April 5,18«8.—3wl4

THE

BEST RIO COFFEE 1
-AT-

HOWES

&

CO’S.

With the

“IT WAS INHERITED."
The Fearful Effect of Heredity F poo
Fives of Men and Woman—A

Al

1

j
I

y.

j

care a

nest

for

no one

j

else

I
but me,
snugly nestled in it, while her eyes, on! peeping bright,
Gazed earnestly at nothing with a most intense de- |!
light.
And

while she sat

still

as

as

death, then suddenly

|

arose.

And losing all her dignity and—crazy to disclose,
As females arc, a sectct —«I>>\\ n she tumbled from
the mow
Cackling, “(.it, git, git yer-hair-cut," to the startled

muley

|
;

cow.

j
“Yer-hair cut —git-yer-hair'-cut,” answered quick
the hens outside;
old Booster swelled the chorus with a man’s conceited pride
Of taking all the glory. From the racket that they
made
I
For little ( url\ Head to hear I knew that 1 uni
laid.
“O, Papa! speckle’s laid an egg. I dit it—in the 1
mow,”
Cried out the eager little t*>t, a climbing up some- ]
how.
And soon I was disrn\crcd by his round, blue, |1
j
searching ey s,
And, held within his dimpled hand, I was indeed

|

j

|

■

j

.-

velous superiority.”
“1 onlv wish.," s-iid V.ev. Dr. Ih’ooks. “that
w I.
all
inherit a ten L n<-y t»• disease
could know <•: ti.h r< in- dvofwhidi you speak
e«' highly nml us< it.
1 am
p -s.tive n would

a

people

d.

with extra

fragiant hay-

of the

coiner

!

prize.

since then I’ve had icissiludes too terrible to tell.
And now. on Fa-tcr morning, in m\ decorated

shell,

/th.”

I lie before a maiden w ho, in honor of the day,
Will treat me
a pinch of salt—and eat me light
away. [New York World.

39\v 15

,

!j

j
!

I

(Tid/i /r: An’ so be
that thoa 1- ar with us, we
will ua.'a rt.
[nine entertainment u> thy oft-time
profit. i hou art t-> note that
the day be irg arrived in th.e
whic h thou hast r-.-ceived this

Contd^

“l'OT \Uil l.U \Ol i’AKi: FOIt Mi:."
|
"die was reaily lor bed ami lay on my arm,
In her little frilled rap so line.
With her golden hair falling out at the edge.
I
Like a circle of noon sunshine.
And I .hummed the old tune of “llanbury Cross," l
And “Three Men who put out to sea."
When si e speedily said, as she closed her blue
j
eyes,
[
“Papa, tot would you take for me?"
:

lovc-strong

paper, thou art to quickly
discover where the inch Igent
Publisher hath 1).stowed our
words.
1 Luring acquainted
with
the 1 atlon, let
thysell
thy senses serve th :e to a
wise dig -stion.
W .- shall be
at charges ior the c-e.nimiiance
ot
thy sport and man\- a
merry jest shad we, in good
Me
sooth, together taste.
thou constant in watching.
We have ta’en orders for thy
weekly pi ..wire. This day,
sennight, an’ t.sou shalt hear
more
from thy much liethinking friends. the Estey
Oku ax Co., Mrattleboro, Vt.
W. C. TUTTLE,

Agent, Belfast.

|

And I answered “A dollar, dear little heart,”
And she slept, baby weary with play,
Hut 1 held her warm in my
arms,
And 1 rocked her and rocked away.
< »h, the dollar meant all the world to
me,
The land and the sea and sky.
The low est depths of the low est place,
The highest of all that's high.
The cities, with streets ami places,
Their pi< tun- and stores of art,
1 w ould m*t take for one low, soft throb.
<>f my little one's lo\ing heart.
Nor all the gold that was ever found
In the busy, wealth-linding past.
Would take for one smile of my darling's f».*■’.
I‘id ! know it must be the last.

'■

j

I
!
i

no.-o..

g

j

N-w pepper and salt it. ami on a In A
plate
L"j'»> it at once—not a moment t«> wait—
Ami then you'll neknow iedge that mu
liing <vn. ‘uie
1 tic place of a I it scions
Chicago loci-J'.~ teak.
< niodall's t hn
ago mmi.
qmt *-»t u !<>• «i\*.
iris is queer' I n.-e' t-j thick
Fmma didn't care l\m nw,
For w hemver I would t ry
Any i*»\ in’ arts, to -ee
How slic'd take Vm—mvvi or s.iiir.-—
Always, -alley like, -ay .-he:
4*<uit your foolin'!”

(;

Once, agoin* home fom church.
•lest t" liud if it. woulti work,
Bound her wai-t ! slipped my arm
-ecu her jerk.
My : you'd ought
Spunk} > well, <he acted so—
And she snapped me up as perk—
Quit your toolin'!’’

—

•>

4

of the

FINEST FI.OWKII** made

Cut

to

J.\ er\ time twas jest the same,
Til! ne night I says, -ays I,—
Chokin' some I must admit,
Tremblin' some 1 don’t denv,—
“Kininy, seein’ ’> J don’t suit,'
Guess I better say ‘goodby,’
Alt' quit toolin’.”
<

order and

Flowers

-for all occasions at-

Quit

K!M^s UK

Seedlings

a

!

was

[

Loaded”

.lodge,

i/y..

She married Jones

Jones, wealthy,

■*

SITTING

Bills.

After their use, I feel lreslier and
stronger to go th ottgli the summer.”

riSElMKED BY

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass,
l’rice $1; Eli bottle., *5. Worth $5 a bottl*.

month ago.
withered, old;
a

ON TIIE 8TILE.

j

1 the
ction
rated
were

have

tiicC»2i£„lo,s

Wpeuit5c.x,B^![.

s,lc,f for

;iWi

STREET,-

jaaaSg^JSur.
Wanted

of Smart «nd
«KI
8°,iCit 0r"crs for ’’me*,

eR' A-'-.

RTcr.,_

I

.•<

t .'iics,
my

TRUK

KKikNfl

I to the sick and suffering is Dr. KaufinaniTs greflrit
Medical Work, iinely illustrated. Send three 2cent stamps, to pay postage, to A. J\ Ordway Jt
Co.. Boston, Mass., and receive a copy free.
“Do you think we shall have an early spring?” a
Hartford woman asked the, milkman. “Wall, 1
do’no; but i guess we’ll have a full one, an* that
suits

our

business.”

Barklen’s

Arnica

Salve.

Tine Best Salve in the world for Cut#, Bruises,,
sores, Ulcers, Salt Bhcuni, Fever .Sores, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all .Skin
Kruptions, and positively cures Pile*, or no pay
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Price 25 cents ]K?r box.
For sale by K. If. Moody.

“Mamma,” exclaimed

little boy, indignant!}',
after the visitor had gone, when 1 get to lie a man
I’m going to get up a society for preventing ugly
old women from kissing nice litfe boys.”

Children

a

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When

*1*thc

bcnc*°f “ *‘—

& GO’S.

When she became Miss, she dung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

*yrs50

Rubbers!

coiupiuint.-!.

a:nu-i

PLAN.

J

Cures

after

2 1.

i

West

lyrls

!' ,u sai.m :n

| U.

.1.

,t

HOWES

MOST WONDERFUL
FAMILY REMEDY

consequence!

m. !O/'V '(ml

sat© S2oo,pwb«

43fJ

,v,v-

d.

.if

Inthr MORTCACE DEPARTMENT

!lte?0/

buy

hmjin'j.

WVSRY nif'ifiN'ON

''43

L<>\ws{ in AI

<'

i

•

jjm,
iso Klin Street.

Tbe Nova .Scotia gold mines

$500,000 last year.

yielded

about

Mrs. Cleveland lias been elected president of
tbe eartern alumna- of Wells college.
From all parts of California reports indicate
unusually promising condition of tbe growing grain crops.

»•

Hatching!
following

A dispatch' from St. John, N. B., says that
David Lynch, shipbuilder, lias prepared the
model for a yacht which it is proposed to build
there to compete for the American trophy.
Tlie lioys ot Holyoke. Mass., celebrated tbe
opening of the baseball season by a pitched
battle. Several boys were wounded with bullets
during the fighting.

Anthony Comstock’s prosecution in l’liiladelof three newsmen for selling copies of tbe
veiling Telegram containing illustrations of
the nude in art resulted iu acquittal of the

Pills

accused.

Lutlier li. Marsh, one of the best known
lawyers in New York city, has astonished
everybody by openly acknowledging bis belief
in spiritualism. He has deeded a house to a
medium, and given her other substantial proofs
of his confidence. Mr. Marsh spends bis evenings chatting with l’lato, Socrates, Homer,
Moses, Aristotle and other historical characters. He also gets Mac old masters to paint pictures for him. He gets Shakespeare, Byron
| and Burns to write verses for him.

Willie

j

small and

tg-8end

0 cents for the beautiful colored
ture, Moorish Maiden.”

pic-

THE ATHLOPHOROS CO. 112 Wall St. ,V. Y.

Eggs for Hatching
THOROUGHBRED STOCK. Plymouth
Rocks, Twitchel strain, Wyandottes, Ilawkins
and Houdlctts strain. Brown Leghorns, Fiskes
strain. Kggs 50 rests tor IS. Cockerels for sale

FROM

in fall and winter.

6wll*

C. J.

MOORE, Monroe, Me.
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WOMAN OR CHILD
who is not bios.• 1 w.th
a fair, h.'ahhy SLLi, n
i s trouble a w i r h hu: a or >

it"

TO ANY MAN.
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JAMES PATTEE,

Agent,

Celfast

lanestv
I «lu* a j
." a thorough ami complete cnrye|np:cilia ami
business gni'le; imlorseil as such l>> every one
1
that lias soon it. ami by e\«rv paper ot national 1
reputation in tiii- eoiintr;. ami <'amnia. The />’<»■
N. H.
CF M.ANCHfcS
("ii // r.'/i1 -a\ s of t!m hook
"It is a rarefnlh !
prepaid ami homughh useinl work, ami tlm-e
whoi.nx ii will get their tmmex’s worth." S'.
j
./"nr <1/ <■/ /•.'<///• n(i"n say\o schoolroom in (;
Ca-h Capital..''him on
I.
The continued yearly increase :n our
; America can atl'ofl to he without this great work !
as a
hook of refer. iw ." il is the most complete. J Cross A "«*t-. *''•••'■ :i ;
proves Till: ST A N It A lil > LIVKS sATlst \<
plain ami practical eilueational work ever pnl»li-hota! l.iuliilities. e\i-rpt
TION. We still nuiintain the ilKiii AN A
i.pitai
| d, ami is knii-pen able to the family ami library. Surplus to Poliev Holder-.
II-"1
and KINK and DRV C«>NI>m«»N -*f all iroods < .a i.!A A;
V.t-J Washington >t., Huston. limb
on
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manufactured

by

_mN

us.

Assets, Jan. 1, i>M'.$110,P'L
A-sets, Jan. !, Is*7. iiu.si'.u
Assets, Jan. !, I»s. IPM.sru

Standard Fertilizer Co.,
BOSTON, Bi&SS.

1

F. H. A. BOODY
Would say to his friends in Belfast and virinitv
that he has leased the SANBORN HOUSE STABLE,
and w ill he pleased to wait on all wishing t«» stable
He also has a few
or feed horses while in the city.
good teams to let at reasonable rates. HORSE*
BO TO IIT AND SOLD.
The |»romising young PITMEN STALLION “TORNADO,** may he found at this tahle. Young Tornado is twenty three months old, fifteen and one
half hands high, weighs eight hundred and seventy-live pounds. Is a son of Gladstone Patehen, he
I>am the wella grandson of Godfrey Patehen.
known Gideon Mare Nettie Rice, luvd by Warden
Rice of Thomaston, owned at one time in Belfast
by Geo. <). Bailey, S. W. Johnson, and more recent
ly by F. 11. A. Boody, of Brooks. Young Tornado
lias a slacking gate and ran trot one half mile in
one thirty without a skip or break.
tfl.'i
Belfast, March -J'J,

To run sewing machines and finish work. Good
wages will be paid to the right parties. Apply to

J. F. COTTRELL & CO
Clothing Manufacturers.

Belfast, March 28,1888.—3w 13

HORSES !
nice brood mare by “RATTLER” (grandson
of Woodford Mambrino) dam by Gen. Knox,
Jr. One mare by “COUNT MONTE CHRISTO,”
dam by Gen. McClellan, and other mares well
bred; also general assortment of business and road
horses, all of which will lie sold cheap at once.
E. M. DOLLOFF, Belfast, Me.
3inl2*

ONE

ANG L( >-> i:VAl)A

Assurance

Our manufactures are fully warranted, and are
lyr!)
any in the market.
Lowest market prices for goods of equal quality.

unsurpassed by

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
F. A. Brown Treas.

Eggs

for

SALEM, MASS.

Hatching!

S1.00 per 13.

From the following varieties: Light and Dark
firah mas, Ilutt',li lack, White ami Partridge Cochins,

GET OUR TERMS!
I’.i

! >iv

lotting your

ser\

NURSERY
It'

vtiii

want

ices to any

nennanent

and

March

2s>, 18sS.—4wl3

HOWES & CO.

INT. S. !

the market buying
goods, and you may look for extra

The best lOe. Cigar in the market.

good bargains.

are

now

in

sare

All los.-es settled upon adjustment without
Jw 14
discount.

Win. I'.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS. 137C

MAINE.

BAKER'S

Street, formerly occupied by Or
Ofliee hours, 2 to 4 and 7 to S> I*. M..
and other hours in the day \n hen not otherwise proC. HORN.
fessionally engaged.
Searsport, March s, 1887.—tf 10
Main

Attorney
March

and

Ponvryanciny

a

aS

Warrunti'd nhsnlutehf purr
i'ocon. from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Ooeoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
anil is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a

Law,!

S/wriafty.

j

17,1888.—(hull

For Sale!
hand top huggy, a good second hand
grocery wagon, one good stage (covered), one
horse.
All
to be sold at a bargain.
good
,J. \V. I’KNIH.KTON,
SwlS
I.innillivillo Ut'arh. Me.

.n»womenrva;lrk’/
ii,.u,n-i,., <>l II a.tIT kit IV mkll ln*llt.lltv,l.o.tM^hood from youthful errors, \c„ quietly »t hoBM*.

j

H

CREAM BALM. HAY-FEVER
I
i1

mm
\
pnrtiolo is nppliml into -m 'i n> -t
aMo. I’rioo .*»o oonts at I*imi^ui^l~ l-\ him:!.
tiroon
ui-trivM. Hu oonts. 1! 1.1 KKOI III li**.
I' *■*•!
ioli >t Now ^ oi k.

u

EXHAUSTED VITALITT
A

;

fur,"

®»

Hook on All Private llU«aar« aent free,
(Mated.) I'l rli ctly reliahle. »® ireur* ■experldice. Ur* U* tl* LOWE* Wlaotcd* C onn* |

i

Work

lor

Youn«r u<ni

.MIddl('«Ain'd Mon*

7. BAKER & CO., Corcbester, Mass.

KNOW THYSELF.
•More Tintii One .Million

I

PARKER’S
HAIR BALSAM 4

■Cleanses and beautifies the hair, i
■Prom.»tes a luxuriant growth.
■Never Fails to Restore Gray;,
I Hair to its Youthful Color, u
|Cures scalp diseaeesand hair falling |
I

50c. at Pniggtetn.

Iyr3

j

treats

Copies Sold.

Nervous and Physical Debility. Premamre Decline,
Krrors ot' Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
K'st M anhood, Impaired Vigor and Impurities of the
KIinmI, an»l the untold naisertes consequent thereon.
Contains
pages, substantial embossed binding, full
gilt.
Warranted the best popular medical treatise
published in the Kngiish language. Price only $ 1 hv
if.
mad, postpaid, nml concealed in a plain wrapper.
I istrative sample free if you send now.
PI llldslIED by ilie PEABODY MEDICAL
1NST1TI TE. No.4 linltinch St.Boston, Mass.
YVM. II. PARKER. HI !>., i onstilting Phvaieiun. to whom all orders should he addressed.
It

1

C*renl .Uetllt Hl

k

llteowl

pape

!>r.*4

ft

cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
■ well as for persons in health.
*
Sold by Grocers everywhere.
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MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME.
Ctdln.cUny

Trouble,

ayroi

BANKS,

& Counselor at

Catarrh

mr^<B
ij^VlADj
rHAYFEVER|)|

rah,.

c a n ii r H

Thomas, Agent, Belfast.

Stepcr.son.

F. I*.

J

>-

Boston. \•

M. D.,

HORN,

GEORGE C.

M

1-24

Statement .fan. 1, 1888.
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EMPLOYMENT.

v

O, <ML.

j

proiitable

Sq,,

1

('ash Capital, fully /"ihi ni..•sJ.iiiki.Hiii no
I Cash Assets.;..... _M'*7.v::; 1A1:t.7»• J o>
j Liabilities.
I,i»A0.77A .».>
; Income during the veav
j expenditure-, ineimliie- PU.ouu divi
sou.I-I.'i IP
ileml.
a I
Net income, met all disbursement

FIRIVi,

R. G. Chase & Co., Pemberton

Lanshans, Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes,S.C.White

Leghorns, W. C. lb Polish ami American Dominiques. The above are from the best of stock and
are warranted to breed true.
Correspondence
promptly answered. Visitors welcome any time.
H. D. HARM MAN* Searsporl, Mai nr.
lit!)
P. 0. Address Rox 43 Morkton, Maine.

Corporation,

OF SAN I RANTISt

Oflie

LEAD PIPE and SHEET LEAD.

HOWES & CO.
Sow have the original S. Samuel’s

Jamas Fattee, A- err., Belfast, ffle.

j
PeCarmoj

Physician and Surgeon,

2mlJ

WANT E 13 !

|

lh--l facilities for instruction in \rndenti studies,
with Military Prill. l*'n**uli\
The. K. I.ei^hton
Head Master'.;
(Yale'. Joshua li. Crane P.i own
( ha.-, li. rushing
Yale;. l-'.dmund A.
Ma-te -; Prof. II. !•'. Kenner. iaeti-j
i.Hamilton
eiaa and Instructor in the Modern Lanijuaijes. I1
P.o.tidin.a vi udents admitted .,,i an> dale, Korfull (
information addtv- either of the Head Masters.
;

bEAKSPORT,

TWENTY FIVE GIRLS

;L\ it*

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
I

BROS.,

C’amdrn, Me,
(Mention Journal.)

Ath-lo-plio-ros
pleasant to take, yet wonderfully
Invaluable for kidney
effective.
and liver complaints, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation, headache,
etc. They’ll take away that tired
feeling giving new life and strength.
are

W)un-

Light
Brahmas,
Plymouth Itoeks
and Pekin Ducks.
$1 00 Per Setting.

dent's,

<

849 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O., >
J
January 4th, 1X88.
Athloiihoros Pills have cured me of liver
of
complaint and dyspepsia. I gave ten
the Pills to a friend who is troubled with
indigestion and he has improved wonF. H. llOWEKAMF.
derfully.
16 Rosette St., New Haven. Ct, \
s
•February loth, 18H8.
wonders in my
Athlophoros Pills worked
Emma L. Clark.
case oi dysjH’psia.

tlior-

:

Plyninilth Hocks.

Cured among others the
following. They write:

Tl»e license judges in Tbiladeipliia have cut
down tile number of licenses so far granted by
about seventy-live per cent.

by

-FOR-

from the
lirctl stork

n

j

EGGS

What?

i.

Medical Prof* -felon.

V ‘'my men of energy ami
tyANTFD.
it to ink** oplers i'nr t lately\s l niversul

(• ICO. 0. RAIMA, Re I fast,
OKU. K. RUYYNT. Knox,
K. N. PARPKNTKK, Jackson,
K. M. Kiss, Llncolnville Centre.
K. W. MILKY, No. SearMnont.
K. II. NU hKKvSON, SwanvilU',
KIII.0 KNOMLTON. Libert).
COLLINS & MOODY, So. Montvillc.

Selling Agents,

d

j

FOR BALE li Y

PACIFIC GUANO COMPANY.

THEY DIDIT.

l:

I.

l»loU»i

HKIII. Agents, Rclliist. Mr.

j

fact speaks for itself.
GCIDOEX >V O'RTIS, Boston, Bass.,

an

!

1,-| .M:m

(o

!

1, Is».

—

P.

J

for “Soluble Pacific Guano,” and also their DIPLOMA fur
the best exhibit of products raised by the use uf this old and reliable fertilizer. This was the only Medal awarded, which

!
Terms and Outfit Free.
2m9*
Address, F. w. CHASE &. CO., Augusta, Me.

II

•"

i NEW YORK OFFICE, 50 PINE STREET.
!
United States Branch Statement.
I
isv..

know tint liner leal' ami sweetening than >
ii • <1 in l "ier'l.’aiubowdoes m-t e\i>t. To iteale>
in loliaeen \\ ho ilu not soli h'..i cl''' Kainbow
w
w
on
i ill,
applm iti"ii. for a limit***! time, -emi free
\. li.
i o| charge a *»«»cent ping for examination.
Min m.i.t. iv t <>.. lio-lon. Mass.
builJ

MEDAL,

SALARY and EXPENSES PAID.
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■: MV.

Total..s;».2".-'."d *7
22'• !. Iline- ( mini-

KKATIMi A

Wron-lway

j

»

&c.

a

,Mr:

hit-tan

|

undeniably the leading manufactured fertilizer no matter what
our competitors say to the contrary.
At the State Fair held at Worcester, Mass., in September, 1SS7.
The New England and Worcester Agricultural Societies awarded

Fruit Trees, Ornamentals,

<

Ii

S( ii.l
^ c.Mits for a eojtv of “:ro F.mcrirencies and TIow to
t Tin in. or \\ h
to
p,t fore Vou (.i the Doctor.” .\i at.1
;i•.‘I u
y ii!u t’ at. d. A “Treatise on Apoplexy’*
...id :Vn to :.y tidnsv
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I

KIKIOK'S
IAOS;;i !«.«! I AU„ MliniOAT, r.S.A.

ai

I12
nu

1. 7> 17. -1. "ii
1.272.'.o. uu
L>.IL'""
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paid i.•.s

all
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l,

u t*t».

SR. F. S. HUTCHINSON & COMPANY.

WANTED |

m.

OF

L. A* KNOWLTON, Belfast; N. D. ROSS. Lincolnvillo,
reliable Agents in every town in Maine.
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TRUTHS FOR THE SICK.!

1

nu

I

SOLUBLE PACIFIC GUANO

by

a

>

ourh

"7..

lie |:i

LAWRENCE.K/i NSAS.
hew York Mn.

Iyr32

For sale

1

\

.Ml

SI.DO AT A! L

General

in

'.»"1.7'd
".77,17'

"•

If STRENGTHENS, FUEIHIS AND INVIGORATES,

1

A ITi’A I. '»T(

J. B. WATKINS LAND MORTGAGE CO.

McCLINTOCK'S BLOCK. HIGH ST.

bottle of

.—

i

ash on hand, in Hank, ami ( a-h I:- n:
j
j lh-nt-and \eerued li.n-re-t.
Weal K-tate Lncnrumoercd.
I. .an on H .ad am! M
I den
mf I. '.'in- '.n «
at it a.
I 11«
I Idled Male-. Mat1
Hank, and W. W.
Stocks
ow ned hy th«
!

—

>

ami

«.

M

Ituuk-port, M

German

S1.000,000.00

etc

!

warranted to cure.

SILVER

\

|:i

i

j

interr-m. Savings CVrtificnn-snre
0/ annual
y'cs vi liaiigc*,! (•* f.>r Securities mentioned
below. Mud i•• also payable iri cash on

''.Mount" of S300 and upwards,
inti-p-t payable half yearly. In the lti years
/Yt
^
and hi unnl!: we have been in business v.e
have loaned $ll.i;V>.4:tut and ■•fi>,7h4/>,.m of interest ami
was
investors.
returned promptly to
t>rincip:il
J’ri-i jj»h1 and inte»v*t fully guaranteed by Capital and
iu other departments, up to
surplus of i£l.luf>.(ilti
.More than a Million Dollars
'sassured.
^
have thus been invested. returns,»n which
g F a
average largely in excess of Ten percent.

W. T. COLBUEN,

IF USED UP
a

i'OI/lhlt It hi,

t

.lASl'Ald

Both in the Fine and Common Grades,

U3(he

>;

THE GREAT

Hanford Fire insurance Company,

■

EVER KNOWN.

Chronic Bronchitis and
certain forms of Dvspcp- i

!

;

M.

V.

ABSTRACT OK ST lit MINT OK Till:

Ladies, Gents, Misses and Ciili’s
LEATHER GOODS,

THE

le

«: r

Fr: J-

ami

•;m,-*

KKATI.Mi A HKI.K, Agents, Beifnsl, Me.

CO., Hi Ij'tixt.

-ALSO A LAIUi’ii STOCK OF-

thank

Wj mij'I'.mi.*; tbnl aiici!*•»;i»• Siiu use of AATI-AIM)I’LiA Ti V tb
Pr- s.-urc in tin Head.Spots before
Kv.-s. Pain Around
Pulpit.:i:<-i ofthe Heart, Pain in Ke<_*ion
al II .art \\i;e l.xliiiaoi Sulloat ion, Itineiue Sound in
Kars,
N linin’;
...• 1 pm )\ 1 v > ’;• .111<>:i <>t i
.imbs, * i-pecia 11v the Arm,
P'in 1 let we. n Should.
..ml in
ide, Drv onyh, r'latulcme,
Sour Stomach, o* ii
f,..m <m-r;:! Debility with Koss
of Appetit •. S'i.oi'L i-ixath or V. hee/.y iheathing.

j

i'lm-ht

Um-klau-i. Wi

th>

oh
,;.V.
Wi-k- written during the tear.s'
Risks outstanding.><d..Y.'7>.7'.'7 ""
Wi-k.- written in Maine dtirina the
year.
ns
2."
Premium- received in Main.- in 1>m
m .a-. ul
Losses paid in Maine in 1"7.
Mu l:!

LOWELL, MASS.

their lucky stars.
Pamphlet
All who buy or order direct from us, and request it, shall receive a certificate that the money shall
bo refunded if not abundantly satisfied. Retail price, 35 cts.: G bottles, $2.00. Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., P O. Box 2110, Boston. Mass.

Tn
*
1

-t• *i.

FKKl> W. IN) I F. Aitnit
\! \ i\ \ 1 STIX \j.
WII.U \ M It. mu., .ii;

1 "I !.' CVS

Total l .\| emlitmv.- tor l»7.

trated

eonditioii was then about as follows. Occasional
"•uirj* an.I severe pains across my back, extending
around my abdomen, unusual desire to urinate at
times, my urine being scanty and high colored,
loss ..f appetite and languiduess. While 1 was I
not .debarred at that time from attending to
my
business, still ] was worried, and in
put myself -under medical treatment. Instead of
improving 1 steadily grew worse. Tbe pains increased and 1 began n* lose flesh, until f was at
last coniine*! to my house, and 1 cannot begin to
describe how much 1 suffered. It was indeed ter- I
rible. In connection with the pains across my abdomen, 1 experienced a peculiar sensation, a feel- ;
ingas if my bowels had fallen out. My condition
became alarming, so much so that other physicians
were called in and two consultations were held.
1
was told that I had Bright’s disease.
My case was
considered hopeless, and it was openly state* 1 that
1 was not expected to recover. 1 began taking !
“Warner’s Sale Cure” and “Warner’s Sale Bills”
about the 1st of January. The first bottle relieved
me, ami alter the second, I began to improve. The
pains were less—my appetite better. 1 continued
ii and it was not long before J was able to be
up
and around. I gradually regained mv flesh and
was able to attend to business again, liv the latter
! part of March, after having taken thirteen bottles,
! 1 was entirely cure*I, well and strong as ever. Two
; years later J was troubled with my liver. I took
six bottles of “Warner’s Safe Cure” and came out
ail right. Last winter my urine was analyzed—
reported that my kidneys were in a perfectly
healthy condition. I firmly believe that 1 would
have been dead and buried long ago if it had not
been for “Warner’s Safe Cure.”

March 22, 1883,

W

j From
I about «;
I
h nun
;

7, m<!‘i'

—et.-..

Total Income for

I

RotllCN'ij ami r,0 rents.

A! iha Vary Lowsst Prices.

VS

Total.
Ulicum.itic and Neuralgic Fains. Headache. Earholache. Toothache, < olds. >or. Throat. < 'die,
cru Mo’Tms
Ihtrns, ruts. Undoes, Kites, stings,
•'praius, tie.

(»<*o.

Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma. Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Pneumonic., Rheumatism, Bleeding at tho
Lungs, Hoarseness. Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery, Chronic Dicontaining information of very
arrbcca, Kidney
Troubles, and
Evgreat value.
Spinal Diseases.
cry body should
We will send free,
have this book
anu those who
postpaid, toall
who send their
send for it will

/

e,

Losses adjusted and m due.
Lo<ses unadjusted
Welnsuramv Lund.
< oii'iuiWeturn I’remium-, A^-m

sion,

-AND-

min

i.i a iu

j

FOP. INTERNAL

Helplessness Caused by Paralysis,
Bheumatism, Heart Disease, Liver, Kidney and Bladder Troub-

Thursday,

ill luavr lU!ia~t. w
tin-, as follow-

u

nif

Total A

BURLINGTON, VT.

•■<

Weal Lstate unimumheivd.
< ash on hand and in Hank
( ash in Airenl.-' hands.
Lnited Mate-s.-mnne-.
Mate, ( itv and low u Mock- and
Itonds..
Hank and Trust •*.' M ••-.
Wailroad < o.\-Mock and Horn!.-.
Loans on Weal Lstate..
Loans on Collaterals.
Accrued Interest..

J. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.

WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO. Prop’s

ever

i/ill/ of /)’

ASSKTS A>

;d| large and comfortable; » legant suites
with baiti" attm lied; ample ptjldic parl-.rs; gentle
m-'ii'" cat' ;t;i<i ldiliard-rin.ni addi d. ami iir>t-class
i n «*\ <*rv respect.
t'.n* l;i
KOOKS FKO.K $1.(10 A DAV I I*.

kitv (’• ‘.tporr n in tad n catharlaxative, c-.vimr ••;;*=• and natural
!.
the bo.o is. il- irularity surely follow il.- use.
1.. vonunem !< by professional and business
men.
Send for book.
I Tice $1.00. Sold by Druggists.

AritruN, Mi:., Nov. 21, 1SS7.—Five years ago in
November, 1 realize*! that I was a sirk mail. My

Bangor

j
Company,:

CAPITAL STOCK, all puiil up,

:*c*.

ntioned diseases

l-roil! I»•

I

1.77-, HH» |:;

STATE Oi)' MA1JME.

nt.

mi

EUROPEAN

1 aim '. «'•
•; i- a
t

r.n

anicTs

HARTFORD, CONN.,
(hi tin' .’list

!F.-Iib»;k'i!0'i, IkfumwtU'u, Xtivvly I)t*iorartnl. iinti I’.nw k»*pt oil tin?

CONSTIPATION

giia

UnuirA
HOWES

T:i.k kv • oMi’orMH'Uickly restores
aud kidm y t<> j* rb <-t health. This
A- nerve
uer. combin'd with
m
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tall elms in yonder park—” lie
commenced, but she interrupted liim. “Swear
not by them,” she said, imploringly. “Why not?”
“Because those trees are slippery elnjs,” she said
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Hood’s Sarsaparilla for this purpose bvromc?
«u*Ke and more
known every a ar. That
power lo purify the blood, and those elements of
strength andjiealth which tlie system craves, and
to which it is so susceptible at tliis. season, are
I possessed by this peculiar medicine in a
pre-eminent degree.
.Scrofula, pimples, u.ils, or any
humor, biliousness, dyspepsia, sick headache,, catarrh, rheumatism, or any diseases or affections
caused or promoted by impure blood or lew state
of the system, are cured by Hood's
.Sarsaparilla.
Try the peculiar medicine.
“I

to

!i;, !i
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Paymaster Continental Mills.
Pii>i>i-.koi:i». Mi:., Nov. ]o, isst.—! was in a verv
exhausted condition when 1
began using “Warner's Safe ( arc" and “Warner’s Safe
Pills." It
wa-a little over a
year ago when I began taking
them.
At that time the physicians
gave me no encoui agemer.t, in laet,
they could do no more for
uu*.
I liad Plight’s ldsease, ami of course did not
expect t.i survive very long. 1 am glad to have an
opportunity of testifying that “Warner’s Safe
< ure
cured me of that dreadful tlisea.se. I consider it worth its
weight in gold.

widely

nice

for the SkinJ9
thinness of a wafer„

Highest in Analysis.

Spring Medicine.
The uevt^sUy of a spring medicine i* »£o,*>sr
universally ad mi tied. Anil the superiority of

»« Hn.1 vve

“A balm

.

WEAR NERVES

It i

sure.

(iov. Jackson of Maryland lias panlone
seven Democratic judges and clerks of eh
who were found guilty of having per|>et
frauds at the polls two years ago. They
sentenced to two years’ imprisonment and
served about nine months.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

ic'

IN

( a.-h <

HUTCHINSON'S ANTI-APOPLECTINK.

Into the room he softly stole
To hear her sing; entranc jwiiAj-sat;
I’pon the most convenient < riaiiu
The chair that held her
j;.najty.bat.
She turned and looked wit!'languished eyes,
He turned and looked w^fegfeickiV smile.
Beheld the ruin he had v.Teught,
And said. “I'm Sitting oj*
Stvle.”
[Mrs. George Archibald.
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.With thi* below

she turned the music swiftlv o'er,
Her lovely color came ami went.
she tosssed her jaunty hat aside,
And sat before the instrument.
The ivory keys her ivory hands
Touched with a master touch ,tife wilin'
With sweetest voice she sang Usat-sweet
Old song, “I'm Sitting on tlu^xtiU*."'

..

m oi

Complexion.
economical, it wears

The most

I.i.u i>r«>n. Mi:., Nov. *j:>, lss7.— I began the use
"1 “Warner's safe (Jure” together with “Warner's I
sale Pills," about the lirstof their appearance In |
•he market, (nine years ago). The endorsements I
wen* so snl.-staiitiiiJ,
ct.ining from parties of such
unquestionable standing, as t<» satisfy me that they
wen*
worth tr\ ing. ! had been suffering from
weak kidneys, the examination of my urine indicating that something hum lie done.’ The svmpt<mis wen* pain in m\ back, unusual desire to urinate, frequent rush oi blood to tin* head, and excruciating headaches, which would necessitate my
leaving business and going luune for a day or two.
The lirst lew tiottles of “Warner’s safe Cure” relieved me. 1 continued its use until I was cured,
i might say permanently so. I
always kept it on
hand, and have recommended it to a large number
"*
friends, many of whom have derived similar
results from its use.

No more I call her Jacqueminot
I call her marigold.
[ Boston Courier.

spring time.”
.T. Cast right, Brooklyn Cover Co.,
Brooklyn, N. ^
says: “As«i Spring
Medicine, I find a splendid substitute
for the old-time compounds in Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, with a few doses of Ayer's

»

The best for the

oi gratitude are from those who have been
allliett d but are now well, and the persons giving tin in are naturally solicitous that others,
lion bit 1 a* were they, may know the means of
''lire.
There i- no reason why you should
longer be ill from kidney, liver on stomach
trouble*. You can be cured as well as others.
I,u not longer delay treatment, but
to-day obtain that which will restore
you to permanent
health and strength.

when I
ng the old songs
l»«*n’t imiMiiiir or complain.
U “Ti, de ah da, turn do duns
.Should till the sweetest strain.
1 love tiddy tnn dtitn di do,
And the Irallala cep da birds,
But “I cannot sing the old songs’’—
I d » not know tie* word-.
Burdette.

I wooed her. thought success was
(What folds we lovers be!)
Tile maid discovered I v. as poor
And then she miltened me.

fatigue, headache, debility, dizziness,
indigestion, and loss of appetite. I coneluded that all her complaints originated
in impure blood, ami induced her to take
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This medicine.soon
restored her blood-making organs to
healthy action, and in due time reestablished her former health. I liud Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla a most, valuable remedy for

■~

H

Boston

..

Total

With the rich tint that health bestows
Her fair cheeks were aglow,
•She looked so fresh, so like a rose
1 called her “.Jacqueminot.’’

N«flian S. Clio eland. 27 F. Canton st..
M\ daughter, now 21
years old, was in p.ul -.-t health until a
year ago when she began to complain ol

•

11 Sufi

Hay of December, I ^h7.
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JHS. S. KIRK & GO.,

“WHEAT AWO DAIRY 8ELT ’’
of Northern low i. Southwestern Minnesota, and
East Central Dakota, to Waterto wn, Spirit Lake.
Sioux Falls and many other towns and cities.
The Short Line via Seneca and Kankakee offers
superior facilities to travel to axul from Indianapolis, Cincinnati and other Southern nor:is.
For Tickets. Maps. Folders, or desired information, apply at any Coupon Ticket Oh: •> or add rets

N. It. If the weather proves stormy, the -ale
-til
will he postponed to Thursday, April li'.

i

following unsolicited opinions from
your friend* and neighbors, men and women,
whom you know and respect, ought to carry
conviction to any doubting mind. These words

DIFFERENT FLOWER.
When llrst i looked on C'hloe's face,
How fair to me it seemed!
>he smiled what innocence, what grace
At once upon me beamed!

do for a stupid hoy’s excuse ; hut
what can be said for the, parent who
Bees liis child languishing daily and fails
tp recognize the want of a tonic and
blood-purifier? Formerly, a course of
hitters, or sulphur and n o lasses. was the
rule in well-regulated families : hut now
Jill intelligent households keep Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, which is at once pleasant
to the taste, and the most
searching and
effective blood medicine ever discovered.

debility

foolin’.,

e.

i’. r.

Tin-

A

May

the lassitude and

<d

Faith Cares.

What Your Frieuds and Neighbors Say
on a Matter of Vital
Importance.

•.

1 start on -Hail Columbia.”
And go to “lu-aven born band,"
And there 1 strike an up-grad**
With neither leant nor -ami.
“>tar spangled banner" throw-, m
Bight in my wildest screaming*
I start all right, but dumh|\ eoiae
To voiceless wreck at “str *aming.’

French. Scotch, German, English and Belgian Pansies, New MainiiKilli Verbenas, Empress and
Snow Queen (and)mil, Moon Flower.Slorm
King Fuchsias, Grant While Spiral Mignonette. and a choice collection of
Double and Single Fringed Petunias, and all Plants commonly grown In Greenhouses.
14

Boston, writes:

on

limit.

or

--

ft your denier does not keep White < fond S<~
u'int 10 rents for sample rake to tin* mak

The Famous Albert Lea Route

E.ST. JOHN,

CHIEF

For the Both, Toilet an l Laundry.
Snow White and
Absolutely Put

\

Is the favorite between Chicago, Rock Island,
Atchison, Kansas City and Minneapolis and St.
Paul. Its Watertown branch traverses the great

1

MISCELLANEOUS.
One
I'litetoii, been
Top Ituggy. nearly new,
used hut little, 1 ( oneord Wagon, 1 Uuekboaid. I
I{oad Wagon. 1 Mowing Marhine, 1 Dise Marrow.
! 1 set New Double K.\press Harnesses, I Heavy
K\pre-s Wagon, hern used but little. I Karin Wag
n>.
sleighs, I Double sled, I Singh1 sled, I Horse
i Hake, Pious. Creamery. A*1., A;e.
be
Id without reserve
a.-h "i- appno ed credit.

-IS-

THE

Extends West and Southwest
Kaunas City
and St. Joseph to NELSON
'll.. BELLEVILLE, TOPEKA. HE KING.L N, V/ICIIITA,
HUTCHINSON. CALDWELL, and all points in
KANSA8 AMD SOUTHER?; NEBRASKA
and beyond. Entire passenger equipment of the
celebrated Pullman manufacture. Ail safety appliances and modern improvc-meu; s.

-.

to

FLOATING SOAP

Kansas Sc Nebraska R’y
“CreatRock Island Route.”

1

**

PACIFIC R'v

Chicago,

1

lyrCnnn

“I ennnot sing the old -mig,
1 hough well 1 know the tune,
And 1 can carol like the bird
That sing- in leafy June.
Yet though I’m full of music
As choirs of singing birds
“1 cannot sing the old songs'’—
1 do not know the words.

large >to<*k of the very choicest strains of

“Did n’t Know 1

our

TUA-I.N-LA

FOR THE VEGETABLE AND MOWER GARDEN.
l.Eavt-

1

—

“GREENHOUSES.-*?
Plants 6l

the sire of .’JO horses in the 2.80 class and over
one-third of them had American Star blood in
! them, lie possesses all the ijualitles of a fast trot>
ter, hut has never been trained. He is perfect as
a worker, carriage horse, roadster or trotter.
No. 2. KITTV N., bay lllly, foaled .June, 1884,
Ren Morris, dam, Klossy, she by Plymouth
I -ire,
Roy, record 2..'57 at 1 ears old.' This lillv has been
I thoroughly broken to harness the
past winter and
is kind in every respect.
M\ MORRD. gray eo'.t, foaled 188*5,
No. 8. <
a
sired by Ren Morris, be ha
good action, and
should make a valuable horse for any purpose.
No. i. P»K>■>11-; M., chestnut lillv, foaled
sire. Ren Morris, dam, a ARagaii mare. This lilly
lias lii-en thorough!} broken to harness the past
winter, i-- vrr> handsome and well formed, and
will make one ot the lines! mares in Maine for
1 road use.
Nil. 5. MI.ML. dark gray lillv, foaled DM.
; sire. Ren ,M«.rrD. dam, sired by Redo, and now
owned b\ (o o. *». Bailey, of Relfa-t. Is < gooil
-i/e. will’i plenty ol bone and a grand lilly in every
i-e-peet, broken to harness this wintet and u-ed
-nine to sleigh, enough so that I know she will he
a fast air
as -he has a
game ni.ii
iglit t“ he from
! her breeding.
Riack mare. It.'}ears -»!< 1. -ale, kin*!, and
No. 15.
! a gou!' worker.
CATTLE'.
HI Ki. OK li.WOOU, Jersev Hull. No. .VT*;, A.
.1. II. 15. and V
r.iu M. s. .1. H. It. dropped l >> 1.
II. K. Dam,
sue, ( ol. I’arkes, No. r< »•”>'. h A.d.C.t
A lire !>.. V..
||. |t.
mr g'nde -D•:ami one grade
Hereford
< •.w
Three grade .Jer-e\ Yearlings. One Thoroughbred Year.iiig der.sev Hull Three grade Jer
sey < -i 1\ es.
1 ; Whit* < D—t*
Swine ami a lot of oang Pigs,

heard of the cures of like cases effected by visiting a certain chapel in Ireland. They were too
poor to take her there, but they procured some
t the planter from the wall of the chapel, and
tin child drank of the water in which it had
been soaked. ami her voice immediately came
back. I>r. Hcruheim mentions the ease of an
hysterical uiri who came to his clinic with loss
of voice,
lie told the students that such eases
wen* often successfully treated by
electricity.
Lefore it. however, he applied bis hand over
the larynx, saying. “You will now be able to
speak.** and tlie voice returned.
W hatevermay be tin* successes of Suggestion
a- a health agent, it can nev er become
a*remedy
"f general application.
Its limitation is distinct. Impressible natures only, whether hypnotized «u- in a waking state, can be brought
under its intluenee. \V hen any evidence of its
having cured organic disease is presented, it
will be time enough seriously to consider its
merits.
When it removes a cancer, arrests
pneumonia or typhoid fever, its claims as a
mode of healing may receive attention. Lord
liacoii tells ii* that “the mind of man is full of
superstition ami imposture,’* ami that it is consonant to it* nature “for the affirmative or active to etl'cet more than tht; negative or privative.
So that a few times hitting a presence,
countervails ofttimes failing or absence.” When
IMagoras wa* shown, in tin; temple of Neptune,
the votive oflerings of those who had escaped
shipwreck, ami was asked if it were folly to invoke the god in a tempest, in* replied,
Where
are they painted who were drowned?** When
I In* event answers expectation it is registered,
I'Ui the more numerous failures are passed by.
The history of all marvel cures tells the same
tale. Sku ll healing pidemie his its period of
birth, development, decay,extinction,and their
'em often goes down while it is
yet day. They
ar* pitiful evidences of the
inlirmity of the human mind, so readily moved by
novelty, so
credulous of wonders. [I>r. Meredith (,’lymer
in the April Forum.
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Girls i- queer’ she only lurched,'
( hecks all dimplin'; “Jol
says she
“Foolin’ men, tli it never gi*eBeal in earnest, ain’t for .mi."
WanY that cuter I took lit*-hifit,
An’ a chair, an' staid, an. we

Willis E. Hamilton’s
A L><» A LI.

Physician

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND

Its main lines and branc hes include CHICAGO
PEORIA. MOLINE. ROCK ISLAND, DAVENPORT. DES MOINES, COUNCIL BLUFFS. MUSCATINE. KANSAS CITY, ST JOSEPH. LEAVENWORTH, ATCHISON. CEDAR RAPIDS.
WATERLOO. MINNEAPOLIS, and ST. PAUL,
and scores of
Choice of
intermediate cities.
routes to and from the Pacific Const.
All transfers in Union depots
Fast trains of Fine Day
Coaches, elegant Dining Cars, magnificent Pullman Palace Sleepers, ancl (between Chicago. St.
Joseph, Atchison and Kansas City) Reclining
Chair Cars. Seats Free, to holders of through
tirst-claes tickets.

: was

■

I

IJuick! turn ii and turn it with mam returns..
Waile inciting fat merrily bla/esand. burns.
Imparting rich lla\or.-. Keep turning, and—there,
1 i-done, with it.-inside red,
I
juicyvmid raixs.

FLORAL DESICNS

HORSES.
1*KN MORRIS, Gray Stallion, foaled
No. I.
187(5, sired by Robert R. Morris, lie by Mott’s Independent, be by Rysdyek’s Hambletonian, he by
Abdallah.
Dam, gray inure owned by Alex.
Thompson, York county, N. I»., she by Imported
Dssius. Ren Morris stands 1(5 hands high, weighs
1120 lbs., of a handsome gray color, well proportinned and attracts attention, both in and out of
! harness. He is sound and in perfect health and
a sure getter.
11 is colts are mostly
j has proved
j bay, tin; remainder beautiful iron gray, and (or
1
color, speed, endurance, kindness and beauty, can! not be excelled by any horse. He has directly de
| srended from three famous trotting families, the
Hambletonian, American Star and Messenger, and
from Knglish hunting stock, famed for
j by bis dam
speed and endurance. Rysdyck’s Hambletonian

metals ami the Well of Lourdes, (juite
recently in New Jersey, a girl, after an attack
of measles lost lmr voice, tier parents had

Two inches in thickness it ought to be rtn,
With snowdrifts of fat on it sweet as a mil.
\nd always remember when buying it tiu ft
Prime meat must be streaked and rovcrci with fat-

It'- been there a moment, nuieh'
give t a turn.
Now give :t another, for. as you will learn,
lb th out-ides thus sealed bvthi- first t^a li ol he,
Prevents the escape of its juice- so sweet.

that he ever passed through, and he continues:
1 was off the live fathom lightship, of Delaware. morning of the 13th when that blizzard
struck us at 1 o'clock. We were under short
sail at the time, the barometer giving warning,
being down to 20.20, and I would say here the
barometer has paid for itself fifty times over in
saying sail- and spars, for 1 pay strict attention
to its warnings.
Being well prepared, l was
in good position to trip the vessel all ways. I
hove to. on the port taek first, and found she
" as likely to
swamp in the wild, furious sea
that was thrown into the air, half-mast high.
1 wore ship to the westward.
She lay some
better, but completely buried lip, and likely to
drift on Fenwick Island Shoal, so 1 hail to hear
up ami scud before it * * * We secured
everything snug with extra gasketts and lashii
and put two men at the wheel, and let her
11}. It was what you may call a race for
iii» : it was the wildest race 1 ever
had; such an
awful gale—blew at the rate of ninety miles an
hour for twenty-four hours.
We dare not let
her come to, to the force of the gale. It would
haw swept our decks, and probably both masts
out of her. The scene was indescribable, liundreds of land birds around us, and dropping into
the sea. A blinding snow storm came with it.
and kept up all the time.
I can say this much for the Arcot. that she
proved herself'able for anything that wood and
iron can stand, for such a pitching about and
burying up l never saw a vessel get before in
all my experience of thirty odd years, and
through it all she never seemed to strain a bit.
but sometimes it would make her lumber
*
*
*
So here we are passing up the
groan.
river, hull, spars, sails and rigging all intact,
none the worse for the terrible shake up, ex‘*|'t some ropes chafed, so I say 1 feel thankful
to have got out of it so well.
The gale lasted us four days, then unsettled
weather and very bad sea, getting back to
* apes again, which was 400 miles
away when
the gale was done. We went230 miles while
running the 24 hours under lower topsail, then
we were hove to 4S hours in (Julf Stream and
u ric carried to eastward into Ion. 00 30, lat. 34
10. I found the (Julf Stream blown to the southeast 30 to 00 miles off its usual position and a
large band of warm (Julf water southeast of
the stream, running to the southwest of unusual width, as near as l could tell 30 miles broad.
During the gale broke otVthe ring bolts by the
main hatch that the boat was lashed to, came
near losing the boat but
managed to save her.
W
arrived up to the city at night of the 28th
into
berth
inst.; go
to-day.

magnets,

spring chickens ami «juaifc apr««

V woman ran cook it a- well as a man,
And don’t for your life, fry a steak in a y««i:
Put o'er a hoi lire w hich sparkles and gl»».vYou’ll broil it yourself though it blisters ?.m;

At It) o'clock A. M.

There is no doubt on the part of the
patient. Full confidence is first secured, ami
the cure may follow. And so it is with the
mind cure, suggestive medicine, mesmerism,

Or anything else of which epicures boast;
Put when you are hungry there's
nothing eiHittake
The place of a juicy and savory steak.

W^TE-l^D

Tuesday, April 17, 1SSS,

assurance.

HKKFSTEAK.

Me.

UNACQUAINTED WITH THE CEOGRAPHV OF THE COUNTRY Will
OBTAIN MUCH INFORMATION FROM A STUDY OF THIS MaP OF THE

by auction at my residence in WKST
WINTKKl'CH’iT, 1'4 miles from Monroe Village,

Will l»c sold

All tlu* miracles of hearing in ancient ami
modern times seem to he explained by the triad,
expectation, suggestion, faith. The quack says
his medicine will cure, and il i* taken with this

Philadelphia Ledger.

•iTlouwlU

on a

KIRK’S

l&ttAM

Horses, Colts, Bulls, Heifers, Swine, Carriages, Farming Tools, 4c.

ence

An Eminent

1 forked my habv and rocked away,
Ami I fell such a sweet content.
For the words of the song expressed to me raneeThan they ever before had meant.
And the night crept on, and 1 -dept and dreamed
< >f
things far too glad to he.
And I wakened with lips saving close to
my war..
"Papa, lot would you take for me?"

toast.

Auction Sale!

All

s,»

You may talk of

at Sea.

voyage from Matanzas to
Philadelphia. We publish below portions of it
showing the severity of the storm at sea. Capt.
Cates says that it was the most terrible experi-

hay.

a cobwebbed
mow she

in

Prepared

A

>

lessen guff' ling a:.d

the

;

j

female «li..i •:•!?!« s in ;
: u*
sense a pat- ;,t i:
..lmi/.rd remedy, which d. t'v. s t-i lu-ro-'ii i >v al! intelligent
-i-1.i::.t can exist
p< ojile. iiit- fact is. i.) 1
when the kid:
.s
nrin p il'rct order, and
th. ro is win
Hunt's H
,.y shows its mar-

greatly

the recent storm

survey,
Then, with a strictly business air, flew lighth^m

Way

;r v.rv wed,”
dcrittl.c best
to ni b s, and
It is in no

.4

i

She scratched a little here and there, as if for that
site came,
no one was around to spoil her little
game,
She hopped upon the wagon shaft and took a last

|

ho us- 1
si.', m.'.’y

-.

j

of mien.

Till, seeing

Experience

Cupt. J. W. Cates of the Boston brig Arcol
lias written from Philadelphia to the owners,
Pope A Sons, detailing his experience during

EASTER EGG.

moss-covered, shingled barn's big doors
were open wide,
While streams of spring's glad sunshine chased
the winter from inside :
When, past meek Brindie, wondering if grass was
growing green.
Walked dainty Mrs. speckled Hen, quite innocent
The old

fetrikiug; Case.
“The man or woman
does not live wlio is fres
\from
hereditary infln*
*
j nce8.” This remark
was made hy the cole*
iln-ated Dr. Yanderville,
«>f New York, to the Rev.
Dr. ]5r<»"ks, at a recent
: convention of scientists.
\\ “1 agree with you, doctor,” said iiio divine.
“Pure blood,*’ continued the doctor, “is th*
great cause of hi a 1th: impaired blood the source
of most diseases.
It may even go back to the
grand < r great grand parents.”
“1 have in micil a ] eminent man,” said th®
reverend gentleman, Th-noral Allred (’. Mini*
Ha
roe. of No. 1 PemherWei Spinro. Poston.
inherit, d kidney i; m h s from heth parents,
one of whom died with it. I!e suffered terribly
from pains in the hack a: 1 head, and at times
when walking the .1 //me is became so bad
that he was compclh d to lay hold of some convenient post for sin j Tt.
lie was in a must
desperate condition.”
And is be .*• still/'’ ..s’ d th. doctor.
■‘No. he is in ] nf. t 5 »
!•.
Dr. Mcdrogor,
v.
M
I bclu ve
h
•mputan dan arm
fur the •/■ f:
C’lv d i
Do y. n V;.
1 und- -•
*'s
“Oh. 11
said Dr. Va
foj
remedy
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Merry Songsters.
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